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General introduction
It is well known tha t humans intuitively use some body characteristics such as 
face, gait or voice to recognize each other. The use of these intrinsic physi­
cal or behavioral traits for the identification of persons is known as biometrics 
(from the Greek words ‘ßto?’ (life) and ‘^ erpoç ' (measure)). Biometrics has 
a long tradition in forensic research [202]. Well known examples of intrinsic 
physical biometrics tha t are used in forensic research are properties of finger 
prints [77, 211], DNA [65], faces [216], hands [4, 160] and irises [35, 212]. Ex­
amples of behavioral biometrics are gait [102, 122], speech [22, 29], keystroke 
intervals [37], signatures, and handwriting. This thesis focuses on the latter two 
topics: signatures and handwriting.
Signatures and handwriting are both products of the use of a writing instru­
ment. However, there are quite a number of differences between these two types 
of writing in terms of application, juridical status, and in how they are used in 
forensic cases.
Typically, a person bases his signatures on one tem plate (and sometimes 
another for his initials) and although no two instances are exactly the same, 
they are meant to represent the same shape. Because signatures are at least 
meant to be unique, they can be used for person identification. This is also 
how signatures are used in legal cases. In several states of the United States of 
America, the legal definition of a signature th a t is used, is “any memorandum, 
mark, or sign made with intent to authenticate any instrument or writing, or the
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subscription of any person thereto” [137]. While the placement of a signature 
often signifies some kind of official act, when using handwriting, one usually has 
no legal intention whatsoever. Handwriting is mostly used for communication 
of text, either to someone else (e.g., when writing a letter) or to  oneself (e.g., 
when writing in a diary or producing a shopping list). This does not mean that 
handwriting is any less useful as a biometric in forensics, however.
There are many factors th a t influence a person’s handwriting, like individual 
bio-mechanical constraints, the received handwriting education, the position one 
is in while writing, the writing instrument, the type of paper, the background, 
but also factors like stress, influence of alcohol, motivation and even the purpose 
of the handwriting (compare a shopping list to a letter of application) [70, 112]. 
Despite the high variation in a person’s handwriting, recent results from forensic 
writer identification show th a t it possesses sufficient individual traits  to  be used 
as an identification method [174].
Handwriting as a biometric has had the interest of researchers for a long 
time [2, 72, 87, 135, 177], but recently it has been enjoying new interest due to 
an increased need and effort to  deal with problems ranging from white-collar 
crime to  terrorist threats. In forensic writer identification, pieces of handwri­
ting are compared to  identify the writer of a so-called “questioned document” . 
These questioned documents can be threatening letters (like the famous anthrax 
letter in Figure 1), fraud letters or suspicious suicide notes (i.e., where there is 
doubt whether the note was produced by the supposed suicider). Traditionally 
this writer identification is performed by human forensic document experts, us­
ing methodologies as described by Huber and Headrick [70] and Morris [112]. 
However, computer systems are often used to assist the expert in identifying 
the writer of a questioned document. Examples of such systems tha t have been 
developed in the past are FISH [129], SCRIPT [36], WANDA [49] (see Fig­
ure 2), CEDAR-FOX [170, 174] and Pikaso’s Write-On. Such systems can help 
the expert, for example, in objectively measuring features from the questioned 
document or documents in the database, increasing the image quality of a doc­
ument (e.g. by removing background noise) and annotating the written text. 
The main goal of these systems is to  help the expert to  narrow the search space,
i.e. decrease the number of possible writers tha t need to  be visually inspected.
The identification of the writer based only on a piece of handwriting is a 
challenging task for pattern recognition. The use of automatic methods for 
writer identification was judged critically by forensic practitioners in the past. 
However, modern image processing technology, tools for pattern  recognition, 
and raw computing power have all evolved to such extent tha t computer use in 
this field has become a practical possibility [174, 175].
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You c a n  n o r  S t o p  us.
W ç  H * v e  t h i s  a h t h q a x .
D e a t h  T o  A m £4/C4,
O e a t h  t o  I s k a ê l .
Figure 1: Detail of one of the famous anthrax letters tha t were sent to US 
Senators Daschle and Leahy shortly after the attacks of September 11th, 2001.Source: Wikipedia: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2001_anthrax_attacks
Although computer systems are already widely used by forensic document 
experts around the world today, many of these systems do not benefit from 
recent advances in pattern  recognition and image processing, new insights in 
automatically derived handwriting features, user interface development, and in­
novations in forensic writer identification systems. To integrate these recent 
developments in a test-bed system like the WANDA system [49] (see Figure 2), 
with the goal of improving the writer identification systems available today, 
a research project was started in 2005: Trigraph - trimodal writer identifica­
tion [120]. The research presented in this thesis is one of the results of the 
project.
In the Trigraph project, which has been performed as a collaboration be­
tween the universities of Nijmegen and Groningen and the Dutch Forensic In­
stitu te (NFI), explorations have been made to develop new techniques tha t do 
utilize the new insights and innovations. Two major goals of the project are: (A) 
gaining more benefit from pattern  recognition developments, and (B) making
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Figure 2: Screen shot of the WANDA workbench: a prototype system for writer 
identification.
the results of the system better understandable to the human expert.
These goals were pursued on three levels, hence the acronym Trigraph: Auto­
matic features derived from images, manually measured geometric properties of 
the handwriting, and allographic, character-shape based features. The research 
presented in this thesis focuses on the latter: the allographic level.
These levels correspond to our experience with experts, in which we have 
observed tha t in the examination of handwritten documents, human specialists 
are able to quickly judge whether or not two pieces of handwriting are likely to 
originate from the same writer. Three phases can be distinguished in this man-
4
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ual process: First, holistic comparisons between the documents are performed, 
where global characteristics like writing style, slant, spacing between characters, 
words and lines are compared. Subsequently, the occurrence of typical character 
shapes or letter combinations apparent in the handwriting is observed. By mu­
tually comparing a number these allographs, experts can judge whether there 
exist convincing similarities in how the two writers produce character shapes. 
This comparison phase plays a very im portant role in the process. Finally, 
comparisons are made on sub-character level, zooming in on peculiarities like 
ascenders, descenders, loop size and orientation, or lead-in and lead-out strokes.
The focus of the research presented in this thesis is on the the level of com­
paring allographs, for automatic writer identification and is in line with the two 
project goals th a t were described above. However, it will also be shown th a t the 
techniques developed are not only beneficial for automatic writer identification 
systems, but can be used in other domains as well.
The research questions addressed in this thesis can be divided into two parts: 
the ones tha t directly correspond to the problem of writer identification, and the 
ones focusing on other domains. The research questions regarding automatic 
writer identification tha t will be answered in this thesis are:
• W hat are suitable features and techniques for allograph matching?
• Which techniques yield results tha t are match human expectations, which 
makes them  suitable for computer systems of which the results need to be 
interpreted by human experts?
• How can a persons handwriting be represented based on the allographs 
tha t he or she uses?
• How can techniques from the world of Information Retrieval be used for 
writer identification?
O ther research questions tha t will be answered are:
• Can the techniques developed for writer identification also be used in other 
handwriting related domains?
• Which basic features described in the literature perform well in the clas­
sification of characters and (iconic) gestures?
The remainder of this thesis constitutes 3 parts. In Part I, various methods 
for the comparison of allographs at both character level and sub-character level
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are described. It will be shown how these methods can be used for classification 
of different handwritten shapes, with results th a t match human expectations. 
In Part II, it is shown how these comparison techniques can be used for auto­
matic writer identification, and essentially the first set of research questions is 
answered there. The research presented in Part III demonstrates th a t the tech­
niques described in the first part can also be successfully applied in a number 
of other domains. A brief introduction to the parts can be found below.
Part I: Handwriting comparison at character level
This part contains near verbatim copies1 of the next publications:
1. Ralph Niels, Louis Vuurpijl, and Lambert Schomaker. Automatic allo­
graph matching in forensic writer identification. International Journal of 
Pattern Recognition and Artificial Intelligence (IJPRAI). Vol. 21, No. 1. 
Pages 61-81. February 2007.
2. Don Willems, Ralph Niels, Marcel van Gerven, and Louis Vuurpijl. A 
Taxonomy and Assessment of Features for Handwriting and Sketch Re­
cognition. Submitted.
The first part of this thesis focuses on techniques for allograph comparison. 
As shown in [175] and [199], handwriting is individual, which is observed in 
the huge variation in which different writers produce different character shapes, 
or allographs. Human experts are able to exploit knowledge about allographs 
when comparing different handwritings, by searching typical character shapes 
and judging whether they “match” or not. In this process, human experts (i) 
consider global shape characteristics, (ii) reconstruct and compare the handwri­
ting production process (trajectory dynamics), and (iii) zoom in on particular 
features like loops, ascenders, descenders, crossings, lead-in or lead-out strokes, 
ligatures, or letter combinations (bi-grams, tri-grams). Current computer-based 
writer identification tools implement only part of the expertise which human 
experts employ. W hat is particularly missing or underestimated is th a t the 
“dynamics” or the trajectory of the pen tip during the writing of a character 
is not incorporated in this process. We would like to underline tha t given this 
temporal information:
1The overlap between articles was reduced by removing material shared by two or more 
articles.
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1. Global character-based measurements (e.g., width, height, slant) can be 
performed automatically, leading to less error-prone measurements and 
more efficient interactions. In Chapter 2 of this thesis, a large set of new 
features tha t can automatically be extracted from allographs is described, 
and it is shown th a t these features yield very good results in comparing 
allographs. This is relevant to major goal (A) of the Trigraph project: 
benefit more from pattern  recognition techniques.
2. Dynamical information can be exploited in the matching process, e.g., by 
opening up the body of literature on online character recognition. Exam­
ples of this can be found throughout this thesis.
3. Matching algorithms may be developed tha t are concentrated on the gra­
pheme level, expecting to yield results tha t are comparable to what human 
experts would accept. In Chapter 1 we demonstrate one of such tech­
niques, Dynamic Time Warping, for allograph comparison, and demon­
strate th a t the results of this comparison are more visually convincing 
than those of other standard comparison techniques. This makes it easier 
for forensic specialists to understand and accept the results, which may 
eventually establish tha t the results can be used as evidence in court. This 
is relevant to major goal (B) of the Trigraph project: make the results bet­
ter understandable by humans.
Because in the forensic practice dynamic or temporal information of the 
handwriting trace is usually unavailable, it is necessary to reconstruct the dy­
namics from the static, scanned handw ritten documents. As yet, there ex­
ists no satisfactory solution to fully automatically perform this task [73, 193]. 
Semi-automatic methods, in which a human assists the computer in finding 
the right trajectory, do exist however. One example of such a solution is im­
plemented in the WANDA system [188]. WANDA comprises a set of tools 
for pre-processing scanned images, semi-automatic and manual feature extrac­
tion, database management, and writer identification tasks. Using the WANDA 
allograph matcher [188], the user can manually copy-draw the trajectory of 
a scanned handwriting image. In Chapter 1, we introduce a new approach in 
the automatic reconstruction of dynamic information from scanned handwritten 
characters.
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Part II: Writer identification
This part contains near verbatim copies of the next publications:
1. Vivian Blankers, Ralph Niels, and Louis Vuurpijl. Writer identification 
by means of explainable features: shapes of loop and lead-in strokes. In 
Proceedings of the 19th Belgian-Dutch Conference on Artificial Intelligence 
(BNAIC), pages 17-24, Utrecht, The Netherlands, November 5-6, 2007.
2. Ralph Niels and Louis Vuurpijl. Generating copybooks from consistent 
handwriting styles. In Proceedings of the 9th International Conference on 
Document Analysis and Recognition (ICDAR), pages 1009-1013, Curitiba, 
Brazil, September 23-26, 2007.
3. Ralph Niels, Franc Grootjen, and Louis Vuurpijl. Information retrieval 
based on allograph similarities: a promising technique for the forensic 
document examiner. Submitted.
In this part, we will show how one of the allograph comparison techniques 
described in Part I of this thesis can be embedded in actual writer identification 
techniques. We will demonstrate how we can automatically find writing styles 
tha t are present in a particular collection of documents, which can give visual 
insight into the data collection (which is relevant to Trigraph goal (B)), and 
which can help in reducing the search space tha t a forensic expert needs to 
examine, by selecting only those documents th a t contain the same handwriting 
style as the questioned document.
We will also show how techniques from the field of information retrieval, that 
were hardly used for writer identification before, and not for allograph based 
writer identification at all, can be used. They do not only help in reducing the 
search space by selecting only the relevant documents (i.e., documents in which 
the same use of allographs can be detected as in the questioned document), but 
they can also give insight into the system. This can be done by showing the 
forensic expert a list of the allographs tha t were considered to be im portant 
by the system, and tha t played a large role in the selection of the relevant 
documents. In this part of the thesis, we will show how new pattern  recognition 
techniques can yield results tha t are better understandable, and this corresponds 
to the two major goals of the Trigraph project.
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Part III: Applications in handwriting analysis & 
recognition
This part contains near verbatim copies of the next publications:
1. Ralph Niels and Louis Vuurpijl. Dynamic Time Warping Applied to Tamil 
Character Recognition. In Proceedings of the 8th International Conference 
on Document Analysis and Recognition (ICDAR), pages 730-734, Seoul, 
Korea, August 29-September 1, 2005.
2. Don Willems, Ralph Niels, Marcel van Gerven, and Louis Vuurpijl. Iconic 
and multi-stroke gesture recognition. Pattern Recognition. Volume 42, 
Issue 12, December 2009, Pages 3303-3312.
3. Louis Vuurpijl, Ralph Niels, Merijn van Erp, Lambert Schomaker, and Eu­
gene Ratzlaff. Verifying the Unipen devset. In Proceedings of the 9th In­
ternational Workshop on Frontiers In Handwriting Recognition (IWFHR), 
pages 586-591, Tokyo, Japan, October 2004.
4. Carlo di Brina, Ralph Niels, Anneloes Overvelde, Gabriel Levi, and Wouter 
Hulstijn. Dynamic Time Warping: A new method in the study of poor 
handwriting. Human Movement Science. Vol. 21, No. 2. Pages 242-255. 
April 2008.
In Part III, we will demonstrate tha t the techniques tha t were developed for 
writer identification, and tha t are discussed in Part I, can also successfully be 
used in other pen-based domains, where the processing of pen input trajectories 
play a role. Major classes of pen input are handwriting in different scripts (such 
as Latin [17, 136], Chinese [95, 171], Arabic [85, 98] and Tamil [5, 80]), dia­
grams [82] (such as Unified Modeling Language (UML) diagrams [60], electrical 
systems design [3, 52] and bathroom  design [18]), musical [46, 210] and math 
notation [30, 180], and icons [121].
Two of the applications described in this thesis, tha t pursue handwritten 
character recognition (as is the case in writer identification) are the recognition 
of Latin and Tamil characters. In both cases, a dynamic trajectory matching 
technique is used for computing a distance measure which can be used to ex­
press the similarity between two characters. It will be shown tha t this distance 
measure can be used for character classification purposes. In the case of the 
comparison of Latin characters, the trajectory matching based classifier is used 
in a multiple classifier system to detect errors in the labeling in a the well known
9
Unipen devset [59]. In the case of the Tamil characters, the matching technique 
is used for the generation of allographs that were then used in a character clas­
sification system.
The classification of iconic pen gestures is another application described in 
this part of the thesis. Both the trajectory matching technique and the feature 
set described in Part I are used to  classify a database of handwritten iconic 
gestures tha t was collected for the development of classifiers for the domain of 
multi-modal crisis management systems [183]. The approach of recognition of 
icons is not allograph based, as is the case in the other applications described 
in this thesis: classification is performed by matching unknown icons to a test 
set of labeled icons.
In Chapter 7, we show tha t given the available techniques, we can yield high 
recognition performances tha t generalize to other databases of iconic pen data, 
and to databases of Latin characters.
The final application of our trajectory matching technique described in this 
part is handwriting analysis: the automatic diagnosis of the motor disorder 
Developmental Coordination Disorder (DCD) in children. This is done by ana­
lyzing the amount of variation in handwriting produced by a child, which is one 
of the diagnosis criteria of DCD. Dynamic Time Warping is used for the analy­
sis: by performing local pair wise comparisons of several trajectories produced 
by the same child, the amount of variation can be calculated. This approach 
differs from the other DTW -applications described in this thesis because it is 
used to compute the within-writer variability, rather than searching for the most 
similar allograph. Today, this variation analysis is performed by humans, using 
standard questionnaires [62]. By introducing this automatic method, we can 
not only decrease the amount of human labor involved, but we also provide 
the experts with means for a more objective and robust measure for variation 
detection.
Recapitulation
A coherent set of subjects are discussed in this thesis: from allograph based 
writer identification and character recognition to feature and handwriting anal­
ysis. W hat the subjects have in common is tha t they all involve context free 
comparison of handwritten trajectories that are the smallest meaningful repre­
sentations in their domain: mainly characters in the Latin alphabet, but also 
Tamil characters and iconic pen gestures.
In the upcoming parts of this thesis, it will be shown tha t we have found and
10
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implemented techniques th a t can be used for allograph comparison in a way that 
corresponds to human expectations and is therefore very suitable for automatic 
writer identification, but that can also successfully be applied in other domains.
The answers to the research questions formulated above will be further sum­
marized and discussed in the concluding chapter.
Author contributions
The research tha t was conducted to create the papers about the feature tax­
onomy (Chapter 2) and the iconic and multi-stroke gesture recognition (Chap­
ter 7), as well as the writing of those papers, was performed in equal parts by 
Don Willems, who focussed on the crisis management application [203], and 
myself.
The research resulting in the paper about loops and lead in features (Chap­
ter 3) was performed in collaboration with Vivian Blankers, and under my 
supervision.
The article about the verification of the Unipen Devset (Chapter 8) was 
performed in equal parts by Louis Vuurpijl, Merijn van Erp and myself.
The technical parts of the research resulting in the article about the use 
of Dynamic Time Warping to study poor handwriting (Chapter 9) were per­
formed by me. I also contributed extensively to the discussions regarding the 
experiments and the data analysis.
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Part I
Handwriting comparison at 
character level
13

1
Automatic allograph matching in forensic writer 
identification
This chapter was previously published as:
Ralph Niels, Louis Vuurpijl and Lambert Schomaker. Automatic allograph matching in foren­
sic writer identification. In terna tiona l Journal o f P a ttern  Recognition and A rtificia l In te lli­
gence (IJP R A I).  Vol. 21, No. 1. Pages 61-81. February 2007.
A well-established task in forensic writer identification focuses on the compari­
son of allographs present in handwriting. In order for a computer to perform this 
task convincingly, it should yield results that are plausible to the human expert. 
In this chapter, a promising technique for so-called human-congruous trajectory 
matching, called Dynamic Time Warping (D TW ) is introduced. In the first part 
of the chapter, we describe an experiment that shows that D T W  yields results 
that correspond to human expectations. Since D T W  requires the dynamics of 
the handwritten trace, “online” trajectories need to be extracted from “offline” 
scanned documents. In the second part of the chapter, an automatic procedure 
to perform this task is described. Images were generated from a large online 
dataset, providing the actual trajectories. This allows for a quantitative assess­
ment of the techniques, rather than a qualitative discussion of a small number 
of examples. Our results show that D T W  can significantly improve the results 
from trajectory extraction when compared to traditional techniques.
15
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1.1 Introduction
Forensic writer identification has been enjoying new interest due to an increased 
need and effort to  deal with problems ranging from white-collar crime to terrorist 
threats. In forensic writer identification, pieces of handwriting are compared to 
identify the writer of a so-called “questioned document” . Traditionally this is 
done by forensic document experts, using methodologies as described by Huber 
and Headrick [70] and Morris [112]. The identification of the writer based only 
on a piece of handwriting is a challenging task for pattern  recognition. The use 
of automatic methods for writer identification was judged critically by forensic 
practitioners in the past. However, modern image processing technology, tools 
for pattern recognition, and raw computing power have all evolved to such extent 
tha t computer use in this field has become a practical possibility [174, 175].
A number of systems have been used in Europe and the United States. 
However, most of these systems are getting outdated and do not benefit from 
recent advances in pattern  recognition and image processing, new insights in 
automatically derived handwriting features, user interface development, and in­
novations in forensic writer identification systems [49, 153]. The challenge is to 
integrate these recent developments into a usable workbench tool for forensic 
document examination, with the goal to drastically improve the writer identifi­
cation systems available today. Our work to  reach this goal, is executed within 
the Trigraph project [120]. Trigraph may be considered as a continuation of 
the Wanda project [49]. The Wanda system provides a flexible workbench for 
performing document examination and writer-identification tasks. In Trigraph, 
modern user-interface technology is combined with (i) expert knowledge from 
forensic experts, (ii) automatically derived image features computed from a 
scanned handwritten document [9, 25, 153, 172], and (iii) information based on 
allographic character features [198].
This chapter focuses on the latter issue. In the first part of this chapter, 
the possibilities of using Dynamic Time Warping [116, 118, 194] (DTW) for 
so-called human-congruous allograph matching are explored. It will be shown 
tha t DTW  is able to yield results th a t match the expectations of the human 
user. Since DTW requires the availability of “online” character trajectories, it 
can only be applied to offline (scanned) documents if the online signal can be 
recovered from it. In the second part of the chapter, we will present our ongoing 
research toward the development of a technique th a t can perform this recovery 
automatically. To test the performance of our technique in an experiment, we 
generated images from a large online dataset of handwritten characters using 
a line generator. The fact th a t the online data is available as well, allows for
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a quantitative assessment of the trajectory extraction techniques, rather than 
a qualitative discussion of a small number of examples. The results of this 
second experiment show that DTW  can significantly improve the results from 
trajectory extraction when compared to traditional techniques.
1.1.1 A llograph-based  w riter identification
An allograph is a handwritten character with a prototypical shape. The shape 
may describe a complete character trajectory [100, 198], certain character frag­
ments [9, 155], or one or more peculiar characteristics (like a large loop, a certain 
lead-in or lead-out stroke, or a long descender or ascender) [70, 100, 112, 175]. 
A well-established task in forensic document examination focuses on the com­
parison of allographic shapes present in the handwriting [112]. In this approach, 
the way in which a writer produces certain allographs is considered as a “sig­
nature” of the writer. Finding a writer who employs one or more prototypical 
characters corresponds to matching these characters to the characters available 
in a database of scanned documents.
This application of character matching was implemented in the Wanda sys­
tem  [49]. Wanda comprises a collection of preprocessing, measurement, anno­
tation, and writer search tools for examining handwritten documents and for 
writer identification purposes. The Wanda allograph matcher [188] provides the 
option to mark specific characters in a scanned document by copy-drawing their 
trajectory. Subsequently, such marked trajectories are used to index the doc­
ument with the goal to be used for the future search of documents or writers. 
For the allograph matcher to be used in a practical application, where it can be 
used to retrieve writers tha t produce certain prototypical allographs, it needs 
to  be equipped with a reliable and consistent indexing method th a t facilitates 
human-congruous matching. In this chapter, we propose methods suitable for 
this approach.
1.1.2 H um an-congruous m atching
The Wanda allograph matcher employs the HCLUS prototype matching tech­
niques described by Vuurpijl and Schomaker [198]. HCLUS uses a set of proto­
types to match unknown characters for the goal of character recognition. Al­
though recognition performances using HCLUS are considered state-of-the-art 
(about 96% for characters from the Unipen [59] datasets), recent preliminary 
studies with forensic experts showed tha t when using HCLUS for allograph search, 
the results (typically presented as a list of best matching allographs) in many
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occasions are not what the experts would expect. The results are not “con­
gruous” to  the human observer: the best matching allographs selected by the 
system are different than the ones tha t the experts would have selected. Our 
expectancy was tha t the matching of DTW  would yield more congruous results. 
This observation and expectancy form im portant motivations of our work. It 
is paramount tha t when an autom ated system yields results, these results must 
be comprehensible and acceptable for the human users — in our case forensic 
experts, who have to be able to defend the results in court. Although eventu­
ally, distinguishing the characteristic features used by experts could give much 
insight in writer identification, at this moment we do not attem pt to find a 
definition or specification of what makes a good match. We are only interested 
in the quantitative judgment whether a certain match is more appropriate to a 
human expert than another match.
Research on visually congruous handwriting recognition is still relatively 
unexplored. Different approaches can be distinguished in two broad main cat­
egories. The first concerns the use of handwriting fragments or holistic infor­
mation as employed in the human visual system and in human reading. In a 
recent paper, De Stefano et al. [27] discuss the use of multi-scale methods for 
curvature-based shape descriptions tha t are inspired by the human visual sys­
tem. Edelman et al. [38] proposed a method for cursive handwriting recognition 
tha t employs perception-oriented features. Ruiz-Pinales and Lecolinet [146] pre­
sented a technique for cursive word recognition that is based on a perceptive 
model. Schomaker and Segers [155] described methods to  identify salient trajec­
tory segments of handwriting tha t are particularly used by humans for pattern 
matching. A survey of holistic features tha t can be used for human-congruous 
recognition is given in, e.g., [100, 176].
The second category concerns the use of knowledge about the human hand­
writing production process. There is a body of research tha t points to the 
exploration of limitations and laws of human motor control in the detection of 
specific trajectories in scanned documents. In [132], characteristics of human 
motor control tha t are based on curvature minimization are used to process 
a handwritten scan. This work is targeted at the extraction of dynamic in­
formation from handw ritten images. In [156], it is shown tha t the points at 
minimal velocity provide stable anchor points for velocity-based stroke segmen­
tation. Here, knowledge about the handwriting-production process is exploited 
for recognition purposes.
In Section 1.2, we will review a technique called Dynamic Time Warping 
(DTW), which we consider as particularly appropriate for the goal of human- 
congruous matching. DTW  originated in the 1970s during which it was applied
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to  speech recognition applications. For a review of DTW  for speech recognition, 
the reader is referred to [86]. Tappert [181] was the first to apply DTW  to cursive 
handwriting. However, due to  its computationally expensive algorithm and the 
advent of HMM techniques tha t could also handle problems of varying signal 
length and local shape variations, the interest in DTW  diminished. W ith the 
currently available computing resources, the popularity of DTW  for handwriting 
recognition has regained interest. Vuori [194] describes various implementations 
of DTW tha t form the basis of our work. Using a variation of the algorithms 
described by Vuori, a match between two trajectories can be produced that 
promises to be more intuitive than the matches tha t are produced by other 
matching techniques. The underlying assumption in our approach is tha t both 
categories tha t can be used for human-congruous matching (observable character 
fragments and the process of handwriting production), are somehow encoded in 
the character trajectory and that, thus, a proper trajectory matching technique 
could employ this encoded information to yield results tha t are similar to those 
of the human user.
1.1.3 E xtractin g  tra jectories from  im age inform ation
In so-called “online” representations of handwritten shapes, the number of 
strokes, the order of strokes, the writing direction of each stroke, the speed 
of writing within each stroke, the pen pressure during writing, and information 
about pen-ups and pen-downs are comprised [73]. To be able to use DTW  or 
other techniques th a t operate on trajectory data for scanned documents, it is 
required to  extract dynamic information from these static images. As men­
tioned above, this can be performed interactively by manually copy-drawing 
a scanned image. But the challenge is to perform this process automatically. 
Many authors have pursued this challenge, see e.g., [69, 73, 83, 89, 100, 176]. 
The most prominent approaches first binarize the image and subsequently gen­
erate a skeleton through thinning. The thinned image is used to detect so-called 
“clusters” [83], which are potential starting or ending points of the trajectory 
or points at which one or more strokes cross. The process of trajectory extrac­
tion subsequently amounts to a search for the optimal path through a sequence 
of connected clusters. As will be elaborated in Section 1.3, most approaches 
employ a minimization of length and/or curvature of the extracted trajectories.
We have explored another powerful application of trajectory matching tech­
niques like DTW : verification of the extracted dynamic trajectories from a 
scanned handwritten image. Starting point of this discussion is tha t if a certain 
trajectory is extracted from a handwritten character image, there must exist
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a prototypical allograph th a t matches this trajectory. Given a proper set of 
prototypes, it must thus be possible to validate the extracted trajectory. This 
approach is particularly suited for forensic document examination, which heav­
ily employs the detection of particular allographs in document databases for 
writer identification purposes. In Section 1.3, we describe our ongoing research 
toward using allograph matching for this purpose. The results indicate that 
such techniques can significantly improve the quality of the extracted trajecto­
ries. Given our findings th a t DTW  is a technique tha t yields results plausible to 
humans, this method promises to be useful for forensic document examination.
1.2 DTW  for human-congruous 
allograph matching
In this section, we describe an experiment tha t assesses the validity of DTW 
for human-congruous allograph matching. We implemented a variation of the 
DTW  algorithm [86], which can compute the similarity between two online 
trajectories of coordinates. In addition to temporal and spatial information, 
our implementation of DTW also takes into account whether the pen was on 
( “pen-down” ) or above ( “pen-up”) the paper during the creation of a certain 
point in the trajectory. Allograph matching is performed by point-to-point 
comparison of two trajectories. A so-called “matching path” , tha t represents the 
combinations of points on the two curves tha t are matched together, is created. 
The Euclidean distance between all couples of matching points is summed and 
averaged (see Figure 1.1). The resulting distance number is a measure for the 
similarity between the two matched allographs.
1.2.1 T he D T W  algorithm
In our implementation of DTW, given two trajectories P  =  (pi ,p 2, ...,p N ) and 
Q =  (qi, q2, . . .  qM), two points pi and qj match if the following is satisfied: 
(Boundary condition satisfied) OR (Pen-up/Pen-down condition satisfied AND 
Continuity condition satisfied), where the three conditions are defined as:
• Boundary condition : p i and qj are both the first, or both the last points 
of the corresponding trajectories P  and Q (i.e. p i matches with qi and 
p N matches with qM ).
• Pen-up/Pen-down condition : p i and qj match if both are either pen- 
down or pen-up (this is an addition to the implementation described by
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(a) (b)
(c) (d) (e)
Figure 1.1: Examples of trajectory matching techniques. Samples (a) and (b) 
are matched using (c) linear matching (every point i of trajectory 1 matches 
with point i of trajectory 2), (d) complete matching (every point of trajectory 
1 matches with the nearest point of trajectory 2), and (e) DTW-matching. 
DTW  uses the production order of the coordinates, and is able to  match the 
coordinates th a t are placed in the same position in the two curves. As can be 
observed, “strange” matches like between the points at the bottom  of (a) and 
the left of (b) (as occur in (c)) and between the points at the end of (a) and the 
beginning of (b) (as occur in (d)) do not occur in the DTW-match. Furthermore, 
DTW  does not require resampling (because it can match trajectories of different 
length), whereas linear matching does.
Vuori [194]).
• Continuity condition: pi and qj match if Equation 1.1 is satisfied. The 
variable c is number between 0 and 1 which indicates the strictness of the 
condition. The value c =  0.13 th a t we used in this chapter was adopted 
from our previous studies on using DTW for different applications (see 
Chapters 1 and 6).
M  M
N i  -  cM  < j  < N i  +  cM (1.1)
The algorithm computes the distance between P  and Q by finding a path 
tha t minimizes the average cumulative cost. In our implementation, the cost
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S(P,Q) is defined by the average Euclidean distance between all matching pi 
and q j. Note tha t this differs from the edit distance employed by Lei et al. [92]. 
The edit distance represents the number of points tha t have to be inserted by 
the DTW  matching process. Our claim is tha t ô(P, Q) better resembles human- 
congruous matching of subsequent closest coordinate pairs.
1.2.2 D a ta  and p ro to typ e  creation
Based on the DTW-distance as defined above, it can be determined which allo­
graph from a set of prototypes is most similar to a certain questioned sample. 
For the experiment described in this chapter, a random selection of about one 
third of the samples from the Unipen v07_r01-trainset [59] was used. We used 
the semi-automatic clustering techniques described in [198] to yield a number 
of clusters containing similar allograph members. Two different averaging tech­
niques were used to merge members from the same cluster into one prototype. 
This resulted in two distinct sets of allograph prototypes:
• Resample and average : Every member in the cluster was resampled to 30 
points (a number tha t is suitable for describing most character shapes in 
Western handwriting [152]). Each point p i of the prototype was calculated 
by averaging the x and y coordinates of every ith  point of the members 
in the corresponding cluster.
• MergeSamples : In stead of resampling, the member with the number of 
points closest to the average number of points of all character samples 
in the cluster was selected as initial prototype. Subsequently, the other 
character samples in the cluster were merged with this prototype, using a 
variation of the Learning Vector Quantization algorithm [116, 194].
Figure 1.2 shows prototypes tha t were based on the same cluster but pro­
cessed by the two different techniques. As can be observed, the MergeSamples 
prototypes (left) are more “coarse” and “bumpy” than the Resample and Av­
erage prototypes (right). Using the two averaging techniques, two prototype 
collections were constructed, each containing 1384 prototypes.
In the experiment described below, DTW  was compared to  the HCLUS tra ­
jectory matching technique. As described in detail in [198], HCLUS employs a 
set of prototypes found through hierarchical clustering of the characters in the 
Unipen v07_r01-trainset. Each character is normalized with the origin trans­
lated to (0,0) and the rms radius of the character scaled to 1. Characters 
are spatially resampled at 30 equidistant coordinates. From each character, a
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Figure 1.2: Two prototype pairs. For the characters a and g, two methods of 
sampling are shown. W ithin a box, the character on the left is processed by 
the MergeSamples algorithm, whereas the character on the right is processed 
by the Resample and Average algorithm. The reader is referred to the text for 
more details. While MergeSamples provides a ragged appearance as opposed 
to  the smooth character on the right, there is less of a shape-bias error in 
MergeSamples. This is evidenced from the opening of the character a in the 
averaged version and the opening of the loop in the character g.
feature vector is computed, containing the 30 (x,y,z) coordinates with the run­
ning angles cos(4>), sin(^) and corresponding angular differences. Hierarchical 
clustering is performed using the Euclidean distance metrics on these feature 
vectors and the resulting clusters are manually selected. Allograph matching is 
performed based on the resulting prototypes, which correspond to the centroids 
of members belonging to a cluster.
1.2.3 T he experim en t
To test whether our DTW -algorithm produces results tha t are more plausible 
to  humans than the results of the HCLUS allograph matcher [198], the following 
experiment was conducted. The results of two DTW-variations (one for each 
of the two prototype collections) were compared to the results of HCLUS. Hu­
man subjects judged the quality of the results yielded by these three allograph 
matchers. Since DTW compares points in a way th a t may resemble the pair­
wise comparisons employed by humans, our assumption was tha t the results of 
the DTW-variations would be judged to  be more intuitive than the results of 
HCLUS. Furthermore, we expected tha t subjects would judge the MergeSam- 
ples prototypes as more intuitive than the Resample and Average prototypes, 
since for the creation of the former set no resampling (possibly causing loss of
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information), was performed. Moreover, a human handwriting expert qualified 
the MergeSamples prototypes as better resembling a proper average [116]. Our 
hypotheses therefore were: (i) the results of DTW will be judged to be more 
“human-congruous” than the results of HCLUS; and (ii) the results of DTW  using 
the MergeSamples prototype set will be judged to be more “human-congruous” 
than the results of DTW  using the Resample and average prototype set.
Twenty-five subjects, males and females in the age of 20 to 55, participated 
in the experiment, which was inspired by Van den Broek et al. [187]. Each 
subject was provided with 130 trials (that were preceded by 3 practice trials). 
In each trial, the subject was shown a “query” allograph and a 5 * 3 matrix 
containing different “result” allographs (see Figure 1.3). The subjects were 
asked to select those allographs tha t they considered to appropriately resemble 
the query (as stated in Section 1.1.2, we were not interested in a qualitative 
description of what makes a good match, but only in quantitative differences in 
the appropriateness of different matches). Subjects could select (and de-select) 
allographs by clicking them (selected allographs were marked by a green border). 
No instructions were provided on the criteria to use or on how many allographs 
to select. The results of each trial were stored upon clicking a submit button, 
which also loaded the next trial.
The subjects were in fact shown the results of the three different allograph 
matchers (HCLUS and the two DTW-variations). For each trial, a lowercase 
sample was randomly taken from the Unipen v07_r01-trainset. For each sample, 
each allograph matcher returned the five best matching prototypes1. Trials and 
m atrix location of the resulting allographs were fully randomized in order to 
compensate for fatigue effects and preferred order of result. To reduce the effect 
of differences in recognition performances of the systems, for each sample query 
with a certain label, the five best matching prototypes with the same label 
produced by each system were collected.
1.2.4 R esu lts
In total 48750 allographs were presented in this experiment (25 subjects * 130 
trials * 15 prototypes per trial). In 3397 (6.9%) cases, subjects judged a pro­
totype from the MergeSamples system as relevant. In 2942 (6.0%) cases, a 
prototype from the Resample and Average and in 1553 (3.2%) cases, the HCLUS 
prototypes were selected (Figure 1.3 illustrates some of the selections made by
1All queries and results of the three allograph matchers can be found at 
http: / /dtw.noviomagum.com.
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Figure 1.3: Examples of trials and typical selections. Subjects could select 
and de-select allographs by clicking them (selections were marked with a green 
border). In each of these figures, an example trial is shown. Allographs that 
were selected by at least one subject, are marked with a dark border.
the subjects). A General Linear Model was used to statistically assess the va­
lidity of the hypotheses. For a significance level of a < 0.01, both hypotheses 
were found to hold strongly significant (p < 0.0001).
Since each hypothesis was validated by the experiment, it can be concluded 
tha t (i) the results of DTW  are judged to be more “human-congruous” than the 
results of HCLUS; and (ii) the results of DTW  using the MergeSamples prototype 
set are judged to  be more “human-congruous” than the results of DTW  using 
the Resample and Average prototype set. Furthermore, when removing the 
prototypes tha t were considered as irrelevant by the subjects, i.e., by considering 
only the 7892 selected cases, the effects become even stronger. In respectively 
3397 (43.0%), 2942 (37.2%) and 1553 (19.7%) of the cases, the MergeSamples, 
Resample and Average, and HCLUS prototypes were selected.
In the preceding section, it is shown tha t DTW yields results tha t are more 
congruous to  what humans expect than other trajectory matching techniques.
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We have incorporated these techniques in the Wanda workbench [188], which 
provides a means to  manually index handw ritten documents by copy-drawing 
pieces of scanned ink. Given a set of indexed documents, allograph-based writer 
search on the basis of a query character becomes feasible. Please note tha t this 
approach is not unrealistic, given tha t it is common practice for forensic examin­
ers to carefully perform interactive measurements on suspected documents [157]. 
However, our goal is to support this labor by providing a means to automatically 
search for particular allographs in scanned documents.
1.3 Trajectory extraction for forensic writer iden­
tification
In this section, we describe the most common approaches to the automatic 
extraction of dynamic trajectories: minimization of global parameters such as 
length, average curvature, or directional changes [73, 83, 132]. We introduce two 
new methods: a novel use of local curvature information and the use of DTW 
techniques for the verification of the extracted trajectories. This section ends 
with a presentation of our first comparative studies, assessing these different 
methods using a relatively large dataset.
1.3.1 C om m on tra jectory  extraction  techniques
Kato and Yasuhara [83] and Jager [73] give an excellent coverage of different ap­
proaches in trajectory extraction techniques. The application of the techniques 
they describe are restricted to  characters identifiable begin and end points (i.e., 
where the begin and end points do not coincide with the stroke). The technique 
of Kato and Yasuhara is also limited to single stroke allographs (i.e., those char­
acters for which the pen is not lifted from the paper during writing) th a t do not 
have one or more junctions of more than two intersecting strokes. Our algorithm 
is inspired by the techniques described in these publications, but does not have 
the latter limitation.
Given a pre-segmented handwritten character image, our technique creates 
one or more theories about the possible writing order by following the next 
steps:
1. The image is binarized and thinned, resulting in a skeleton image. For 
skeletonization of the binarized image, we employed the technique de­
scribed in [69].
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2. Clusters of pixels are detected at the start or end of a stroke or at points 
where two or more lines intersect. A cluster is defined as a set of 8- 
neighboring pixels tha t each have either only one 8-neighbor or tha t have 
more than two 8-neighbors. Two clusteo typos are distinguished: OI) bound­
ary clustero, i.e., clusters tha t have one connected line (these are candi­
dates dor the start and end point of the trajectory) and (II) junction 
clusters, i.e., clusters Chat have more Chan two connectins lines (Ohese are 
the clusters where two or more lines intersect). Cluster's tha t haoe two 
connecting lines are deleted, since Chese are mostSy caussd by ink blobs 
within strokes, and do not repcesent positions where tlih writing direc­
tion wen changed. Figure 1.4 depictc an example image ansi the detected! 
c lu s te r
Figuru 1.4: Graph representation: The left figuue depicts the original allograph 
image. T'Ire middle pgure shows the clustsrs tha t were found in tha t image. 
The right figure shows the graph repcesentation oO the image. All nodes and 
directionat edsec are identified by unique numbers. Nodes 0 and 5 Eire boundary 
nodes sind all others are junction noder. The correct traiectory in this example 
is represented the series of edges: 1, 3, 4, 2, 13, (3, 11, 7 and 9.
3. A graph is constructed with a node for each cluster and edges for line 
segments th a t connect clusters (see Figure 1.4). Each edge represents all 
pixels between connecting clusters.
4. Based on this representation, a graph traversal algorithm generates a list
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of “theories” containing possible trajectories. There are two approaches 
to select theories. The first is exhaustive and tries to minimize global 
parameters like length or average curvature by exploring all possible paths. 
However, as argued in [83], for more complex characters this approach 
becomes computationally less attractive. Furthermore, our experiment 
shows tha t in the case of length minimization, retracing of short edges 
becomes favorable over the real trajectories. In case of average curvature, 
the preference is given to straight lines, which often conflicts with the 
intended trajectory. Therefore, more efficient techniques try  to  exploit 
local information to restrict the number of possible directions to take. 
In the next two subsections, these two approaches are discussed in more 
detail.
1.3.2 B ru te  force th eory  evaluation
A theory is represented by an ordered list of edge numbers. For a theory to be 
valid, it needs to satisfy four conditions:
• The starting point of the first edge and the ending point of the last edge 
should be boundary clusters (i.e. we suppose th a t the starting point and 
ending point of the trajectory are at boundary clusters).
• The theory should at least contain one of the two direction edges of each 
edge, to make sure tha t all the strokes in the image are part of the theory.
• Each direction edge can only occur once in a theory, i.e. we suppose that 
every edge is traced no more than two times (once in both directions).
• Each edge representing a loop (i.e., connecting a node to itself) can be 
traced only once (combined with the second condition, this means that 
either one of the two directions is traced, and the other is not).
For each theory adhering to these conditions, the corresponding trajectory 
is determined by following the coordinates of the pixels in the skeleton image. 
The resulting trajectory is then evaluated using four different methods:
• Trajectory length: Sum of the Euclidean distances between each pair of 
succeeding pixels.
• Average curvature: Average angle between each triplet of succeeding pix­
els.
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• Local curvature: Average curvature in the traversed junction clusters. 
This is calculated by concatenating the trajectory segments corresponding 
with the ingoing and outgoing edges at each junction cluster, limiting the 
result by finding the minimum and maximum y-coordinate (i.e., creating 
one stroke), spatially resampling the stroke to 30 points [152] to avoid 
the effects of curvature quantization [131], and computing the average 
curvature in the resampled stroke (using the method described above). 
The local average curvatures at the junction clusters are then averaged by 
dividing them by the total number of junction clusters traversed in the 
theory (see Figure 1.5).
Figure 1.5: Example of local curvature. The local curvature of the solid segments 
is based on the stroke tha t is created by concatenating the segments, limiting 
the result by finding the minimum and maximum y-coordinate and spatially 
resampling the stroke to 30 points.
• Smallest DTW distance: The trajectory is matched to the prototypes 
in the MergeSamples prototype set (see Section 1.2.2), DTW  allograph 
matching employs a list of prototypes to be matched to the trajectory. 
We further pursued the observation tha t it is common practice for foren­
sic specialists to  examine handw ritten documents by searching for the oc­
currence of particular allographs. This involves tha t for a given character 
image with a known label, the extracted theories only have to be compared 
to prototypes with this same label (and not to all available prototypes). 
The best matching trajectory is found by searching for the theory having 
the smallest DTW  distance to all prototypes of the particular label.
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The choice for length and the two curvature measures is based on the as­
sumption tha t writers tend to write an allograph with minimum effort, i.e., 
without traversing long edges more than once, and by minimizing the average 
amount of curvature in the trajectory [131]. Similar global evaluation crite­
ria tha t can be computed are, e.g., global smoothness, continuity in terms of 
directional changes, and stroke width [83].
1.3.3 T heory creation  em ploying local inform ation
To limit the amount of possible theories, a number of suggestions are made in 
the literature to exploit local information. In general, these try  to minimize 
directional changes or employ local curvature [132]. In [83], graph traversal is 
ruled by an algorithm th a t opts for the middle edge at branches, but which 
is therefore restricted to junctions with no more than two crossing strokes. In 
our approach, local curvature information is employed to construct a theory 
by deciding at each junction which edge is the best to continue with. This is 
decided by calculating the local curvature (described in Section 1.3.2) between 
the incoming and each of the outgoing edges. The outgoing edge is selected that 
yields the lowest local curvature.
1.3.4 T rajectory verification
Verification of the results of algorithms tha t extract dynamical information from 
scanned images can be performed indirectly by using them  for the proposed 
application. For example, Lallican et al. [89] validated the results of their tra ­
jectory extraction algorithm by using them  for word recognition: the trajectory 
leading to the most probable word is considered as the most appropriate.
A direct validation, by comparing a resulting trajectory to its corresponding 
ground truth, can be performed manually. For example, Kato and Yasuhara [83] 
verified their results by displaying an animated pencil tha t following the trajec­
tory that has been produced by their algorithm. They also used a color code 
to distinguish between single-traced and double-traced strokes. Boccignone et 
al. [16] also verified their results manually.
However, with relatively large amounts of data, visual inspection becomes 
a practical problem. If, on the other hand, the ground tru th  of each sample 
is available, automatic validation becomes possible. For example, if the offline 
and online signals were recorded simultaneously during data acquisition, both a 
scanned image and the actually produced trajectory are available to the system. 
A problem with this approach is described by Franke [47] : When superimposing
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online pen trajectories and offline ink traces, an appropriate match between the 
online and offline data proves to be impossible. This problem is caused by 
the fact tha t variations in pen-tilt and pen-azimuth, which occur in human 
handwriting, cause different displacements in the captured online signal.
This problem can be solved by generating offline data from online data. This 
approach allows for the quantitative evaluation of much larger amounts of sam­
ples than would be possible by visual validation. Nevertheless, visual validation 
appears to be the default in almost the entire literature. Jäger [73] uses a line 
generator to draw lines between adjacent coordinates from the online signal, 
resulting in an offline handwritten image. This image is subsequently processed 
and the resulting trajectory is compared to the original online signal. We fol­
lowed a similar procedure to  verify the results of our algorithms. We randomly 
selected 1377 online character samples from the Unipen v07_r01-trainset [59] 
and used the Bresenham line generation algorithm to generate character images 
with a pixel width of 1. Please note tha t employing such artificial images avoids 
a serious practical issue: If offline data collected with a scanning device were 
used, a thinning or skeletonization algorithm would be required to generate im­
ages containing trajectories of 1 pixel wide. It is well known tha t processing real 
scanned documents with such algorithms, can introduce artefacts tha t make a 
proper trajectory extraction very hard or even impossible [73, 119]. This holds 
especially in complex characters. However, our current explorations in assessing 
the quality of thinning algorithms on real scans show tha t even standard thin­
ning techniques can yield useful results [119]. Furthermore, with the evolution 
of skeletonization algorithms [84], it is not unthinkable tha t the practical possi­
bilities of our algorithm will improve. Furthermore, since the goal of the current 
chapter is to improve on trajectory extraction techniques, unambiguous ground 
tru th  trajectories are required, for which the proposed approach is very well 
suited. Nonetheless, the results reported in this chapter should be interpreted 
as an upper boundary.
The trajectories that our algorithms extracted were validated by checking 
for every coordinate in the ground tru th  whether or not it was also present in 
the produced trajectory, and whether the coordinates were visited in the right 
order. Only if this was the case, the produced trajectory was marked correct.
1.3.5 R esu lts  and d iscussion
We compared four different trajectory extraction algorithms on the 1377 sam­
ples described above. Three global algorithms were compared: minimization of 
length, minimization of average curvature, and trajectory verification by using
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DTW. We also assessed one local algorithm, using local curvature information. 
Table 1 depicts the results, showing the fraction of correctly extracted trajecto­
ries.
Top-n Length Avg. curv. Loc. curv. DTW
1 0.35 0.41 0.48 0.89
2 0.83 0.84 0.96 0.99
3 0.91 0.92 0.97 0.99
4 0.97 0.97 0.99 0.99
5 0.97 0.97 0.99 1.00
Table 1.1: Results of different trajectory extraction techniques. The top-n per­
formance (the fraction of cases where the correct result is among the n  best 
theories) in terms of fraction correct is presented for length, average curvature, 
local curvature, and DTW. Please note tha t for the first three measures, the 
top-1 performance is relatively low since it cannot be decided which of the two 
directions should be taken.
There are two im portant conclusions to  draw from these results. The first 
is tha t only DTW  is able to achieve an appropriate top-1 performance (fraction 
of cases where the best found theory is correct). The other techniques cannot 
decide on the direction of the extracted trajectories, since length and curvature 
are equal for traveling from begin to end or vice versa. The second observation is 
tha t DTW  outperforms the other techniques. The results are strongly significant 
for the top-1, top-2, and top-3 rankings. A closer examination of the cases in 
which DTW  fails (see Figure 1.6) shows tha t most errors are caused by missing 
details in the best matching prototypes, in particular the occurrence of small 
loops. These cases form the m ajority of errors. A few errors are attributed to 
the occurrence of hooks at the start or beginning of a character and to samples 
in which the writer produced a character shape in a direction tha t was not 
covered by the prototype database.
If the most similar prototype to a specific trajectory lacks a certain detail, 
DTW  may not be able to correctly trace tha t detail. In the case of both “h”s, 
and the “n” (in Figure 1.6), the most similar prototypes do not contain loops, 
and therefore DTW  cannot detect the right direction of the loops. In the case 
of the “d” , the allograph was started in the middle and finished at the top. 
However, the prototype in the database tha t was most similar to the image, 
was traced the other way. DTW  was therefore not able to detect the right
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Figure 1.6: Examples of cases where DTW  does not extract the right trajectory. 
The images on the left of each box are the samples, the images on the right of 
each box are the nearest prototypes according to DTW. The black dot indicates 
the starting point of the prototype. In the characters “h” , the loop in the first 
downstroke has fully disappeared in the best DTW  match. A similar problem 
occurs in the character “n” , in this case the tiny loop at bottom  left is mis­
represented in the DTW  sample on the right. In the character “d” , hooks are 
introduced at the beginning and end of the trajectory. Finally, in the character 
“l” , an existing hook has disappeared. All of the errors can be explained by 
samples that are not covered by the used prototype database.
direction. In the case of the “l” , the most similar prototype in the database was 
a straight line from top to bottom. The best way to match this prototype to 
the sample, was by starting at the top, double tracing the small “hook” on the 
right, and continuing to the bottom, while the allograph was actually started 
at the hook, after which the top piece was double traced, and the trace was 
continued to the bottom.
Despite these good results, this method has the weakness that if a certain 
sample is not covered by the prototype database, it is possible for DTW  to yield 
the wrong trajectory. Since each prototype is the result of “averaging” a number
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of samples (see Section 1.2.2), it is probable tha t details will be missed. Please 
note, again, th a t such errors might be fully acceptable in regular character re­
cognition, but they may easily upset forensic document examiners. However, 
the m ajority of errors is caused by DTW  not being able to predict the direc­
tion of small loops. The occurrence and size of loops can easily be detected 
from the graph representation of the trajectories. And by using local curvature 
information in the case of small loops, these errors can reliably be solved.
The advantage of this approach is th a t if a certain prototype is in the 
database, DTW  provides an excellent basis for retrieving particular allographs 
tha t correspond to th a t prototype. Based on these results, we can conclude that 
DTW  is a promising way to achieve the goal of this study: To develop techniques 
through which forensic experts can search for the occurrence of characters with 
a particular shape.
1.3.6 Sem i-au tom atic  ex traction  and verification
To be able to use our trajectory extraction algorithm in a practical applica­
tion, we plan to implement it into the Wanda system [49]. Given the findings 
tha t DTW can produce human-congruous matches and tha t our trajectory ex­
traction algorithm can produce the trajectories necessary for this, the Wanda 
Allograph Matcher [188] (see Section 1.1.1) could be turned into a practical 
application. It could then be used to search in an indexed database for proto­
typical allograph shapes occurring in a questioned document. In cases where 
our trajectory extraction algorithm encounters difficulties, e.g., in cases where 
the thinning algorithm introduces artefacts or where the combination of DTW 
and local curvature is not able to generate a correct trajectory, an interactive 
user session could be started. In such session, the user can for example be asked 
to copy draw the problem case or to  select the correct trajectory from a list of 
theories yielded by the algorithm. This way, DTW can be provided with the 
correct trajectory so th a t it can search through the database.
1.4 Conclusion
This research is part of the Dutch NWO-funded Trigraph project, which pur­
sues the development of forensic writer identification techniques based on expert 
knowledge from forensic experts, automatically derived image features com­
puted from a scanned handwritten, and information based on allographic cha­
racter features. In this chapter, we have explored the use of DTW  techniques
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for human-congruous allograph matching and for verification of the extracted 
allograph trajectories from offline images. Two experiments were conducted. 
In the first, we asked 25 subjects to indicate which of a set of retrieved allo­
graphs matched the shape of a certain query character. The results show that 
allographs retrieved by DTW were selected significantly more frequently than 
allographs retrieved by HCLUS. In the second experiment, we used a randomly 
selected set of characters from the Unipen database to assess four different tra ­
jectory extraction techniques: length, average curvature, local curvature and 
DTW. We have argued tha t the use of such datasets allows for a quantitative 
assessment of the technologies and th a t this approach is still fairly unknown. 
Our results show tha t DTW can significantly improve the quality from trajec­
tory extraction when compared to traditional techniques. Furthermore, as a 
spin off of this process, the best matching prototype to the extracted trajectory 
can serve as an index to the scanned document, like: “This particular allograph 
occurs in this document” .
However, a number of considerations must be taken into account. First, 
due to  the limited number of prototypes, there is no complete coverage of all 
details in possible character shapes. Note that trying to cover all variations in 
handwriting is an ill-posed problem, since it has been shown th a t handwriting is 
individual [174] and thus, tha t each new writer adds new shapes [199]. We are 
currently pursuing a better coverage of character shapes by prototypes in two 
ways. The first elaborates on the experiments presented in this chapter by using 
more data. Statistical information about the trajectories tha t are incorrectly 
extracted can subsequently be used to  add new prototypes or re-shape existing 
ones. The second way is to exploit top-down expert knowledge provided by 
forensic experts, building a taxonomy of most prominent allographic shapes 
and corresponding sub-allographic features. Based on the current results, we 
can already conclude tha t sub-allographic features like small loops cause a major 
part of the errors. To resolve these cases, we have provided a hint to estimate 
the direction of small loops via local curvature estimates.
The second consideration concerns the computational aspects of our ap­
proach. It is well-known tha t Dynamic Time Warping is computationally ex­
pensive. Therefore, it is unrealistic to assume that, given the power of currently 
available systems, this technique can be used in an online setting, where all 
processing steps have to be performed on large databases of scanned docu­
ments. However, in our envisaged system, we intend to employ our techniques 
for the batch-wise indexing of such databases. Subsequently, querying for the 
occurrence of particular allographs boils down to the comparison of the query 
characters to  the set of prototypes and using the labels of the best-matching
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prototypes to search in the pre-indexed databases.
Our current research within the Trigraph project is focused on these two 
issues. Furthermore, we are involving expertise and knowledge about particular 
allographs and sub-allographic features from forensic scientists. Eventually, the 
developed technologies will be integrated in the Wanda workbench and tested 
in writer identification tasks and usability studies with forensic experts.
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A taxonomy and evaluation of features for 
handwriting and gesture recognition
This chapter was submitted as:
Don Willems, Ralph Niels, Marcel van Gerven, Louis Vuurpijl and Lou Boves. A Taxonomy 
and Evaluation of Features for Handwriting and Gesture Recognition.
This paper presents a taxonomy and evaluation of 78 so-called basic features for 
the recognition of online pen gestures. The features were compiled from a broad 
spectrum of application domains described in the literature. This survey on 
features for pen input recognitionhas not been performed at such a scale before. 
By comparing the recognition performance between nodes of the taxonomy on 
different datasets, we were able to evaluate which groups of features are suitable 
for a particular pen input mode. Furthermore, classification performance of 
individual features was computed in order to determine feature relevance at a 
more fine-grained level. The features were evaluated for their performance on 
seven databases containing different kinds of pen input. Our results indicate that 
certain features are in particular more distinctive across domains. Furthermore, 
for most datasets, the best performance is achieved when using all features from  
our taxonomy, which indicates that classification accuracy using features from  
one domain benefits from features borrowed from other domains.
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2.1 Introduction
The past decades, increasingly more usable pen-based interactive systems have 
been developed, profiting from technical advances in computer hardware, human­
computer interaction, and pattern  recognition techniques. In particular with the 
advent of the tabletPC  and other pen-aware devices like pocketPCs, PDAs or 
cellular phones, the number of application domains has evolved to basically 
anything tha t can be done with a pencil and paper. Categories of pen input 
comprise, for example, handwriting [133, 151], music scores [110], mathematical 
or chemical expressions [214], command gestures [1, 26, 145], iconic gestures [97] 
(see Chapter 7), and drawing or sketching [3, 18, 52, 60, 82]. Our research has 
focused on interactive maps, a challenging application of pen-aware systems in 
which many of these categories join. Using interactive maps, users can anno­
tate  displayed photographic or cartographic map information using the pen. 
Typically, annotations contain [207]: (i) deictic gestures for marking particular 
locations or objects on the display, (ii) handw ritten texts for adding textual 
notes, explanations, or other descriptive content, (iii) iconic gestures for indi­
cating events or objects from a particular gesture repertoire, and (iv) free-hand 
drawing or sketching. The amount of technical solutions for recognising the dif­
ferent pen input modes in these applications is vast and very diverse. However, 
each solution follows the typical phases in pattern  recognition: preprocessing, 
segmentation, feature extraction, and classification.
The current paper provides an elaborate overview of features used in these 
various domains of pen input recognition. Our motivation is tha t a successful 
pattern  recognition system heavily depends on the determination of distinctive 
features. Since our interactive map scenarios involve different pen input modes 
(see Fig. 2.1), different sets of features may be required to  accurately handle 
each mode. Compared to our recent work on features for gesture and hand­
writing recognition (see Chapter 7), our goal is to explore which from a large 
set of features described in the literature performs best for a specific pen input 
mode. Many different applications were considered for this work. The features 
we compiled from the literature have been used in the domains of gesture recog­
nition [145], computer vision [128], sketch recognition [215], object recognition 
[104, 166], handwriting recognition [91, 96], handwritten equation recognition 
[162], hand-drawn diagram recognition [159], mode detection between gesture 
classes [205] (also known as parsing [14, 76]) and Japanese handw ritten text 
and non-text classification [217]. By considering a wide range of features from 
the literature, for a broad set of application domains, a representative feature 
collection has been obtained.
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Figure 2.1: Example of pen gestures in interactive maps. Depicted are deictic 
gestures like cross marks, arrows, encirclements, and route specifications; iconic 
gestures (car and fire); and handwritten texts.
Several databases were used for evaluating the features is our feature col­
lection. It should be noted tha t we use pre-segmented pen input fragments 
and tha t our feature taxonomy is restricted to “basic” features computed over 
a complete segment. We use the term basic features in stead of holistic fea­
tures or analytical features. Holistic features are most often used for modelling 
handwritten words, whereas analytical features require segmentation of the pen 
input for computing features over sub-segments [99]. Basic features can be ex­
pressed as a single number, such as the length of the pen trajectory, the average 
velocity, average curvature, or the ratio between the edges of the bounding box.
Our taxonomy of basic features forms the basis of this research. As de­
scribed in Section 2.2, each node from the taxonomy represents a set of features 
grouped together by force, temporal, or shape characteristics. By comparing the 
recognition performance between nodes of the taxonomy on different datasets, 
we were able to evaluate which groups of features are suitable for a particular 
pen input application. Furthermore, classification performance of individual 
features was computed in order to determine feature relevance at a more fine­
grained level. In Section 2.3, seven datasets are described which were used for 
these evaluations. These sets comprise handwritten digits, lowercase, and up­
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percase characters from the Unipen database [59], the publicly available NicIcon 
collection of iconic gestures [121], and three collections of gestures collected in 
the context of interactive maps. The classification procedure uses multinomial 
logistic regression [64] and is described in Section 2.4. The results from our 
studies are described in Section 2.5. Finally, we will discuss recommendations 
in Section 2.6.
2.2 A taxonomy of features for pen input recog­
nition
To gain more insight into the kind of features tha t have been used in differ­
ent domains, we created a taxonomy of 78 features, where most of the fea­
tures th a t populate the taxonomy are taken from literature. Our taxonomy 
includes thirteen features from Rubine [145], three features from Peura and 
Iivarinen [128, 71], nine features from Zhang and Sun [215], five from LaViola 
and Zeleznik [91], and 27 features previously used by the authors [205, 206]. 
The remaining 21 features are variations on the 57 features from literature. 
Curvature, for instance, has the variations: total, squared, average, and stan­
dard deviation (SD) of curvature. Some of these variants were already used in 
literature but we extended the use of these variants to other suitable features. 
For a description of all of these 78 features, please consult [204].
The taxonomy contains three main sub-divisions of features: i) temporal 
features, ii) force-based features, and iii) spatial features. The structure of 
this taxonomy is mainly determined by the features that we selected from the 
literature. However, since we have considered a broad spectrum of application 
domains, the taxonomy is expected to cover the m ajority of basic features that 
can be computed from whole pen input segments. In the following sections, 
nodes in the taxonomy are defined and some exemplary features are described. 
In this paper, we define a trajectory with N  sample points by the set of sample 
points: T  =  {<J1,a 2, ■■■,a N } where ai =  (si , f i , t i ) contains position s i =  (xi , y i ), 
force fj, and time data t i . The notation for the different features ($ n) is the 
same as in [204], which includes a definition for all the features mentioned in 
this paper.
2.2.1 T em poral features
Temporal features use timing information tha t is, by definition, available in an 
online pen trajectory. This trajectory is described using a set of sample points.
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Figure 2.2: The taxonomy used in our evaluation of the different groups of 
features. Included are spatial, temporal and force features. The number behind 
each node in the taxonomy is the number of features in tha t group. W ithin 
taxonomy groups features are grouped together by characteristics (all offset 
features are grouped together for instance) and these features share the same 
background colour.
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When using raw (i.e., unprocessed) data, these sample points correspond to 
the locations where the position of the pen was actually measured by the input 
device. If time is not explicitly present in the online data, at least the sequence of 
individual sample points is available. Together with the sampling rate, a coarse 
approximation of the time axis can be computed. Temporal features include 
features such as the duration of the pen gesture [145, 215] (from first pen down 
to last pen down event), as well as velocity [145, 215] and acceleration-based 
[185] features.
Duration is a basic temporal feature and was also used by Rubine [145]. The 
definition of duration is given as:
$24 =  ín  -  t i  (2.1)
Other temporal features are based on velocity v v =  (s i+ 1 — s v-1 ) / ( t i + i - t j - i )  
and acceleration a i =  (vi+1 -  vv-1 ) / ( t i+ 1 -  t v-1) along the pen trajectory. For 
instance, average velocity is defined by:
1 ¿ - 1
$25 =  ||Vj|| (2.2)
i=2
Other velocity-based features are the SD velocity and the maximum velocity. 
Variants of the acceleration include average acceleration, SD acceleration, max­
imum acceleration, and maximum deceleration. Table 2.1 presents an overview 
of the temporal features from out taxonomy.
Feature Definition
Duration 
Average velocity
SD velocity 
Maximum velocity 
Average acceleration
SD acceleration 
Maximum acceleration 
Maximum deceleration
$24 =  t N -  t 1
$25 =  N-2 W N -1 ||Vj||
$26 =  y j N-2 W N -1 (||Vj|| -  $25)2 
$27 =  max2<j<N-1 || Vj ||
$28 =  ¿ - I  WN=-2 | | i j | |
$29 =  j N-4 W N -2 ( | | i j  || -  $28)2 
$30 =  max3<j<N-2 || i j  ||
$31 =  min3<j<N-2 | | i j  ||
Table 2.1: Definitions of features from taxonomy node temporal.
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pen up stroke
pen down strokes
Figure 2.3: Pen down and pen up strokes in an iconic pen gesture, specifying 
“water” . The sample points of pen up strokes are also used in the calculation 
of the features described in this paper.
2.2 .2  Force-based features
Force-based features [213, 114] use another property tha t is often available in 
an online pen gesture. Force is a measure for the pressure with which the pen 
is pushed onto the tablet. Force-based features include average pressure
where fj is the tangential force applied at sample point i. Table 2.2 presents an 
overview of the force features. Pen up data, when available, is also used in the 
calculation of these features.
(2.3)
j=1
Feature Definition
Average pressure $ 2 2  =  N W |= 1 fj 
SD pressure $ 2 3  = J N  S i !\ /  wN=i(fj -  $22)2
Table 2.2: Definitions of the features from taxonomy node force.
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2.2 .3  Spatial features
Most features are spatial features, which are based on the spatial properties of 
the pen gesture. Spatial features are subdivided into global and local features.
G lo b a l fea tu res
Global features are based on the spatial properties of the pen gesture as a whole. 
They are are subdivided into bounding features which are based on properties 
of the bounding box, and non-bounding features, which are not.
Examples of bounding box features are the ratio of the coordinate axes 
[91, 206] and the ratio of the principal axes (see Fig. 2.4(a) and 2.4(b)). The 
ratio of the coordinate axes is the ratio between the span of the pen sample 
along the x and y axis. The ratio of the principal axes is the ratio between the 
span of the pen sample along the two principal axes, which are calculated using 
principal component analysis (PCA) [125]. It is defined as:
where a  =  2m ax1<j<=N |pT(c -  s v)| and ß  =  2m ax1<j<=N |pT (c -  s v)| are the 
lengths of the major axes along the principal component vectors p r and p 2 and 
c is the centre of the bounding box. Another feature tha t uses the principal 
axes is rectangularity [206], which is the ratio between the area A of the convex 
hull of the pen sample [54] and the area of the bounding box (see Fig. 2.4(c)):
Other global bounding box features include the length of the bounding box 
diagonal [145] and the orientation of the principal axes. Table 2.3 presents an 
overview of the bounding box features.
The area [91] of the convex hull A [206] is a non-bounding box feature, as 
are the length of the trajectory [145, 91, 215, 206]:
(2.4)
(2.5)
N-1
$ i  =  53 | |s j+i - (2.6)
j=1
and closure [206]:
||s N -  s 1
(2.7)
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distance first­
last sample
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Figure 2.4: Examples of global features are (a) the ratio of the coordinate axes 
(a/b),  (b) ratio of the principle axes (a /ß ) , (c) the area of the convex hull, (d) 
the distance between the first and the last sample, (e) centroid offset along the 
principle axis, (f) the number of crossings, (g) octant ratio, and (h) the number 
of connected components
b
a
which is a measure for the distance between the initial and final sample point 
of the trajectory compared to the length of the trajectory (see Fig. 2.4(d)). 
Rubine also used the distance between the first and last sample [145, 215] (see 
Fig. 2.4(d)):
$59 =  \\sn — S i|| (2.8)
The principal axes are used to calculate the centroid offset:
$16 =  \PT — c )\ (2.9)
where ^  is the centroid of the pen gesture: ^  =  N 2 i< ¿ < n  Si (see Fig. 2.4(e)).
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Feature Definition
Eccentricity
Ratio co-ordinate axes 
Length principal axis 
Orientation principal axis (2x)
Ratio of principal axes 
Length bounding box diagonal 
Angle bounding box diagonal 
Rectangularity
$4 =  V 1 —
$5 =  £
$17 =  a
$18 =  ^  18 a
$19 =  ? f
$67 =  ß 67 a
$57 =  %/ a2 +  b2
$58 =  tan  £
$on =  —20 aß
Table 2.3: Definitions of the features from taxonomy node spa­
tial/global/bounding. We use notation a =  m ax 1 <i<j<N |x  — xj | and b =  
m ax1<i<j<N |y  — yj |. Furthermore, if a > b then a' =  a and b' =  b; other­
wise a' =  b and b' =  a.
Centroid offset [206] is a measure for the deviation of the centroid from the 
Euclidean centre of the gesture. The number of crossings [91] (see Fig. 2.4(f)) 
is the number of times two segments of the trajectory cross:
$ 54 =
N-1 N
E  E -
i=1 j=i+1
(2.10)
where
1 if Si —— Si+1 Pi Sj —— Sj+1 =  0
0 if Si —— Si+1 P Sj —— Sj+1 =  0
where Si — Si+1 denotes the trajectory segment between Si and Si+1.
The set of global non-bounding box features also include eight octant features 
(see Fig. 2.4(g)), which are calculated by counting the number of sample points 
within an octant and dividing tha t number by the total number of samples. 
This feature gives us a measure for the distribution of the sample points in 
space. Compactness [128, 206], octant features, straight line features [206], are 
examples of other global non-bounding box features, as shown in Table 2.4. 
Some of the features are calculated using algorithms th a t are not reproduced in 
this paper, a full description can be found, however, in [204].
ij
{ij
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Feature Definition
Length $ 1 =  E N —1 1|s i+i — s iH
Area $ 2 =  A
Compactness $3 =  * 1
Closure $ 6 =  E  N11 ||s ¿+1 - ■si\\ Si ||
Cup count see
|| SN -
Ref. [204]
Last cup offset see Ref. [204]
First cup offset see Ref. [204]
Sample ratio octants (8 x) see Ref. [204]
N connected components see Ref. [204]
N crossings see Ref. [204]
Initial angle (2x) $55 _ X3—Xi||S3—Sl| $ 56 =  ,,y3—y1,, 56 | | S3 S1 | 1
Distance first-last $59 =  ||sn  —Sl||
Angle first-last (2x) $60 _ XN — X1||sn — Si , $61 =  ,,WN — y1|||| 61 || S  -S1 ||
Table 2.4: Definitions of the features from taxonomy node spatial/global/non­
bounding .
Local features
Local features use the properties of, or the relations between, individual sam­
ple points along the trajectory. These local features can be distinguished into 
ordered and unordered features, for which the sequence of the samples does or 
does not m atter, respectively.
One prototypical unordered local feature would be the average centroidal 
distance [215] (see Fig. 2.5(a)), which is the average distance of the sample 
points to the average position of the sample points (the centroid, ^ ).
$68 =  NN E  ||s i — ^ || (2.11)
i
The centroid is also used in the calculation of the circular variance [128, 206] 
(see Fig. 2.5(a)), which gives a measure for the deviation from a circle with the 
average centroidal distance as the radius:
$  £ f= ,( ||S i  — ^ |  — $68)2 
$  =  (212)
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Another subset of unordered local features are the offset features [215]. These 
include the initial and final horizontal offset and initial and final vertical offset 
(see Fig. 2.5(b)). The initial horizontal offset is defined by:
$ 35 =  x i -  (2.13)
a
the final horizontal offset:
$36 =  xN  -  (2.14)
a
the initial vertical offset:
* y1 — ymin , ..S$37 =  ------;------  (2.15)b
and the final vertical offset:
T yN — ymin Z0 , „N
$38 =  ------ b------  (2.16)
where xmin =  m in1<i<N xi and ymin =  m in1<i<N yi . These four features are 
measures for: the x (y) coordinate of the initial and final sample point compared 
to the minimum of the x (y) coordinate of the trajectory and divided by the 
extent of the trajectory along the x-axis (y-axis). Table 2.5 presents an overview 
of the unordered local features.
Feature Definition
Circular variance $ 7 =_ Etl(||S i-M ||-$68)2 
N «68-,
Average direction $12 =  N1 !  E N - 1 arctan x + - - V i— X i
Centroid offset $16 =  |PT(^  -  c)|
Initial horizontal offset $35 _ X1 xmin
Final horizontal offset $36 _ XN x m i n
Initial vertical offset $37 _ y1 V m i n
Final vertical offset $38 _ y N  ymin
Average centroidal distance 86 =  N E i=1 ||s i -  mH
SD centroidal distance $69 =  \ J N E i=1 ( ||s i -  mH -
2)86
Table 2.5: Definitions of the features from taxonomy node spa­
tial/local/unordered.
Ordered local features include curvature [145, 215, 206] (the sum of the 
difference angle of the orientation of subsequent samples, see Fig. 2.5(c)) and
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initial horizontal
circular
variance
centroid
M h -  average 
distance
final
vertical.
(b)
(c)
Figure 2.5: Examples of local features are (a) average centroidal distance and 
circular variance, (b) initial and final horizontal and vertical offset, and (c) 
curvature E  0 Srl.
chain code [50] features. For these features, the sequence of sample points is 
im portant. The curvature is defined as:
$8
N-1
E
i=2
(2.17)
where
(si s i -1)T (Si -  Si)
||Si -  Si-1 ||||Si+1 -  Si||
(2.18)
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It uses the angle (0Sri ) between subsequent segments (defined by subsequent 
sample points) of the trajectory. A variation on curvature is perpendicularity 
[206] which is more sensitive to perpendicular angles between segments of a 
gesture:
N-1
$ 1 3  =  5 3  sin2 0sn (2.19)
n=2
Table 2.6 presents an overview of the unordered local features.
Feature Definition
Curvature $8 =  E N - 1 0s»
Average curvature $9 =  N-2 E N 2 1 0 s»
SD curvature $10 =  V Ñ-2 E  N -  (0s» -  $9 )2
Absolute curvature $62 =  E N— 10s» |
Squared curvature $63 =  E N T  02»
Perpendicularity zf. v^N —1 • 2 1$13 =  E ¿= 2 sin 0s»
Average perpendicularity $14 =  N—2 E  N—21 sin 2 0 s»
SD perpendicularity $15 =  \ J N—2 E  21 (sin2 0 s» -  $13) 2
Macro perpendicularity $64 =  E  N—+k sin2 0k» with
0k =  arccos j  (sn—sn—k)M(Sn+fc —Sn) Xsn II sn sn—k ||||sn+k sn|| J
Average macro-perpendicularity $65 =  N—k E  NLl^ kk sin2 0k»
SD macro-perpendicularity $66 = \ l  N —12k E  i=1+k (sin2 0k» $65 )
Maximal angular difference $ 2 1  =  m ax 1 +k<i<N—k 0 ¿
Freeman chain codes (16 x) see Ref. [204]
Table 2.6: Definitions of the features from taxonomy node spatial/local/ordered.
Analysing the distribution of the used features in literature, we see that 
the features from Rubine [145] are all spatial features except for duration and 
maximum velocity, which are temporal features. No force-based features were 
used by Rubine for non-pen based gesture recognition. The features taken 
from Zhang and Sun [215] are also mostly spatial features. Only the mean 
and SD velocity are temporal features. LaViola and Zeleznik [91] only used 
spatial features. In [205], we only used spatial features, but in [206], we also 
used temporal and force-based features. Apparently, force-based features are
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not used very often. This may be because data sets not always include force 
data. It will be interesting to see whether force-based features can enhance 
handwriting and sketch recognition.
2.3 D ata  sets
As explained in the introduction of this paper, different features may be relevant 
for different types of pen gestures in different domains. To evaluate the features 
described above, several data sets containing different types of pen input data 
were used. In total seven different collections were considered. Table 2.3 shows 
for each dataset the number of classes, the number of writers th a t contributed, 
and the total number of instances in the set. Note tha t all data sets contain 
pre-segmented data.
Database n classes n writers n instances
NicIcon 14 32 24,441
HFE DHO 3 12 2,592
HFE mark-route 2 12 1,747
HFE deictic 5 12 2,342
Unipen lowercase 26 367 33,664
Unipen uppercase 26 350 14,952
Unipen digits 10 283 7,773
Table 2.7: Statistical information about each of the datasets. For the Unipen 
datasets pressure information was only available for a subset of the instances.
2.3.1 Iconic gestures
The iconic gesture (NicIcon) data set [121] contains a large number of fourteen 
classes of iconic pen gestures. The target application for this data set is pen 
interaction during crisis management situations. The icon classes include, there­
fore, concepts such as fire, paramedics, car, and accident. These icons can be 
quite complex compared to most pen gestures such as handwritten characters, 
or deictic gestures (see Fig. 2.6).
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(c)
Figure 2.6: Examples of pen gestures contained in the data  sets. We show (a) 
iconic gestures, (b) free-form pen gestures, and (c) handwritten characters and 
digits
2.3.2 M ode d etection
When users of a pen recognition system are allowed to use any type of pen 
gesture from handwriting to free-form drawings, the number of possible types 
of gestures becomes very large, and recognition becomes more difficult. One 
method to enhance the recognition of such pen gestures is to first facilitate the 
detection of the category to which a pen gesture belongs; this is called mode 
detection [205] or parsing [14, 76]. Here, we use sets from three different levels 
of mode detection. Many of the gestures in these sets are deictic pen gestures, 
which are gestures whose referent are dependent on context. They can be for 
instance, arrows, or encirclements to specify an object on a map, but also arrows 
or lines to specify a route along a street pattern. Firstly, we use the HFE DHO 
set, which contains three classes: deictic pen gestures (D), handwritten text 
(H), and iconic gestures (O), all gathered during a human factors experiment 
(hence, “HFE”) described in [207]. The objective of classification on this set is 
to distinguish between deictic gestures, handwriting, and icons, not to recognise 
specific icons or characters. Secondly, we use the HFE mark-route data set. 
This set contains only deictic gestures in two classes, markings, used to mark 
an object on a map, and routing gestures, used to specify a route on a map. 
The gestures in this set are often ambiguous as, for instance, arrows can be used 
as marking gestures or as routing gestures. Finally we have the deictic set HFE 
deictic with five classes: encirclements, crosses, dots, arrows, and lines. The 
data in the HFE set is much more variable than the data in the NicIcon and 
Unipen data sets because it comprises data from multiple modes and therefore 
it constitutes a different challenge for recognition systems. The question is,
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whether this difference will imply tha t different features are im portant for the 
recognition of these data than for the recognition of more homogenous data.
2.3 .3  H andw riting
The most often used application of the pen is to produce handwriting. Two 
databases of handwriting, containing writing in two different alphabets, were 
used in our experiments. Of the well known Unipen [59] databases, the Unipen 
devset (see Chapter 8) was used. This set contains handwritten characters of 
the Latin alphabet and the ten Roman digits. The handwriting was collected 
at different institutes worldwide and contains handwriting produced by a large 
number of different writers. The Unipen devset consists of three subsets: lower­
case characters (Unipen lowercase), uppercase characters (Unipen uppercase), 
and digits (Unipen digits).
2.4 C lassification
We will determine the performance of nodes in the taxonomy by using the 
features belonging to tha t node as input to  a classification algorithm. We use 
multinomial logistic regression [64] to classify the data such th a t the probability 
of class membership is given by:
P  (Y =  k | x , 0 ) =  ‘ (2. 20) 
£ i  exp ( 0 /x)
where dk represents the parameters associated with class k and x =  ( x i , . . .  , x N)T 
denotes a feature vector. We explicitly include a constant in the feature vector, 
which acts as an offset term. Multinomial logistic regression accommodates for 
multiple classes and initial experiments have shown tha t classification perfor­
mance using logistic regression was comparable with other more sophisticated 
classification methods such as support vector machines [191]. Over-fitting due 
to  the use of logistic regression was assumed to be negligible due to the large 
number of examples relative to the number of features.
In order to evaluate the usefulness of the features belonging to a node, we 
evaluated the classification performance for each of the seven data sets. Fur­
thermore, we evaluated the classification performance of individual features in 
order to allow a more detailed analysis. For each data set, all 78 features were 
calculated and feature values were normalised to have zero mean and a standard 
deviation of one. Each data set was split into a train  set and a test set. The
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train  set was used to train  the classifi rs and to calculate the normalisation pa­
rameters (mean and standard deviation) of the features. The test set was used 
to compute the classification rate (percentage of correctly classified examples) 
per node or individual feature.
2.5 R esu lts
2.5.1 E valuation by feature group
The features in the taxonomy are not grouped according to expected perfor­
mances. Nevertheless, it is interesting to evaluate the performances of the fea­
tures per feature group. When considering Table 2.8, it is observed th a t no 
feature group stands out as especially successful. For most data sets the best 
performance is obtained using all features. Only the performances for classifi­
cation between markings and routes for the HFE set, and the classification of 
icons have a better performance using the features in a single taxonomy node 
(temporal and spatial features respectively), but the difference between the per­
formances in these nodes and the performance for all features is quite small.
Taxonomy leaf NicIcon DHO
HFE
mark­
route
deictic-
classes
lower
Unipen
upper digits
All 97.27 8 9 .8 8 94.86 9 1 .2 5 9 1 .9 9 9 0 .7 5 9 8 .2
- Time 35.40 75.05 9 5 .8 6 73.43 17.36 11.57 30.26
- Force 13.30 69.46 93.44 53.79 20.04 11.02 18.14
- Spatial 9 7 .2 8 89.79 95.15 89.97 91.72 91.00 97.85
- - Global 92.90 86.80 95.44 84.63 75.08 79.95 91.74
----Non-bounding 89.14 86.80 94.86 86.45 71.41 75.59 89.55
----Bounding 55.03 70.52 93.44 60.41 24.66 17.54 35.72
- - Local 93.10 88.73 94.86 87.51 87.12 87.81 93.41
----Unordered 73.05 78.32 92.72 79.30 59.19 53.97 80.03
----Ordered 86.91 88.54 94.44 84.42 79.31 81.51 92.22
Table 2.8: Total performance per taxonomy leaf for each of the data sets. Bold­
face indicates the best performance for each data set.
Features in some taxonomy nodes do show a much smaller performance 
compared to the performance for all features. Especially the performance for 
temporal and force features is much lower than for the other taxonomy nodes 
(except for the HFE m ark/route set). However, both feature groups have a much 
lower number of features (eight and two, respectively) which is most likely the
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reason why these groups have a lower performance. The high performance on 
the mark-route set for force and temporal features can be explained by the low 
number of classes (2) in this data set.
When considering Table 2.9, which contains the average performance for the 
features in each taxonomy group instead of the performance of all features in 
one group, it is observed th a t force and temporal features perform comparable 
to  other feature groups. As a m atter of fact, for Unipen lowercase characters 
force features performed better than features from any other group. Both the 
standard deviation of pressure (20.18%) and the average pressure (19.92%) per­
formed very well on lowercase characters. For Unipen uppercase characters force 
features also perform quite well. That force features perform so well for Unipen 
data is unexpected since not all pen gestures in the Unipen set contain force 
data.
Taxonomy leaf NicIcon DHO
HFE
mark­
route
deictic-
classes
lower
Unipen
upper digits
All 16.31 70.25 93.52 48.59 15.30 10.67 19.58
- Time 12.68 67.76 9 4 .2 6 44.33 11.52 7.66 12.93
- Force 10.09 69.46 93.44 48.13 2 0 .0 5 11.73 17.99
- Spatial 16.92 70.56 93.44 49.10 15.61 10.99 20.41
- - Global 18.58 70.04 93.45 48.47 15.46 10.93 21.18
----Nonbounding 1 8 .9 2 70.55 93.47 50.90 16.08 1 1 .8 1 2 1 .7 2
----Bounding 17.81 68.89 93.42 43.07 14.08 8.99 19.97
- - Local 15.69 70.95 93.42 49.57 15.72 11.03 19.84
----Unordered 15.90 69.03 93.42 5 1 .6 1 16.58 11.56 20.52
----Ordered 15.63 7 1 .6 2 93.42 48.87 15.43 10.85 19.61
Table 2.9: Average performance for individual features per taxonomy leaf for 
each of the data sets. Boldface indicates the best performance for each data set.
Furthermore, it is observed tha t temporal features show relatively low per­
formance compared to the other feature groups except for the HFE m ark/route 
data set. One reason tha t temporal features are successful for this data set is 
tha t routing gestures tend to be larger than marking gesture, which tend to  be 
more local to a specific area on the map. Routing gesture often consist of long 
straight strokes, where the velocity of the pen on the drawing surface is higher 
than for smaller pen gestures.
Global spatial features perform better on average than local features for the 
NicIcon data set, but comparable for the other data sets. W ithin the global fea­
ture set, non-bounding box features tend to  outperform bounding box features. 
For the Unipen data as well as for the NicIcon data set, lower performance of
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bounding box features may be explained by the fact tha t the ratio between the 
co-ordinate or principal axes is often similar. This effect is strengthened by 
the dependence between many bounding box features. The ratio between the 
co-ordinate axes and the ratio between the principal axes, for instance, will not 
be tha t different, especially if the writing is done horizontally as is often the 
case with handwriting. The differences between ordered and unordered local 
features is negligible.
2.5.2 E valuation by ind ividual feature
We analysed the classification performance for each individual feature per data 
set. One im portant observation is tha t features which are optimal for the HFE 
sets are different from the features tha t show the best performance in the Unipen 
and NicIcon data sets. We will therefore discuss the im portant features for the 
HFE set separately from the features im portant for the Unipen and NicIcon 
data sets.
For the HFE sets, the most im portant features appear to be i) the number of 
connected components, ii) average curvature, iii) the SD perpendicularity, and 
iv) the average velocity, but the variation in these three sets is considerable (see 
Figs. 2.7 and 2.8).
The number of connected components feature is especially successful for dis­
tinguishing between deictic gestures, handwriting and sketched objects (DHO). 
This is due to  the fact that, especially in sketched objects but also in text 
containing multiple characters, many connected components can be found com­
pared to deictic gestures, which are less complex (see Fig. 2.9).
The average curvature is also successful for the DHO set. A high curvature 
is expected for handwriting with many changes of direction compared to deictic 
gestures and objects, which mostly consist of simple lines (crosses, stick figures) 
or simple ovals (encirclements, the head of stick figures). In the deictic gesture 
set, where classification between the different deictic gestures is required, aver­
age curvature is also successful. This set contains on the one hand encirclements, 
with a larger curvature, and on the other hand crosses, lines and arrows, which 
consist of lines and therefore have a lower curvature.
Perpendicularity, which is also successful for the DHO set, is sensitive to  right 
angles, and therefore successful for the recognition of perpendicular lines as in ar­
rows or routing gestures th a t follow a street pattern. Gestures in which changes 
in direction are smoother (encirclements, handwriting) will have a smaller vari­
ation in perpendicularity. Lines will have a very small variation in perpendic­
ularity (perfect straight lines will have a SD of perpendicularity of zero), and
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Figure 2.7: The performances of the features for the HFE-sets, ordered according 
to  the performance of the individual feature. For each data set the three best 
features and the features discussed in the text are highlighted.
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Figure 2.8: The performances of the features for the NicIcon and the Unipen 
sets, ordered according to the performance of the individual feature. For each 
data set the three best features and the features discussed in the text are high­
lighted.
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Figure 2.9: Examples for the number of connected components feature. Deictic, 
handwriting, and routing instances are shown, respectively. The average value 
of the number of connected components for deictic gestures (a) is 1.22, while 
the average value for handwriting (b) is 6.80 and the average value for objects 
such as routings (c) is 2.26.
gestures with both one or more perpendicular angles and a straight line (arrows, 
routes) will have the largest variation.
Average velocity is an im portant feature for distinguishing between mark­
ings and routes. This is due to the facts tha t (unnormalised) markings are often 
smaller than routing gestures, which often span the whole of the available draw­
ing area. This results in a higher velocity in straight segments of the routing 
gestures.The maximum deceleration is im portant as a distinguishing feature for 
the HFE m ark/route set for the same reason. The third most im portant feature 
for this data set is the duration of the pen gesture. Participants often use more 
time to draw routing gestures than marking gestures.
For the HFE deictic set, circular variance is an im portant feature because it 
is able to distinguish encirclements from other deictic gestures such as arrows, 
lines, or crosses. The standard deviation of the centroidal radius is im portant 
for the same reason. Finally, the distance between the first and last sample 
point is an im portant distinguishing feature. Gestures, like encirclements, are 
often finished at almost the same position as where the gesture was started,
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C I
(a) 0 = 0.045 (b) 0 = 0.316 (c) 0 = 0.056 (d) 0 = 0.206
Figure 2.10: Circular variance examples showing a lowercase ‘c ’ (average ^  =
0.37), a lowercase ‘l’ (average ^  =  0.59), a roadblock symbol (average ^  =  0.10), 
and an electricity symbol (average ^  =  0.21), respectively. The examples clearly 
show tha t circular variance can distinguish round from elongated instances.
while gestures like arrows, or lines, have a relatively large distance between the 
initial and final sample point.
For the NicIcon and Unipen data sets, i) circular variance, ii) closure, and iii) 
some of the octant features are very distinctive. Of these features, the circular 
variance feature is especially successful. Circular variance is a measure for the 
variation from a circle. In the NicIcon set, this feature is good at distinguishing 
between so called boxed and unboxed icons. Some of the icons; police, fire 
brigade, and paramedics, are surrounded by a diamond, triangle, and square 
respectively. Another icon, roadblock, consists of a circle with a line inside. 
All of these icons have a low circular variance, while icons like electricity and 
person have a higher circular variance. This feature is also successful for Unipen 
characters. Characters such as ‘o’, ‘g’, ‘c ’ have a low circular variance, while 
characters like ‘l', ‘i', ‘f', have a higher circular variance. This is the only feature 
tha t is also successful for HFE deictic classes, where it is good for distinguishing 
encirclements from other deictic gestures. Figure 2.10 gives some examples.
Closure, the ratio between the distance between the initial and final sample 
point and the length of the gestures, is successful at distinguishing between 
uppercase characters and between digits. Uppercase characters such as ‘O ’, ‘D’, 
‘S’, ‘G ’, ‘J ’, ‘B ’, and ‘C ’ will have a small closure, while uppercase characters 
such as ‘I ’, ‘L ’, ‘K ’, ‘M’, ‘W ’, will have a high closure. For lowercase characters, 
and especially connected cursive characters, closure for ‘o', ‘d', ‘s', ‘g', ‘j', ‘b', 
and ‘c’ will be higher than for their uppercase equivalents. Closure is also 
im portant for icons, where boxed icons, and the icon for fire will have a smaller 
closure than other icons when the box is drawn after the central part of the 
icon. Figure 2.11 gives some examples.
The octant features are also successful for the NicIcon and lowercase Unipen
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(b) 0 = 0.36
Figure 2.11: Closure examples. The average value of the closure feature for 
uppercase character ’G ’ is 0.13, while the average value for uppercase character 
’K ’ is 0.23.
sets. The variation of the distribution of the sample points is higher for these 
two data sets than for the uppercase Unipen characters. For instance, octant 
features may be successful in distinguishing between ‘p ’, ‘b ’, and ‘d ’, because 
for ‘p ’ the octants at the top of the bounding box (octant one through four, see 
Fig. 2.4g) will have a higher ratio of sample points than the lower octants (five 
through eight). For ‘b ’ and ‘d ’ this will be reversed. On the other hand, ‘b ’ and 
‘p ’ will have a higher octant ratio on the left side (octants three through six) 
than on the right side (one, two, seven, and eight). This will be reversed for ‘d ’. 
Of the octants features, the ratio of octant six, is the most relevant. Apparently 
this octant on the lower left shows the most variation.
For the HFE data sets we find two ordered local spatial features, one non­
bounding global feature, and one time based feature to be most distinctive. 
For the NicIcon and Unipen data sets the most distinctive features are two 
non-bounding global features and an unordered local feature.
2.6 D iscussion
In this paper we have presented a taxonomy and evaluation of a large set of 
features for pen input recognition, which was compiled from the literature. An 
elaborate and concise description of 78 features from different domains was 
given, which has not been published at such a scale before. The prime dis­
tinction in our taxonomy was made between: (i) spatial features, which solely 
use spatial (x- and y-coordinate) information, (ii) force-based features, which 
use the pressure information present in online pen data, and (iii) temporal fea­
tures, which use time information. We evaluated the performance of each feature 
group (node in the taxonomy) and the performance of each individual feature on
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seven different data sets from three different domains (sketched icons, free-form 
gestures, and handwriting).
The differences in performance between the taxonomy groups were not very 
distinctive. For most data sets, the top performance was achieved using all 
features, which indicates tha t classification accuracy using features from one 
domain benefits from features borrowed from other domains. When considering 
the performance of individual features, it is noted tha t two temporal features 
achieve a high performance: average velocity and duration. Both features are 
successful in distinguishing between marking and routing gestures. This is due 
to the fact tha t routing gestures are often larger (span a larger area of the 
drawing area) than marking gestures. This will result in a higher velocity and 
a longer duration. Of the force-based features, the SD pressure is relatively 
im portant, but only for lowercase Unipen characters.
Spatial features occur more frequently in the literature and as a consequence, 
more spatial features have been evaluated. Overall it appears tha t bounding box 
features have a lower performance as a group. Individually, they are also not 
very well represented in the features th a t gain a high recognition performance. 
Only the angle of orientation of the bounding box achieves a high performance on 
distinguishing between the different icons in the NicIcon set. The best perform­
ing spatial features are circular variance (an unordered local feature), closure (a 
non-bounding box global feature), and the number of connected components (a 
non-bounding box global feature).
Another im portant result is the identification of features tha t are distinctive 
for different data sets. The NicIcon and Unipen data sets have a large over­
lap with respect to the features th a t are im portant for distinguishing between 
the different classes. Closure, circular variance, and octant features are the 
strongest features for these data sets. For the HFE data sets we find different 
strong features: the number of connected components, average curvature, the 
SD perpendicularity, and average velocity, although circular variance is also im­
portant for the HFE Deictic set. The differences between these data sets arise 
because most data in the HFE sets are less complex. Lines, arrows, and encir­
clements are less complex than the icon for a car, or the letters K or G. The 
data in the Unipen and NicIcon data sets have a comparable complexity. One 
group of data in the HFE DHO set, handwritten text, is of a higher complex­
ity than icons or Unipen characters. But in this case, the classifiers only need 
to distinguish between text and deictic gestures (mode detection), which also 
results in different features being found than for Unipen characters. Another 
characteristic of the HFE DHO and mark-route data sets is the smaller number 
of classes to be recognised. This may also lead to other distinctive features.
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Concluding, our taxonomy systematically organises many of the basic fea­
tures tha t are used in the pen gesture recognition literature. The most dis­
tinctive combinations of features are shown to be distributed throughout the 
taxonomy and depend on the characteristics of the data. Our evaluations show 
tha t although spatial features are more successful, temporal and force-based fea­
tures may improve recognition performance for certain types of data and should 
not be disregarded.
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W riter identification by means of explainable 
features: shapes of loop and lead-in strokes
This chapter was previously published as:
Vivian Blankers, Ralph Niels and Louis Vuurpijl. Writer identification by means of explain­
able features: shapes of loop and lead-in strokes. In Proceedings o f the 19th Belgian-D utch  
Conference on A rtificia l Intelligence (B N A IC  2007), pages 17-24, Utrecht, The Netherlands, 
November 5-6, 2007.
Writer identification is an important issue in forensic investigations of hand­
written documents. A particularly well-established method employed by forensic 
experts is to utilize distinctive features of handwritten characters for comparing 
pieces of handwriting. Our research within the NW O  Trigraph project aims at 
automating this laborious process. In this chapter, we propose a novel method, 
for identifying a writer by means of features of loops and lead-in strokes of 
handwritten characters. Using a knn-classifier, we were able to yield a correct 
identification performance of 98% on a database of 41 writers. These results are 
promising and have great potential for use in the forensic practice, where the out­
comes of handwritten document comparisons have to be justified via explainable 
features like the ones explored in this chapter.
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3.1 Introduction
Handwriting is one of the traces by which an individual can be identified. This is 
im portant in forensic investigations of so-called questioned handwriting, because 
identifying the writer could assist in solving a crime [173]. For this task, human 
forensic document examiners compare questioned handwriting to a collection of 
reference documents, by exploring distinguishing characteristic features present 
in the handwriting. In cases where large databases need to be examined, how­
ever, human comparison becomes practically impossible and is prone to subjec­
tive decisions [9]. In the past years, various attem pts have been made to auto­
m ate the process of forensic document examination [9, 24, 48, 127, 173], with the 
goal to develop the required knowledge and technology to process large amounts 
of documents in an objective manner, while achieving high writer identification 
rates. Large studies have quantitatively shown tha t handwriting is individual 
and th a t a combination of such distinguishing features can indeed be used to 
identify the writer [173, 199]. To this end, global features like slant, distances 
between lines or words, or statistical information on ink distributions and local 
features on the allographic (character shape) level (like allograph dimensions, 
shape, or the presence of certain loops or trajectory crossings) can be used [173].
This chapter focuses on the question to what extent certain local, sub- 
allographic features can be used for writer identification. Sub-allographic fea­
tures are distinguishing characteristics computed from parts of a letter. Such 
features are particularly im portant for forensic writer identification, since hu­
man experts use distinctive parts of characters as significant clues for providing 
evidence: Based on such features, an explainable proof can be given on writer 
resemblances [127].
Two groups of structural features will be explored below: features of loops 
and lead-in strokes. Loop features are found in the loops of ascenders, as they 
appear in the letters ‘l', ‘k ' and ‘b ' and descenders, as they appear in the letters 
‘g’ and ‘j ’ (see Figure 3.1). There has been some research on loop features 
for writer identification [103], but tha t primarily focused on the different loop 
sizes for one particular writer, or was eventually classified as irrelevant [127]. 
However, human forensic experts [112] and the results presented in this chapter, 
show th a t loop features can be very distinctive for writer identification. Lead­
in features represent the first part of a character and are found in almost all 
letters of the alphabet, especially in cursive handwriting [112]. To the best of 
our knowledge, there has not been any similar kind of research on lead-in strokes 
before.
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{ 4 t 1 1 4 4 4
4 K A k A Xt k Jk
X  J a. A C. Xe X  J e
Je X  X  Je  M . â  X  Je
X f  M ~ic Jk Jk. Jk
M* A X- Ja Ì? t Jk
Figure 3.2: Loops differ between writers, but may be similar for different letters 
written by the same writer (some loops are not visible due to the print size of 
this image).
Our studies show that there is a similarity in the different loops and lead-in 
strokes produced by a single writer. This means that the loops occurring in the 
‘l ’s writers write, will be quite the same every time they write this letter ‘l ’, and 
may even bear resemblance to the loops they produce in other letters containing
Figure 3.1: Ascender (‘b ’) and descender (‘j ’) loops.
% i  Jb  b %
X  A I  I  I
X  A X  Jb
J¿ X  I  X  I
X  h  X  i 4f i i 1 i
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ascenders, like the ‘k', ‘b ' (see Figure 3.2) or even letters containing descenders, 
e.g. ‘j ’ or ‘g’. Similarly, the lead-in stroke of an ‘a ’ could correspond with the 
lead-in strokes of a ‘c’ or a ‘d ’, for example. Intrigued by these observations, we 
have explored loop and lead-in features with the following two main questions 
in mind:
1. Can a writer be identified by comparing one of the letters he or she wrote 
to a database of equal letters of which the identity of the writer is known, 
using only features of the loops and lead-in strokes? For example: If a ‘b ’ 
of an unknown writer is available, can the writer be found by comparing 
th a t ‘b ' to the ‘b's in a labeled database?
2. Can a writer be identified by comparing one of the letters he or she wrote 
to a database of similar letters of which the identity of the writer is known, 
using only features of the loops and lead-in strokes? For example: If a ‘b ' 
of an unknown writer is available, can the writer be found by comparing 
th a t ‘b ' to the ‘h's, or the ‘k's in a labeled database?
This research is part of the NWO ToKeN project Trigraph, which pursues 
the development of novel writer identification techniques. W ithin Trigraph, very 
good results on using global directional features derived from scanned hand­
written documents have been achieved [24]. Our investigations on a local scale 
are performed in close collaboration with experts from the Dutch Forensic In­
stitu te and are targeted at structural allographic and sub-allographic features 
tha t are common in forensic practice. The explorations of loops and lead-in 
strokes treated in this chapter, are believed to  provide a promising step towards 
explainable features tha t eventually can be used in court as forensic evidence. 
Below, we will first introduce our method in Section 3.2, which contains a de­
scription of the datasets and derived structural features. Results are presented 
in Section 3.3 and this chapter concludes with a discussion and pointers to future 
research in Section 3.4.
3.2 M ethod
3.2.1 D a ta  collection
A selection of 41 writers (volunteers and paid volunteers) from the plucoll 
database [198] of handwritten letters was used to  develop and test our tech­
nique. For this study, a database containing pre-segmented characters was used
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(on average, each writer produced 260 samples per character). The data in the 
plucoll set was recorded using a WACOM PL100-V tablet, with an electromag­
netic wireless pen, a sample rate of 100 Hz, a resolution of 0.02 m m /unit, and 
an accuracy of 0.1 mm. This data is online data, which means th a t time and 
pressure data are available. D ata is recorded not only when the pen is on, but 
also when it hovers (0-10mm) above the tablet. If the pen is on the tablet, the 
produced trajectory is called pendown, while data recorded with the pen above 
the tablet is called penup. Note th a t in scanned images of ink, also called offline 
data, penup trajectories cannot be distinguished. We are aware of the fact that 
for many forensic investigations, online data will not be available. However, for 
assessing our research questions, it is valid to use dynamic trajectories. Fur­
thermore, we have recently shown that in many cases dynamic trajectories can 
be restored from static images (see Chapter 1).
3.2.2 Loop features
A loop is defined as a closed curve, where the ends cross each other at some 
intersection point (see Figure 3.3). Typically, loops of ascenders have an counter­
clockwise orientation and loops of descenders follow a clockwise direction [112]. 
To enable within-group comparison of these distinctive groups, characters were 
distinguished in a group containing ascending loops (‘b ’, ‘d ’, ‘f ’, ‘h ’, ‘k ’, and ‘l’) 
and a group containing descending loops (‘d ’, ‘f ’, ‘g’, ‘j ’, ‘p ’, ‘q’ and ‘y ’).
Figure 3.3: The ascending loop and the lead-in stroke of a ‘k ’.
To compare writers based on the loops and lead-in strokes they produce, var­
ious features were used. The most im portant features are described below. Note 
that only the letters th a t contain lead-in strokes and/or loops were considered.
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1. L ength  The length of the total trajectory of the letter is computed as the 
sum of Euclidian distances between each pair of succeeding coordinates. 
The relative length of the loop, with respect to the length of the total 
letter, is also calculated.
2. A rea A loop can be considered a polygon, of which the area can be com­
puted as follows:
1 N — 2
Area  =  -  ^  ( x ^ + i  -  xi+iyi) (3.1)
i=0
3. W id th /h e ig h t ratio The width of the loop is calculated by finding the 
difference between the minimum and the maximum x-value of a loop, and 
the height is calculated by finding the difference between the maximum 
and the minimum of the y-values of the loop (see Figure 3.4).
4. R elative height The relative height is the ratio between the height of 
the loop and the total height of the letter (see Figure 3.4).
5. D irection  The direction of a loop is the angle between the x-axis and the 
vector between the intersection point and the highest point of the loop (in 
case of an ascender) or the lowest point of the loop (in case of a descender). 
See Figure 3.5. The loop of an ascender has a direction between 0 and 
180 degrees, while the loop of a descender usually has a direction between 
180 and 360 degrees.
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Figure 3.4: W idth and height of a loop and letter.
1. A verage d irection  and standard d eviation  The average direction of 
a loop is the average angle between the x-axis and each of the coordinates 
in the loop (see Figure 3.5). This is calculated by adding up those angles, 
and dividing the result by the number of angles. The standard deviation is 
computed to quantify how much the loop directions differ from the mean. 
W ith this information the broad and narrow loops can be distinguished 
(see Figure 3.6).
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2. C urvature The curvature of a trajectory is defined by the average angle 
between each couple of succeeding vectors (see Figure 3.7).
Figure 3.6: A broad and a narrow loop.
Figure 3.7: The curvature of a loop.
3.2.3 L ead-in features
Because the shape of lead-in strokes differs between letters [112], we have divided 
the lead-in letters into four groups that each contain letters with similar shaped 
lead-in strokes. In each group, the lead-ins start at the first coordinate of the 
sample. The difference is in the position where the lead-in strokes end.
For most ascenders, we define the lead-in stroke as the part of the letter 
before the loop (i.e., the end of the lead-in stroke is the coordinate where the 
loop begins). This group contains the letters ‘b ’, ‘h ’, ‘k ’, ‘l’, ‘t ’. Note that if 
the letters lack a loop, we defined the lead-in as the part of the letter before the 
maximum y-coordinate (i.e., the top of the letter). Examples can be found in 
Figure 3.8.
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The second group contains the letters ‘e’ and ‘f’. The lead-in stroke of 
these letters is defined as the part of the letter before the first intersection (see 
Section 3.2.2).
The third group consists of the letters ‘i’, ‘j ’, ‘m ’, ‘n ’, ‘p ’, ‘s’, ‘u ’, ‘v ’, ‘w’, 
‘y ’ and ‘z ’. In this group, lead-in strokes end where the trajectory starts going 
down. This means tha t the lead-in strokes are all directed upwards.
The last group contains the letters ‘a ’, ‘c’ ‘d ’ and ‘q ’. In this group, lead-in 
strokes usually are directed towards the right. They end at the position where 
a sharp turn  left is made.
It should be noted tha t not all lead-ins can be captured by these definitions. 
Particular letter shapes, like the ‘a ’ written in typewriter fashion (‘a ’ instead 
of ‘a ’) and a ‘c ’ tha t resembles the letter ‘e’, are so different from most group 
members, tha t their lead-in strokes cannot be found given the rules stated above. 
These problem cases, were excluded from our database.
Figure 3.8: Different types of lead-ins.
1. L ength  After calculating the absolute length of the lead-in stroke, we 
calculate the relative length for the lead-in stroke with respect to the 
total letter.
2. D irection  The direction of a lead-in stroke is the angle between the x- 
axis and the vector between the first and last coordinate of the stroke. 
Because most lead-in strokes are directed towards the upper right, the 
angle is usually between 0 and 90 degrees.
3. A verage d irection  and standard  deviation  The average direction of a
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lead-in stroke is calculated by summing the angles between the succeeding 
vectors in the stroke, and dividing the result by the number of vectors (see 
Figure 3.9). The standard deviation indicates how much the directions 
differ from the mean.
Figure 3.9: The average direction of a lead-in stroke.
4. C urvature The curvature is the average angle between two vectors of a 
lead-in stroke.
3.2 .4  A nalysis
The total dataset (see Section 3.2.1) was randomly divided over two subsets of 
equal size (balanced over characters), a trainset and a testset. The trainset was 
used to optimize the parameters of the k-nearest-neighbor classifier that was 
used to perform writer identification tests on the testset.
Training
The k-nearest neighbor algorithm is a method for classifying objects based 
on closest training examples in the feature space. The training examples are 
mapped on a multidimensional feature space, by means of Euclidean distances. 
The training phase of the algorithm consists of storing the feature vectors and 
writers of the training samples. In the actual classification phase, the same 
features as before are computed for the test letter (whose writer is unknown). 
Distances from the test vector to all stored vectors are computed and the k clos­
est samples are selected. The identified writer is predicted as the most numerous 
writer within these k known samples (unweighted m ajority voting). We also im­
plemented a weighted majority voting algorithm, where the nearest vector gets 
a higher score than the second nearest, et cetera. To optimize the quality of the 
to-be-obtained results, we used the trainset to decide the best value of k (we 
tried k =  0 ,1 ,.., 19, 20, 25,30,35,40,45, 50), and the best decision algorithm
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(weighted or unweighted majority voting). To this end, we tested all letters 
from the trainset using leave-one-out cross-validation (by counting how often 
the classifier returned the correct writer). Weighted majority voting turned out 
to  generate the best results, and the optimal value of k was different for each 
letter.
T esting
For the tests, we created 9 different groups from of the testset, as depicted in 
Table 3.1.
Group Features Letters
combination loop and lead-in features b, d, f, h, j, k, l, p, q, y
ascenders loop features b, d, f, h, k, l
descenders loop features g, j, p, q, y
loops loop features ascenders and descenders
a-leadins lead-in features a, c, d, q
b-leadins lead-in features b, h, k, l, t
e-leadins lead-in features e, f
i-leadins lead-in features i, j, m, n, p, s, u, v, w, y, z
all leadins lead-in features all letters, except g, o, r, x
Table 3.1: The different groups of characters as they were used in the experi­
ments.
Two different tests were carried out. The first explored how well a writer 
could be identified when comparing a letter only to equal letters (e.g., comparing 
questioned ‘b ’s only to ‘b ’s in the database). The second explored how well 
the system performed when comparing the letters to similar letters, or letters 
belonging to the same group (see Table 3.1).
C om paring to  equal letters
In this experiment, letters were compared to  all equal letters, e.g. ‘b ’-loops were 
compared to all other ‘b ’-loops, using the k-nearest-neighbor classifier and the 
optimal k found in the previous step. We performed this test using leave-one-out 
cross-validation for all letters. To test whether the identification performance 
would increase given more available data, we have performed tests on different
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amounts of available letters (i.e., to  test how well the system is able to iden­
tify the writer if more than one sample of tha t writer are available). Random 
selections of letters produced by the same writer were offered to the knn clas­
sifier, and for each letter, the k nearest samples were listed. The lists for each 
letter were combined, and the writer with the highest weight was returned by 
the system. The tests were performed on 1, 2,.., 9,10 and 15, 20, 25, 30 random 
available letters, and for each number of available letters, the test was repeated 
100 times.
C om paring to  sim ilar letters
To find out to  which extend similar letters can be used as a query for writer 
identification, we performed another test. This test is equal to the test described 
above, apart from the fact th a t letters are now compared to similar letters from 
the same group (see Table 3.1). For example, ‘b ’-loops were compared to all 
instances of one of the other letters from the loop-group. k =  10 was used in 
for all tests in this group. Again, different numbers of available letters were 
used (1, 2 ,..,9 ,10  and 15, 20, 25, 30). For each number of letters, the test was 
repeated 250 times.
3.3 R esu lts
To test how well our system is able to find the correct writer given an unknown 
handwritten letter, we counted how often the classifier was able to find the 
correct writer.
3.3.1 Equal letters
W ith 30 available letters per writer, our technique could correctly identify 85.9% 
of the lead-in letters. Loop letters yield a higher performance: with 30 available 
ascender-loop letters, the technique correctly classified 96.0% of the writers, 
whereas descender-loop letters gives a little less performance: 94.8%. W ith 30 
available letters, mixed ascender and descender loop letters, the performance is 
98.0%. Given 30 letters tha t contain both loops and lead-in strokes, a score of 
95.0% is obtained. Note tha t chance level for 41 writers is 2.44%.
The results for different amounts of available letters are summarized in Fig­
ure 3.10.
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3.3 .2  Sim ilar letters
In the second experiment, we evaluated how well our system is able to iden­
tify the writer of a letter using a database of only similar letters (i.e., letters 
tha t belong to  the same group, as described in Table 3.1). As can be seen in 
Figure 3.10, the highest performance is again gained in the combination group 
(80.8%) and in the different loop groups (varying between 44.0% and 54.4%). 
There is much more variation, however than in the equal letters test, and the 
performance increase when more letters become available is not as apparent as 
it is in the results of the equal letters test.
3.4 D iscussion
In this chapter, we have presented a novel method for writer identification based 
on sub-allographic structural properties of handwriting. We have tested our 
features in two different settings (equal letters and similar letters) using a knn 
classifier. The obtained results show tha t our system is very well able to  identify 
a writer given a database of equal letters (e.g., a database of ‘b ’s when the query 
is a ‘b ’). Correct identification percentages of over 95 percent are achieved if 30 
letters of a person are available, but even with less data, very useful results are 
obtained (over 90% if less than 10 letters are available). A prominent conclusion 
tha t can be made is th a t — as opposed to earlier findings from the literature — 
the contribution of loop features is paramount for success. As can be observed 
in Fig. 3.10, loop features have a far better performance than lead-in features.
Results are also shown for a second experiment (see Figure 3.10), which 
explored whether queries to a database of similar, but not equal, letters (e.g., 
a database of ‘h ’s when the query is a ‘b ’) can be used for writer identification. 
The promising results found in this experiment show tha t even in cases where 
the unknown writer is in the reference database, but only with characters other 
than the ones retrieved from the crime scene, his or her identity might still be 
found, at least in some of the character groups. The results should be considered 
preliminary, however, since relatively small amounts of re-tests took place (250 
per group).
In collaboration with forensic experts, we are now investigating which com­
binations of query characters would result in improved writer identification re­
sults. We are also increasing the number of features tha t can be calculated 
from (sub)allographs for writer identification. Furthermore, we are optimizing 
different parameter settings for the knn classifier, testing other classifiers and
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exploring the erroneous classifications to further improve the, already interesting 
and promising, performance of our current system.
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a-leadins 
— h —  b-leadins 
— * —  e-leadins 
— □ —  i-leadins 
i f  leadins 
— O —  loops 
— I—  asceniers 
— *  —  deocenders 
— B—  combi
# of -v-il-eir letters
# of -v-il-eir irttrrs
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Figure 3.10: Results of the equal letters test (top) and similar letters test (bot­
tom). The horizontal axes show the amount of query-letters available, whereas 
the vertical axes show the average fraction of correct identifications given that 
amount of letters. Results are differentiated over the different groups as specified 
in Table 3.1.
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Generating copybooks from consistent 
handwriting styles
This chapter was previously published as:
Ralph Niels and Louis Vuurpijl. Generating copybooks from consistent handwriting styles. 
In Proceedings o f the 9th In terna tiona l Conference on D ocum ent A nalysis and Recognition  
(IC D A R ), pages 1009-1013, Curitiba, Brazil, September 23-26, 2007.
The automatic extraction of handwriting styles is an important process that can 
be used for various applications in the processing of handwriting. We propose 
a novel method that employs hierarchical clustering to explore prominent clus­
ters of handwriting. So-called membership vectors are introduced to describe the 
handwriting of a writer. Each membership vector reveals the frequency of occur­
rence of prototypical characters in a writer’shandwriting. By clustering these 
vectors, consistent handwriting styles can be extracted, similar to the exemplar 
handwritings documented in copybooks. The results presented here are challeng­
ing. The most prominent handwriting styles detected correspond to the broad 
style categories cursive, mixed,, and print.
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4.1 Introduction
It is well known tha t each handwriting is individual [175]. Characteristics that 
distinguish different handwritings from each other are (i) global holistic features 
like slant and spacing between characters, words or lines, (ii) local features that 
exhibit the occurrence of prototypical character shapes (allographs), and (iii) 
sub-allographic features like ligatures, descenders, ascenders, crossings and loops 
(Chapter 3). Groups of writers th a t have a significant amount of characteristics 
in common, share the same handwriting style [11, 21, 33, 70]. Determining the 
handwriting style of a writer is an im portant process, serving three broad areas 
of application:
(i) Handwriting recognition, where knowledge about a handwriting style en­
ables the development of handwriting recognition systems tha t are targeted on 
particularities in the handwriting belonging to a specific style. Rather than hav­
ing one monolithic system th a t deals with the required different preprocessing, 
segmentation, feature extraction, and character shape variants, specialization 
in handwriting style categories like cursive, mixed and handprint is known to 
boost recognition performance while decreasing computational complexity of 
the system [42, 197].
(ii) Handwriting synthesis, in particular when the production of personalized 
texts in a certain handwriting style are concerned [93]. The successful selection 
of appropriate styles rely heavily on the determination of coherent collections 
of exemplar character shapes: “the handwriting fonts” .
(iii) Forensic writer identification, where forensic experts use the notion of 
writing style to  describe the handwriting of groups of writers. Similar coarse 
style categories like cursive and handprint may be employed to classify a w riter’s 
handwriting. Alternatively, by comparing the handwriting to template shapes 
listed in so-called copybooks, an attem pt can be made to indicate the country 
of origin of the writer.
This chapter presents a novel approach to the automatic determination 
of handwriting styles. Our method may be used for any of the applications 
sketched above, but our focus is on using knowledge about handwriting styles for 
forensic document examination. Traditionally, the distinguishing characteristics 
listed above are used to analyze the handwriting from a so- called “questioned 
document” , for, e.g., writer identification or verification purposes [70]. The use 
of autom ated technology to support this laborious process has received much 
interest [169]. However, most research pursues the development of writer identi­
fication techniques [115, 148, 153] or writer identification systems [49, 120, 170] 
rather than the determination of handwriting style.
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As explained in [28, 42, 198], assigning handwriting to a handwriting style 
relies on the availability of a set of tem plate characters tha t are representative 
for the style. Such a set of representative allographs may be represented in a 
“top-down” manner, based on knowledge and experiences from forensic docu­
ment examiners, or based on exemplar character shapes from copybooks [28]. 
Copybooks describe handwriting styles th a t are used for the acquisition of hand­
writing skills, using material tha t is taught to children. Typically, such styles 
differ between, and in many cases also within, countries. The work described 
in [28, 101], presents preliminary, yet promising, results on the autom ated com­
parison of copybook styles for the determination of the country of origin. In [41], 
it is described how native Arabic writers can be distinguished from non-natives. 
Both methods employ directional features (respectively by convolving Sobel 
edge detectors and directional Gabor filters) for this task. However, whereas 
the latter paper uses these features to yield a two-class distinction by means of 
support vector machines, the former work performs a one-by-one comparison 
between the characters segmented from a questioned document to the corre­
sponding characters from each copybook style. This approach, where the sim­
ilarity between handwriting and a writing style is expressed as a combination 
of similarities between mutual allographic character variants, is very similar to 
the work presented in this chapter.
In our work, however, the lists of prototypical characters describing hand­
writing styles are obtained in a “bottom-up” , data driven, approach. We have 
shown tha t by hierarchical clustering of a large collection of characters, a set 
of allographs can be obtained tha t represents the most prominent character 
shapes from the handwriting of hundreds of writers (see Chapter 1 and [198]). 
The research described in this chapter pursues the question how such a list of 
allographs can be used to distinguish the handwriting from different writers 
in a number of coherent handwriting styles. Similar to  the method described 
in [28], our method matches the characters written by a writer to a hierar­
chically structured set of allographs and records the best matching allograph 
for each character. The resulting membership vector is an array containing the 
frequency of occurrence of each allograph. Our assumption is tha t if the hand­
writings from different writers are alike, their membership vectors are similar 
and thus, th a t clustering of handwritings represented by such vectors reveals 
handwriting styles. In other words, writers with similar handwritings have the 
same allographic prototypes in common and are member of the same handwri­
ting style.
The procedure outlined below is explained in detail in the remainder of this 
chapter. To illustrate the feasibility of our work, lowercase characters were used.
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However, our methods can handle other characters and alphabets as well (see 
Chapter 6). In Section 4.2 , we describe how a collection of handwriting styles 
can be generated. Hierarchical clustering is used to generate a relatively large 
set of allographs from characters selected from the Unipen v07_r01-trainset. 
These allographs are subsequently clustered to yield a hierarchical structure of 
prototype clusters. Together with a matching process to compute the similarity 
of a prototype cluster and a character, this structure implements a membership 
function , which can be used to compute membership vectors. We used exhaus­
tive clustering of the membership vectors from handwritings from 41 different 
writers to yield many instances of handwriting styles. If two of these result­
ing handwriting styles have exactly the same members, or contain the same 
allographs, they can be considered similar as well. In Section 4.3, these two 
measures are explored for assessing the consistency of the generated handwri­
ting styles.
4.2 E xtracting handw riting styles
Three datasets were used to develop, train, and test our methods. These 
are the Unipen [59] v07_r01-trainset (referred to as Trainset), the Unipen de- 
vtest_r01_v02 (referred to as Devset), and the plucoll [198] dataset. Only on-line 
characters were used. Below, in Figure 4.1, the process of generating hand­
writing styles based on these sets is depicted. In this section, this process is 
described in detail.
4.2 .1  A llograph p roto typ e  generation
About one third (14.448) of the lowercase characters in the Trainset were ran­
domly selected for step (1). Hierarchical clustering was performed for each letter, 
resulting in 26 cluster dendrograms. This process is described in in [198]. For 
matching two characters, Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) (see Section 1.2.1) 
was employed. Using DTW, the distance between two coordinate trajectories 
can be computed as the average Euclidean distance between each pair of most 
suitable coordinates. Allographs were manually selected by human experts. The 
result of this processing step (1) is a list of 1583 allographs.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic summary of the writing style creation process. Numbers 
in diamonds are referred to in the text.
4 .2 .2  A llograph p ro to typ e  clustering
The number of allograph prototypes generated in the previous step determines 
the length of the membership vectors used in step (3). Because using a large 
number of allographs would result in sparse vectors (since only a small pro­
portion of these allographs would occur in a w riter’s handwriting), the vector 
length was reduced by allograph clustering (Figure 4.1-(2)). Hierarchical clus­
tering (HCLUS [198]) was used for this purpose. The result is a hierarchical 
organization of prototype clusters (Figs. 4.1-(3) and 4.2). As described in [198], 
several parameters can be controlled to rule the outcomes of the clustering pro­
cess. Typically, the number of resulting clusters, the size and variance of clusters 
and the arity of nodes from the dendrograms, ruled the different outcomes. Fur­
thermore, as is well-known from cluster analysis, the selection of clusters from a 
dendrogram can be performed in various ways [7]. This involves that, depend­
ing on parameter settings and cluster selection criteria, the resulting prototype 
clusters can vary in both number and content. However, all leaves Pj of each 
dendrogram remain the same for each clustering.
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4 .2 .3  C om pu tin g m em bersh ip  vectors
Both the Trainset and the Devset datasets were used to select K  =  43 writers 
who wrote at least 5 instances of each of the 26 lowercase letters. For each 
writer, a membership vector was computed through a membership function. 
This membership function assigned each character in a persons writing to a 
prototype cluster.
Note th a t this was not done by finding the matching cluster centroid, as is 
done in [198]. Instead, characters were matched to all leaf allographs Pj (using 
DTW  as matching function). Each character was then assigned to the cluster 
of which the best matching leaf allograph was a member. Figure 4.2, in which 
level 0 represents the leaf level, shows tha t prototype clusters could be selected 
at different levels, resulting in membership functions of different length.
1.00
0.97V 0.03
/ \  / \
0.93 0.04 0.01 0.02
Figure 4.2: Example of an allograph cluster (at Level 2), containing multiple 
allographs. The Level 0-allographs are used for matching and reflect the relative 
frequency of prototypical a in a persons handwriting.
4 .2 .4  G enerating  handw riting sty les
To generate handwriting styles, the membership vectors yielded by the previous 
step were clustered, again using the HCLUS algorithm (Figure 4.1-(6)). The 
m atch between membership functions was computed using Euclidean distances. 
Each node of the resulting dendrograms represents a handwriting style. Note 
tha t the clusters selected from each clustering can be considered as a copybook
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containing handwriting styles. As described in the next section, many different 
clusterings, performed on different sets of membership functions and different 
cluster param eter settings, were assessed to yield consistent handwriting styles.
4.3 A ssessing consistent copybooks from hand­
w riting styles
For clustering, we employed a modified hierarchical clustering algorithm which 
has shown to yield a hierarchical organization tha t reflects the true structure oc­
curring in the data [198]. As described above, different param eter settings yield 
different clusterings. We performed exhaustive clustering of the membership 
functions resulted in copybooks differing in size and contents of handwriting 
styles. From 240 random clusterings 240 copybooks were selected, each con­
taining a number of handwriting styles. However, overlap was present between 
some of the styles in the different copybooks. This overlap can be expressed by 
(i) the number of writers th a t are shared between handwriting styles and (ii) by 
considering the frequency of occurrence of allographs contained in handwriting 
styles.
From the plucoll set, the handwritings of 41 writers were selected to generate 
membership vectors as described in Section 4.2.3. So, the handwriting of each 
writer resulted in a membership vector which subsequently can be compared 
to  handwriting styles (as depicted in (Figure 4.1-(7)). Classifying membership 
vectors into handwriting styles was performed by computing the Euclidean dis­
tance between the leaf membership vectors from each WSj. For any new writer, 
this method can be used to assign handwriting styles to the handwriting of that 
writer.
Stated otherwise, each handwriting style can be described by the writers 
it contains. This classification provides us with a description of each writing 
style from the copybooks, in terms of assigned plucoll-writers. Two writing 
styles were considered identical if the same group of writers was assigned to 
them  both. The number of identical writing styles was counted, and styles 
with the highest frequency were considered as being the most consistent ones. 
Figure 4.3 illustrates the 3 most consistent handwriting styles extracted from 
the handwriting of 43 writers. Each style shares exactly the same writers and 
occurs in multiple copybooks. As depicted in Figure 4.3, we are attem pting to 
provide meaningful names to each style. It is apparent tha t the most prominent 
styles emerging from our method correspond to the well-known broad categories
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cursive, mixed, and print.
5 h c i * '  h c f u t i
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Figure 4.3: Examples of handwritings contained in the three most consistent 
handwriting styles.
Another way of assessing the consistency of extracted handwriting styles 
is by determining the most distinctive allograph prototypes, i.e., the most im­
portant cells from the membership vectors contained in a handwriting style. 
This notion of characteristic shapes tha t distinguish handwriting styles is very 
common in forensic writer identification. To illustrate how handwriting styles 
can be assessed in this manner, we selected three letters th a t are known to be 
discriminative in Western handwriting: forensic experts [157] as well as recent 
findings described in [28], indicate th a t the letters ’k ’, ’r ’ and ’t ’ are known to 
make this distinction. For the three handwriting styles depicted in Figure 4.3, 
the frequency of occurrence of a prototype cluster for the letter l was determined 
as n P;/ n ;, where n P; is the number of occurrences of prototype cluster P ; and
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n ; the number of occurrences of the letter l in the handwritings belonging to a 
handwriting style. Figure 4.4 depicts the prototype occurrence for each of the 
three handwriting styles.
k r t
WS PH k k I J k Â r z1- •*> r i A zz L z ■Mz /
0 ■ ■ ■m ■
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Figure 4.4: Prototype occurrence for the letters ’k ’, ’r ’ and ’t ’ of the three 
handwriting styles depicted in 4.3. Black cell s indicate a fraction of 1, white 
cells a fraction of 0.
We consider such a visualization as a proper tool to assess the properties 
of our extracted handwriting styles. First, the similarity of styles is shown 
by columns with similar prototype occurrence, marked by cells with similar 
grey values. Second, the discriminative power of prototypes is marked by the 
intensity of each cell. And third, this tool can be used to highlight characteristic 
prototypes occurring in the handwriting of an unknown writer. The latter option 
can be valuable in forensic writer search applications [28].
4.4 D iscussion
We have presented a novel procedure for extracting handwriting styles from 
the handwritings of different writers. We have argued tha t handwriting can 
be described by the occurrence of prototypical characters and tha t by cluster­
ing different handwritings, consistent handwriting styles can be obtained. Our 
method is data driven, employing hierarchical clustering and Dynamic Time 
Warping, an on-line character matching function, to: (i) determine a set of 
allographs, (ii) cluster these allographs to build prototypical allographs, (iii) 
compute so-called membership vectors indicating the frequency of occurrence of 
prototypical allographs in new, unseen handwriting, and (iv) derive copybooks 
comprising handwriting styles by clustering these membership vectors.
The domain of our research is forensic writer identification, but the deter­
mination of handwriting styles can be used for applications like handwriting
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recognition and synthesis as well. The results presented here can be regarded 
as promising, but there are many challenging opportunities for further research.
For example, the attem pt to adorn clusters of handwriting styles with sym­
bolic, meaningful names is a process tha t has our ongoing attention. We are 
discussing these results with forensic experts. Second, we have presented a 
tool to  assess the discriminative power of allograph prototypes and use this as 
asimilarity measure for comparing different handwritings. Forensic handwriting 
experts traditionally use such lists of discriminative characters and the accuracy 
of this method for writer search remains to  be explored.
In our tests, we used pre-segmented on-line data, which is often not avail­
able in the forensic practice. Techniques exist, however, to generate this data 
automatically from offline data (see Chapter 1) and often interactive sessions 
with human experts can be performed. Furthermore, the underlying idea of 
style clustering can also be applied directly to off-line data, using matching 
techniques for off-line data.
The proposed technique is developed within the Trigraph project [120], which 
aims at improving the reliability of automatic writer identification programs for 
the forensic practice. The techniques described in this chapter can be considered 
a new and promising step in the right direction.
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Information retrieval based on allograph 
similarities
This chapter has been submitted as:
Ralph Niels, Franc Grootjen and Louis Vuurpijl. Information retrieval based on allograph 
similarities: a promising technique for the forensic document examiner.
In this chapter, we discuss the use of information retrieval techniques for writer 
identification and forensic document examination purposes. It is argued that 
such techniques can support the well-established, but laborious, method of manu­
ally investigating characteristic allographs. Hierarchical clustering of character 
shapes is used to provide lists of prototypical allographs in handwriting. It is 
shown that based on these lists, matching between a questioned document and 
documents from a database of known writers can be performed with high accu­
racy. The results of our findings indicate that information retrieval techniques 
form  a promising basis for providing computerized support for the forensic doc­
ument examiner.
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5.1 Introduction
When the identity of the writer of a handw ritten letter is to be found, several 
aspects can be examined by forensic experts. Among traces like fingerprints and 
DNA, the handwriting itself is also a biometric tha t is subject to research. This 
paper discusses the use of information retrieval techniques, employing frequen­
cies of prototypical character usage in the handwriting, for writer identification 
and document examination purposes.
5.1.1 H andw riting in th e  forensic practice
Handwriting skills are gradually acquired through handwriting education and 
practice. In the early stages of learning, writing exercises (often based on col­
lections of character shapes as prescribed in copybooks [147]) are trained to 
develop the corresponding execution of planned movements [108]. During sub­
sequent stages, handwriting production becomes an autom ated process which is 
governed by bio-mechanical constraints, personal preferences, and the character 
repertoires learned from copybooks at school [70, 134, 147, 151, 174]. Due to 
these factors, the handwriting of each writer contains characteristics th a t make 
the handwriting individual. Recent reports on quantitatively measuring indi­
vidual differences in handwriting between persons have provided convincing evi­
dence to support this claim [174, 199]. Characteristics tha t distinguish different 
handwritings from each other are (i) global holistic features like slant and spac­
ing between characters, words or lines, (ii) sub-allographic features like ligatures, 
descenders, ascenders, crossings and loops, and (iii) local features tha t exhibit 
the occurrence of prototypical character shapes (allographs) [70, 112, 174].
The pair-wise allograph-based comparison of questioned documents is a well- 
established method for evidence determination in forensic document exami­
nation [70, 112]. Based on the experience of the forensic expert, uncommon 
allograph shapes with characteristic distinguishing features are separated from 
common allographs tha t occur relatively frequently in the handwritings of a 
certain population. The underlying assumption is tha t if the same uncommon 
allograph appears in two handwritten documents, the probability of them  being 
produced by the same writer is much higher than when two common allographs 
occur in both documents. As a result of the document examination process, a 
concise report is produced containing a justification of the outcome in terms of 
a ranked list of pair-wise allograph matches, enriched with probability estimates 
which quantify the amount of confidence in each match [45].
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5.1 .2  C om puterized  support
Since handwriting comparison is a very laborous task, using computers to as­
sist the expert has had the interest of researchers for decades [88, 177]. Writer 
identification and document analysis systems have been developed and used by 
forensic labs in the world [36, 49, 129, 170]. Via these systems, document exam­
iners can semi-automatically measure characteristic handwriting features such 
as slant, character widths and heights, character and line spacings, or loop ar­
eas. For writer identification tasks, each handwritten document from a database 
of known writers is “indexed” via a vector of the measured feature values. For 
each questioned document, another vector is created, which subsequently can be 
used for matching against the feature vectors in the indexed database. S tatisti­
cal pattern  recognition techniques [75] can be used for the purpose of matching. 
The writers of the best matching documents are considered as the most probable 
authors of the document in question.
The correspondence between searching for handw ritten documents on the 
basis of the indexed handwritten content and retrieval of textual documents 
has been recognized by Bensefia et al. in [8]. In information retrieval (IR) 
systems, the mutual occurrence of “term s” (distinguishing words or language 
fragments [190]) is used to search for relevant documents based on a query 
document. The “terms” in handwriting can be represented by features derived 
from sub-allographic character fragments [8, 154] or from complete character 
shapes. Since the examination of typical allographs in handwriting is im portant 
in the work flow of the document examiner [45, 70, 112], our focus is on using 
complete allographs as we recently introduced in [117].
5.1 .3  A llographs in handw riting
Simply stated, IR techniques count the number of words m utually occurring in a 
query and database document. For handw ritten documents, the number of pro­
totypical graphemes or allographs in the handwriting has to be identified. In our 
previous work, we have introduced an autom ated method to categorize hand­
written characters using hierarchical clustering techniques, resulting in two col­
lections of prototypical allographs in handwriting (see [198] and Chapter 1). For 
both collections, the Unipen [59] iUF-train_r01_v07 public handwriting database 
was used. From this database, the subset 1c contains 61,351 isolated handwrit­
ten characters written by 295 writers from over 40 institutes worldwide. The 
Unipen dataset contains so-called online handwriting. Online pen input is col­
lected via digitizer tablets, capturing the dynamic (time-variable) aspects of the
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handwriting trace, such as sequence of sampled coordinate points, pen pressure 
and pen tilt. The mechanism for obtaining allographic prototypes is based on 
pair-wise character matching techniques. The first collection of allographs has 
been compiled using the method called HCLUS [198]. For the second collection, 
we have used Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) for computing the match between 
two characters (see [194] and Chapter 1).
Figure 5.1: Character matching between two handwritten samples of a letter ’w’. 
Matching following the HCLUS method (left picture) compares subsequent pairs 
of coordinates, whereas DTW matching (right picture) compares the closest 
points within a certain continuity range. Note tha t for the clarity of this picture, 
the vertical distance between characters is increased.
The representation for handwritten data employed in this paper consists of 
the (x, y, z) coordinates along the handwritten trajectory, where z may repre­
sent true pen pressure or a binary value indicating whether the pen is touching 
the tablet (pendown) or in the air (penup). Using the HCLUS method, the match 
between two handwritten characters C a and C b is computed by (i) first spatially 
resampling each character to 30 (x,y,z) coordinates; (ii) spatially normalizing 
each character to unit-scale; and (iii) computing the average Euclidean distance 
between subsequent coordinate points ó(C“,C b) [198]. An im portant differ­
ence between the DTW and the HCLUS method is tha t DTW does not require 
resampling. Furthermore, for pair-wise comparisons, DTW uses a continuity 
condition which ensures th a t coordinate pairs (C“, Cb) are chosen within a cer­
tain  temporal range, such tha t |i-j| is within bounds (indicated by the shadowed 
stipple area in Figure 5.1), see also Chapter 1 and [194].
Based on a previous study with 25 human subjects, it was shown tha t the 
matching results generated by DTW are more in line with human expectations 
than the results of other trajectory matching techniques (see Chapter 1). These 
findings indicate tha t DTW  is a promising candidate for allograph matching in 
a forensic setting, where eventually the results of computer-based evidence may
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require justifications which are plausible and convincing to humans in court. 
For clustering, both methods use respectively the h c l u s  distance and D T W  
distance between two allographs, which are defined as the average Euclidean 
distance between pairs of coordinate points. As a result of the clustering pro­
cess, a hierarchical organization of allographs is obtained which can be semi- 
automatically processed [198] to result in a list of prototypical allographs (see 
Figure 5.2).
List of allograph prototypes
Figure 5.2: For all characters from 295 writers from the Unipen 1c collection, 
hierarchical clustering was employed to yield a taxonomy of prototypical allo­
graphs in handwriting. From the resulting taxonomy, a list of clusters (nodes) 
was selected manually by experts in handwriting recognition, based on visual 
inspection and statistics concerning the amount of handwritten samples and the 
variability between samples belonging to the selected nodes. Each selected node 
is considered as an allograph prototype, to be used for further processing.
The use of techniques from artificial intelligence to find stable attractors in 
highly variable handwritten shape representations has been extensively studied 
in other works on character recognition and writer identification. Basically, two 
approaches have been explored [120], which differ in the kind of information used 
to represent handwriting and in the clustering techniques used for finding char­
acteristic prototypes. The first approach uses image processing techniques to
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extract handwritten fragments of scanned documents. The extracted segments 
can contain ligatures, sub-allographic character fragments, single characters, or 
(parts of) character combinations. As mentioned above, the second approach 
concerns the use of complete characters.
In an earlier study, Schomaker used Kohonen self-organizing maps ( k s o m ) 
for clustering allographic shape variants from a small-sized database of 3 writ­
ers [152]. More recently, k s o m  techniques have been used to cluster sub- 
allographic shape information based on segmented pieces of handwriting [8, 154]. 
Similar to our previous work [117], clustering of complete allograph shapes has 
recently been pursued by the group of Viard-Gaudin et al. in [31, 178, 179].
The resulting clusters form a list of prototypical shapes which occur in the 
handwritings of the writer population for which data are available. For so- 
called offline data (scanned handwritten documents), there are typically more 
writers available than for online data. For the former data, writer identification 
experiments with 900 [24] and 1000 [174] writers have been reported. For online 
data, the number of writers ranges from 82 [31] to 200 [149]. The current paper 
uses online data collected from 295 writers for clustering allograph prototypes 
and another 117 writers for writer identification.
5.1 .4  Issues w hen using IR  for w riter identification
The next sections will discuss the methods, material, and experiments for our 
explorations in writer identification reported in this paper. We will focus on 
three predominant research questions relevant to forensic document examina­
tion. The first concerns the amount of available handwriting samples occurring 
in the query and database documents [19, 81, 117, 179]. If a computer system 
is to be used in practice, it is necessary for the forensic expert to know what the 
relation is between the amount of available handwriting, the reliability of the 
outcome of the automatic comparison, and what the minimum required amount 
is for reliable identification. The second question explores the number of re­
quired allographs to describe a person’s handwriting (see [179] and Chapter 4. 
The set of allographs should be large enough to cover the most prominent cha­
racter shapes in handwriting, but it should not be so large th a t each writer has 
his own set of allographs. The third issue concerns the character repertoires that 
are explored: some characters are clearly more distinctive than others and may 
therefore be more suitable for writer identification [28, 117, 127, 157, 178]. Next 
to these re-occurring issues concerned with using IR for writer identification, we 
will show th a t by using a well-known concept from IR called relevance feedback, 
the accuracy of writer identification systems can be improved considerably.
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5.2 M ethod
5.2.1 A llograph frequency vectors
A w riter’s handwriting can be described by a so-called allograph frequency vec­
tor (af-vector), which represents the frequency of prototypical allographs occur­
ring in the handwriting. We have introduced this approach for the determination 
of copybooks containing handwriting styles in Chapter 4. The general approach 
to  generate allograph frequency vectors is depicted schematically in Figure 5.3.
Characters 
produced by 
writer w
Allograph list
J Allograph matcher 
(DTW or hclus)
Discrete allograph 
frequency vector
<
 Fuzzy allograph 
frequency vector
Figure 5.3: A schematic representation of the procedure of generating an af- 
vector from a set of characters produced by a writer (contained in a “docu­
ment” ), and a list of allographs. In the experiments described in this paper, we 
used 3 different lists of allographs, and compared discrete and fuzzy af-vectors.
Given a fixed allograph prototype list A containing N  labeled allographs. 
For a given handwritten document containing a set of characters C(w) pro­
duced by a writer w, the af-vector af(w) can be computed using some matching 
function M(c) which determines the best matching prototype from A for each 
character c G C(w). In the resulting vector, each element corresponds to one 
allograph: it gives a weight to the importance of tha t particular allograph in the 
document C(w) written by writer w. As shown in Chapter 4, writers with simi­
lar handwriting styles can be found by comparing their corresponding allograph 
frequency vectors af(w).
Recently, distributions of allograph frequency vectors representing a w riter’s 
handwriting have been pursued for writer identification in [117, 179] and Chap­
ter 4. Two methods for incorporating knowledge about the use of particular 
allograph shapes in written documents have been reported. Similar to nearest 
neighbor matching techniques [75], the single best match between a character 
and allograph prototype can be used for updating the corresponding element 
of af(w). This approach results in discrete af-vectors, indicating whether an
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allograph occurs in the handwriting or not. Alternatively, instead of just us­
ing the most similar allograph, fuzzy matching takes a more subtle approach, in 
which the allographs from A are sorted on their similarity to each character from 
C(w). In the resulting fuzzy af-vectors, not only the best matching allograph, 
but the matches with several allographs from this ranked list, weighted with the 
corresponding similarity measures, are used to update the af-vector. The latter 
is particularly useful for character shapes tha t are not very well represented 
in the allograph list. By computing weighted averages of multiple allographs, 
better models of such characters can be obtained. The potential of this fuzzy 
approach has been shown for matching on both the allographic level [178, 179] 
and on features derived from sub-allographic character fragments [154].
D iscrete allograph frequencies
Discrete allograph frequency vectors are generated by selecting the most similar 
allograph from the prototype list A, for each character sample c from C(w). 
Let M(c) return the index of the most similar allograph from A to c. Let e* be 
the i-th vector of the standard Euclidean basis (with 1 in the i-th  place and 0’s 
elsewhere). Then the discrete allograph frequency vector can be defined as:
a f D (w) =  eM(c)
cGC(w)
Here, each value in the vector represents how often the corresponding allograph 
was selected as most similar.
Fuzzy allograph frequencies
To compute fuzzy allograph frequency vectors, for each prototype allograph a 
weight is determined corresponding to the similarity between the allograph and 
query characters occurring in the document C( w). Weight scores are either 
computed based on the similarity value to the character sample [179], or on 
the rank position [154]. When using the allograph rank position, fuzzy scores 
start at 1 for the most similar allograph and decrease exponentially as the rank 
number drops. We have performed a pilot experiment which showed tha t the 
second approach (based on rank position) gave the best results. This approach 
is outlined below.
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Let r(c, a) ^  {1 ••• N } be a ranking function tha t yields the rank of allograph 
a when matched to character c. The fuzzy match f  (c) for a character c is 
computed as:
N
f  (c) =  ] T e ih r(c’“i)-1 
i=1
Adding all fuzzy matches gives the fuzzy allograph frequency vector:
af F (w) =  Y  f(c)
cGC(w)
The constant h controls the exponential decrease of the score when similarity 
drops. As a part of our pilot experiment, the value h was varied between 0.1 and 
0.9 (with steps of 0.1) to find the optimal value. The best results were obtained 
with h =  0.5, which was used for all experiments regarding fuzzy af-vectors 
described in the remainder of this chapter.
5.2 .2  W riter identification  and inform ation retrieval
As introduced above, the writer identification process can be considered as a 
standard Information Retrieval task: finding document(s) using a query. Where 
IR techniques operate on a set of documents on the basis of a set of terms occur­
ring in the documents, in writer identification we are confronted with writers 
(the set W ) and the characters they have written. The IR model for writer 
identification employed in the current paper is outlined below.
Figure 5.4: The IR model for writer identification. The allograph frequency 
vector computed from a query document is matched to all weighed af-vectors 
from the database.
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W eighing allograph frequency vectors
In IR applications it is a common practice to adjust the weight of the terms. 
The rationale is tha t terms tha t occur in a large subset of the documents (i.e., 
allographs used by a lot of writers) are less useful in the retrieval process than 
terms tha t occur less frequently. One of the most used methods for this term 
weighing is tfid f, which multiplies the term  frequency component by the in­
verse document frequency, which is high for common and low for uncommon 
terms [190]:
t f j  =  ij—  with n j  the number of terms i in document jni 
n kj 
2,_- |D|¿df =  ------  with di the number of documents containing term  i
di +  1
In our IR-technique, term  frequencies t f  are modeled using allograph fre­
quencies a f and id f are modeled as iwf. For discrete af-vectors, this is defined
as:
iwfi =  2l°g( - M - ) 
wfi +  1
where wfi is the number of writers tha t used allograph ai . The value i - f i corre­
sponds to the importance of an allograph prototype ai in the writer identification 
process.
In the case of fuzzy af-vectors, the value wf(w)i quantifies to what extent a 
writer w writes allograph ai , such that:
- , ( - ) , =  M AXceC(w))f »  and f  =  V f )
- f ( - )  =  Y  ei  ^ - f ( - ) i w
i
The allograph -e igh t vector for a writer w can be weighed linearly as a -(w )i =  
af(w)i • i-fi. However, as is common in IR, we use the Okapi BM25 ranking 
function [138], which can tune the retrieval system with parameters k1 and b. 
The allograph - eight vector a - (w) is determined as:
, \ af(w)i • (k +  1) . ,
a -(w )i =  , , , , ,---- , , a, ^   ^ i - f iaf(w)i +  ki((1 -  b) +  b • 0(w))
where 0(w) represents the ratio between the number of letters used by w, and 
the average number of letters used over all writers. We selected the values
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ki =  1.2 and b = 1  based on a number of pilot experiments and our earlier 
work [56].
M atching
In the matching phase, a query is used to rank the writers in the database, 
based on the similarity between the allograph weight vectors of the query and 
each writer document. In general, the query allograph frequency vectors are 
not weighed. The similarity between a “query writer” q and a writer w from a 
database of known writers is defined as:
sim(q, w) =  af(q) • a - (w) (5.1)
S y stem  ou tp ut and usage in th e  forensic context
The IR method described above is generally used to  compute the similarity 
between each database document and a query. The resulting system output 
is represented as a ranked list of documents, sorted on the similarity measure 
(Equation 5.1). As we argued in [121], the inverse writer frequency can be 
used to explore which letters are most im portant for writer identification, given 
a database of handwritten documents. Using this information, the results of 
the writer identification process can be explained and justified. Recall that 
the value i - f i corresponds to  the ’im portance’ of a prototype ai in our writer 
identification process. By averaging the values of all i - f i for each prototype ai 
belonging to a certain alphabet letter l, the importance i-f(l) of th a t letter for 
writer identification can be computed. Note tha t this average is computed for 
the complete writer population. Figure 5.5 shows each i- f(l) ,  for all letters l 
from the database used in [121]. In this example, the letters ’q’ and ’k ’ are, on 
average, the most suitable letters for distinguishing between writers, while the 
letters ’e ’ and ’o’ are the least distinguishing ones, on average.
Since the frequency of occurrence of characters in the database is an impor­
tan t factor for the i - f i , it is plausible that, e.g., an ’e ’ or ’o’ are least informative. 
Similarly, the letter ’q ’ occurs less frequently in Western handwriting, which en­
hances its distinctive properties using this method. Other investigations on the 
distinctiveness of characters (see [28] and Chapter 4) indicate tha t indeed, the 
letter ’k ’ is a very informative letter when considering shape information.
However, in a recent study, Tan et al. showed tha t character frequencies 
are not directly correlated to their discriminative power [179]. In their work, 
writer identification experiments using one single letter from the alphabet was
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Figure 5.5: The letters of the alphabet sorted on their average i-f(l), which rep­
resents their average discriminative power. Based on the database used in [121].
carried out to examine the relative importance of individual letters. The results 
presented in [179] contrast to the results from our previous studies [121]. In 
the current paper, we will further explore this topic by performing writer iden­
tification experiments based on single characters, similar to the experiments 
described in [179].
5.2 .3  R elevance feedback and forensic w riter identifica­
tion
We envisage an interactive workbench in which a forensic document examiner 
can interrogate the system for revealing more details on the decisions underlying 
the writer identification process. A typical starting point for the interaction 
between the forensic expert and such a system could be the chart depicted in 
Figure 5.6. The query consisted of randomly drawn samples from the writer 
“paulus” .
In this chart, the probability tha t the query was written by a certain writer
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i e0790 
i a9345 
i c0131 
i0309 
d2247 
i0791 
i b0018 
n0604 
c1612
ranked writers
Figure 5.6: Chart showing how much each prototype contributed to the retrieval 
result, for each writer. The numbers depicted in the legend on the right are 
prototype id’s.
is indicated by the height of the bar corresponding to  tha t writer. Writer paulus 
has the highest rank, so the top-1 result is correct. Furthermore, each bar 
corresponding to a writer w consists of blocks tha t represent the value aw(w)¿, 
the relative weight of tha t allograph a  for this particular query. The height 
of each “prototype block” reflects the amplitude of the corresponding relative 
allograph weight. So, apparently the most im portant prototype tha t ruled this 
particular IR outcome is c1612. On the other hand, a very distinctive prototype 
seems to be n0604, which distinguishes writer pa,ulus from almost all other 
writers.
A visualization of the most prominent allograph prototypes from this ex­
ample is depicted in Figure 5.7. The option to inspect the prototypes and 
corresponding characters used in the writer identification process seems a very 
informative tool for understanding why the system yields a certain outcome. 
For example, it becomes clear why writers kees and annemiek have no samples 
tha t match to n0604.
Finally, consider cases where the forensic expert could provide the system 
with feedback on the results, indicating which documents are relevant to the 
query document and which are not. Relevance feedback is a well known method 
in IR which uses such information to compute subsequent queries which better 
suit the information need of the user. A well known method for relevance
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C1612 n0604
paulus kees annem iek paulus kees annem iekcr° CT° f)° IA0U ■C* C* n* v\ t\
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Figure 5.7: System output tha t reveals the prototype shapes and character 
samples tha t rule the writer identification process. For the two prototypes c1612 
and n0604, the characters from the indexed database of the top-3 writers that 
matched to these prototypes are marked with a white dot. Also depicted are 
some character samples from these writers which were not selected for this query. 
Note tha t some of these samples have a match to these prototypes (marked with 
a grey dot) and some other characters do not match (no dot).
feedback is Rocchio’s algorithm [139]. Assuming tha t a user can indicate a 
set of relevant document vectors Dr and a set of non-relevant document vectors 
D nr, a query vector is updated by assigning negative weights to terms occurring 
in D r and positive weights to terms occurring in Dn r. See Equation 5.2, where 
qnew and qorig are the new and the original query and where a, ß  and y  are 
tunable weights.
Qnew a Qorig +  ß TD T dj  Y | d  \ dj (5.2)I Dr I — ^  I Dnr | -, ^
We have translated this concept to the domain of writer identification as 
follows. Suppose th a t a forensic expert marks the first ranked document by the 
system as irrelevant. This would imply tha t the expert does not agree with 
the system th a t this document was produced by the writer th a t wrote the first
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ranked document, e.g., through additional evidence which clearly rules out this 
particular writer. Applying Rocchio’s algorithm to this case would create a 
new query by assigning to all allographs from the top ranked document a neg­
ative weight in the query. In a pilot experiment, the results of using negative 
feedback for all allographs from the top-ranked document were assessed. The 
ranking of correct documents dropped in many cases, resulting in a decrease 
of the writer identification accuracy. However, relevance feedback works prop­
erly for IR, where documents often contain hundreds or thousands of terms and 
negative feedback thus has a relatively moderate impact when compared to the 
limited number of allograph terms available in a handwritten document. Appar­
ently, giving negative feedback to all allographs from the top-ranked document 
damages the query so much tha t it is no longer usable.
Based on this pilot, we decided to give negative feedback to only one allo­
graph at a time. The rationale is tha t when the forensic expert would be able 
to  visually examine the allographs tha t were used for writer identification (as 
in Figure 5.7), one or more irrelevant allographs could be marked as negative 
examples for a subsequent query. We simulated this possibility in the exper­
iments described in the next section as follows. For each allograph occurring 
in the top-ranked document, the corresponding element in the query allograph 
frequency vector a f  (q) was set to zero. Subsequently, the modified vector was 
used for writer identification.
5.3 D ata, experim ents and results
For the determination of allograph weight vectors, two lists of allograph pro­
totypes described in our earlier work were used. These lists are called the 
HCLUS [198] and DTW  (see Chapter 1) lists. For all three experiments described 
below, we used lowercase handwritten data produced by 117 writers from three 
other collections [20, 121, 198]. In a first experiment, we assessed the relative 
“importance” of the available characters from these three collections, following 
the method described in Section 5.2.2. The results of the second experiment are 
assessed on: (i) the difference between the two allograph lists and corresponding 
matching methods, (ii) the influence of the amount of available characters used 
in the query and database documents, and (iii) the influence of the lengths of 
the allograph list. The third experiment uses these same factors to explore the 
effect of relevance feedback on the outcomes. In each run of an experiment, a 
specimen (maximally containing 300 characters) of the handwriting from each 
writer was randomly selected. For each writer specimen, the available charac­
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ters were randomly divided in a query and database subset. Experiments were 
repeated on 100 of these randomly selected query and database subsets.
5.3.1 D ata
For the compilation of the two allograph lists, the Unipen dataset was used [59]. 
The DTW  and HCLUS allograph lists contain 1583 and 2414 prototypes, respec­
tively. Three databases (differing from [59]) were used. The first is the plucoll 
collection [198]. This database contains isolated handwritten words from 43 
writers, segmented into characters. Each writer was requested to generate 5 
sets of the same 210 words. The second collection contains 34 writers from 
the publicly available NicIcon database [121]. Writers were asked to copy the 
London Letter, a well known text tha t is often used to collect handwriting for 
the purpose of writer identification and handwriting analysis [112]. The third 
collection contains 40 writers from the Trigraph collection [20], collected by the 
three partners of the Trigraph project [120]. For the Trigraph collection, writers 
copied a text (in Dutch) which is also used by the Dutch forensic institute (NFI) 
for obtaining handwriting exemplars.
The plucoll set contains pre-segmented characters. Since the plucoll set 
has been used and improved in various handwriting recognition experiments 
(e.g., [198, 199], character segmentations are of high quality. Character seg­
mentation of the NicIcon and Trigraph collections was performed by first auto­
matically segmenting each text into isolated words. Subsequently, automated 
character segmentation on each word was performed by a word recognition algo­
rithm. Both word and character segmentations were checked and, if necessary, 
manually corrected. Alternatively, the results of autom ated word recognition 
algorithms can be trusted and potential segmentation errors discarded, as re­
ported in [179]. However, because of our manual supervision, the segmented 
characters used in this paper are of high quality and contain no errors, which 
we consider im portant for the current study.
The average number of characters per writer in the plucoll set (on average 
6173 per writer) is much higher than in the other two texts (respectively 284 
and 585 for the NicIcon and Trigraph collections). To ensure tha t this large 
difference in the number of available characters did not influence the results, 
we decided to use a maximum of 300 characters per writer in the experiments. 
For each experimental run, the characters based on which a query and database 
collection were determined, were picked at random from all available characters.
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5.3 .2  E xperim en t 1: C haracter lex icons and d istin gu ish ­
ing properties o f allographs
In our previously reported experiments using allograph frequency vectors for 
the comparisons of handwritings (see Chapter 4 and [117]), we used all 26 let­
ters from the Latin alphabet. However, literature shows tha t the distinctive 
properties of letters for writer identification vary [28, 117, 127, 157, 178]. The 
current experiment compares a data-driven computation of iwf(l) for all letters
l, to these findings from the literature.
As outlined in Section 5.2.2, the value iwf(i) can be used to compute the 
importance of an allograph a¿ for writer identification. By averaging these values 
for all allographs from a certain letter l, an overall importance iwf(l) of that 
letter for writer identification can be generated. Recall tha t the higher iwf(l), 
the more discriminative power a letter possesses. Based on our literature review 
and on informal contacts with forensic document examiners at the Netherlands 
Forensic Institute and the UK Forensic Science Service, we selected lists of the 
letters tha t are considered to have the greatest discriminative power (i.e., that 
contain the most individual writer characteristics). Our sources do not fully 
agree, but there is some overlap between the lists. Based on the amount of 
overlap, we compiled 4 sets of letters, or “character lexicons” : (i) all letters 
from the alphabet { a ... z}, (ii) letters mentioned by at least one of the sources 
{abdefghijkmnopqrstuwxz}, (iii) at least by two sources {adfjkmnoprstuwz}, 
and (iv) at least by three sources ({fjkmrt}). Figure 5.8 shows all alphabet 
letters l and the corresponding iwf(l).
The letters marked as discriminative according to the literature are shaded. 
As can be observed, the results do not completely correspond to the data-driven 
values. Overall, the letters mentioned by at least three sources are on the left 
side of the figure. This holds in particular for the letters ‘k ’, ‘j ’, and ‘f ’. On 
the other hand, the letter ‘r ’ which is mentioned by all papers we surveyed, is 
ranked low in Figure 5.8. Furthermore, please note tha t there is a correlation 
between iwf(l) and the frequency of occurrence of the letters in the Dutch and 
English language. This is a consequence of the fact tha t the iwf(l) is lower for 
allographs tha t are used by many writers. Allographs corresponding to letters 
tha t are not frequently used, will therefore automatically get a higher average 
iwf(l).
As we outlined in Section 5.2.2, Tan et al. claim tha t based on character 
frequencies alone, ruling about the discriminative power of single characters is 
arguable [179]. To further explore whether iwf(l) can be used as an indicator for 
the importance of the letter l for writer identification, we performed the same
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Figure 5.8: The letters of the alphabet sorted on their average iwf(l), which 
represents their average discriminative power. The colors of the bars indicate 
tha t the corresponding letters were mentioned by at least three sources (black) 
or at least by two sources (dark grey) as possessing discriminative power. Letters 
corresponding to  the white bars were mentioned by only one source, or not at 
all.
experiment as described in [179]. For each single letter l from the alphabet, we 
indexed sets of database and query documents with Q/D=0.5. Table 5.1 lists 
the resulting top-1 writer identification accuracies, averaged over 100 different 
random selections from the available data and averaged over the two matching 
methods HCLUS and DTW.
The results from Table 5.1 partly sustain the arguments described in [179]. 
Indeed, the correspondence between the average allograph weight values iwf(l) 
and the discriminative power of the letter l is not obvious. Consider for example 
the (low-ranked) letter ‘n ’ in Figure 5.8, which is ranked highest in Table 5.1. 
The letters ‘k ’, ‘t ’ and ‘r ’, which have been rated as im portant in the literature,
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top-1 freq top-1 freq l top-1 freq top-1 freq
n 68.59 9.7% a 57.76 8.2% u 47.44 3.5% b 42.52 1.5%
k 68.28 2.1% q 54.27 0.6% w 45.80 1.4% m 42.09 1.9%
r 68.02 7.9% s 53.70 3.5% f 44.76 0.8% v 41.73 2.2%
t 61.90 6.6% e 52.28 18.9% y 43.65 0.4% x 39.42 0.4%
z 60.62 1.2% h 51.35 3.1% i 43.59 4.2% l 38.96 3.5%
o 60.40 7.5% g 50.35 1.9% p 43.45 1.2% c 33.98 1.2%
d 58.97 5.7% j 49.90 0.8%
Table 5.1: Top-1 writer identification accuracy using individual letters I. Each 
third column shows the frequency of occurrence of a particular letter in our data 
collections.
are ranked high in Table 5.1 as well. Note tha t these results differ from [179] 
because in their work, a French database has been used which has different 
letter frequency distributions than English and Dutch. Other “im portant” let­
ters ‘j ’ and ‘f ’ appear to  be less informative for the current experiment. The 
latter is also observed in [179] and can be explained by the low amount of ex­
amples (merely 0.8% of the available character population), which leads to an 
insufficient coverage of the corresponding elements of the allograph frequency 
vectors.
5.3 .3  E xperim en t 2: w riter identification
For the experiments described in this section, each query document (simulating a 
questioned document) was compared to all database documents (simulating the 
documents of which the writer is already known). For each query, the database 
documents were sorted using BRIGHT [56]. The BRIGHT retrieval engine was 
designed for indexing and retrieving large databases. For the current paper, we 
incorporated the IR-techniques described above in Section 5.2.2. The perfor­
mance of each experiment was measured by computing the top-1 writer iden­
tification accuracy: the relative amount of queries in which the correct writer 
was retrieved by the system (through the corresponding database document) as 
being the most similar.
The method for evaluation was kept equal for the different experimental 
setups. From the characters from each of the 117 writers, a query containing 
Q characters and a database containing D different characters were randomly 
selected. As mentioned above, to compensate for the relatively large amount 
of available data in the plucoll dataset, it was ensured tha t the number of
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selected characters was less than 300 (so, Q+D < 300). On average, each 
specimen contained 296 characters (a =  10). From each query and database, a 
discrete and a fuzzy allograph frequency vector was created. Each of the query 
documents was subsequently used as a query to search through all database 
documents, using BRIGHT. For each experiment, the top-1 recognition accuracy 
was computed by counting the number of cases for which the correct writer 
was ranked as best match and dividing this number by the number of writers. 
This process was repeated 100 times, after which the average amount of correct 
identifications was used to evaluate tha t particular setup. Four factors were 
varied, as listed below:
1. Allograph matching: We compared the HCLUS and DTW  allograph lists 
and corresponding matching algorithms (see Section 5.1.3).
2. Discrete versus Fuzzy: Allograph weight vectors were computed using the 
discrete and fuzzy methods (see Section 5.2.2).
3. The character lexicon: Each of the 4 character lexicons described in Sec­
tion 5.3.2 was used to  explore the suitability of character lexicons for writer 
identification.
4. Query versus database size: From each randomly selected writer specimen, 
we selected the fraction Q /D  G {1/9, 2/8, 3/7, 4/6, 5/5}, with Q+D < 300. 
For an average number of 296 available characters per writer, this amounts 
to randomly selected query documents containing {30, 60, 90,120,150} 
characters on average, respectively.
Table 5.2 summarizes the results of varying these four factors. For both 
the HCLUS and DTW matching techniques, all available allographs (respectively 
1583 and 2414) were used.
The bottom  two rows from Table 5.2 show tha t the new method of fuzzy 
allograph frequency vectors consistently improves the system. Very good re­
sults are obtained when using all characters, a query size of 150 characters and 
matching using fuzzy allograph frequency vectors. The top-1 performance av­
eraged for all experiments is 93.07% for discrete af-vectors and 95.41% for the 
fuzzy case, a reduction in error rate of 34%. These results confirm earlier re­
sults from [154, 179] which showed th a t fuzzy matching improves performance. 
When considering the difference in performance between the two methods DTW 
(with 1583 prototypes) and HCLUS (with 2414 prototypes), in almost all cases 
DTW  outperforms the HCLUS method. The average performance of DTW  is
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Query
size M
All chars 
D F
abdefghij... z 
D F
adf.
D
.. z
F
fjkmrt 
D F
150 DTW 99.66 99.91 99.66 99.91 98.64 98.81 86.41 89.14
HCLUS 99.49 100 99.23 99.74 98.04 99.32 88.03 94.53
120 DTW 99.23 100 99.23 99.66 98.29 98.80 85.64 87.01
HCLUS 99.32 99.74 98.72 99.91 97.01 99.32 87.86 95.22
90 DTW 99.41 99.40 98.98 99.66 98.12 98.55 82.65 83.25
HCLUS 98.55 99.74 98.46 99.74 96.67 98.63 84.36 93.85
60 DTW 98.55 99.49 98.89 98.55 97.61 98.38 78.89 81.97
HCLUS 97.69 99.57 97.44 99.15 94.53 98.04 81.80 91.62
30 DTW 95.22 97.87 95.04 97.18 92.73 95.64 63.68 63.93
HCLUS 91.80 95.81 91.11 94.96 86.75 93.25 69.40 77.18
avg HCLUS 97.37 98.98 96.99 98.70 94.60 97.71 82.29 90.48
avg DTW 98.41 99.33 98.36 98.99 97.08 98.04 79.45 81.06
Table 5.2: The top-1 writer classification results for the different experimen­
tal settings, varying (i) the allograph matching method (M), (ii) discrete (D) 
versus fuzzy (F) allograph frequency vector, (iii) the ratio between query and 
database size Q/D, and (iv) the character lexicon employed. All allographs in 
the prototype lists of HCLUS (2414) and DTW  (1583) were used. For each ex­
perimental setting, the top-1 performances averaged over 100 random query and 
database specimens are reported. The variability in the results is low, ranging 
between a  G {0.04 •• • 0.18} for the experiments using all characters and between 
a  G {0.05 •• • 2.83} for using the fjkmrt character lexicon.
94.64% and of HCLUS is 93.84%, where the latter uses a larger set of allograph 
prototypes.
The average top-1 performance decreases when the number of characters 
available in the query document is reduced. For all experimental settings, a 
drop in top-1 performance can be observed when less than 60 characters are 
used in a query. Furthermore, with respect to  the character lexicons employed, 
the difference between using all letters or letters mentioned at least once in the 
literature is relatively small. However, for the other two lexicons, which are 
much smaller, the performance drops. Apparently, if only a limited amount 
of different alphabet letters are available, the handwriting of a writer is not 
described in sufficient detail to make it distinguishable from other handwritings, 
even if those letters are selected tha t are known to be discriminative.
Since the amount of prototypes used for DTW  (1583) and HCLUS (2414)
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differ significantly, we used the method described in Chapter 4 to generate a 
number of allograph lists with different numbers of available HCLUS prototypes. 
The sizes of the resulting allograph lists were varied between 834 and 2414 
allographs. For each of these lists, we computed the top-1 writer identification 
accuracy using the HCLUS method. The two largest character lexicons and 
query sizes of 90, 120, and 150 characters were used. For each setting of these 
factors, 100 random query and database collections were selected. The results 
of this experiment confirm the consistency of the results listed in Table 5.2. We 
averaged the top-1 result for all these experimental conditions to examine the 
effect of the amount of available allograph prototypes on writer identification 
performance (see Figure 5.9).
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Figure 5.9: Top-1 performance for different number of allograph prototypes. 
Results are averaged over different experimental settings.
For allograph list sizes between 1560 and 2414, average recognition results 
between 99.40% and 99.64% are achieved. Using smaller list sizes (below 1560), 
results in a drop in top-1 recognition performance. These results indicate that 
our method is quite robust for the available number of allographs.
5.3 .4  E xperim en t 3: R elevan ce feedback
This section explores the effect of using relevance feedback on the cases from 
Experiment 2, where the top-1 ranked document was incorrect. As explained in
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Section 5.2.3, our assumption is tha t a forensic expert can pinpoint a particular 
allograph as being irrelevant for a given query.
Allograph
Query Top 1-match
Corresponding to 
allograph
Corresponding to 
other allographs
Figure 5.10: Example of the information tha t can be used by a forensic expert 
to  gain insight in the allographs tha t played an im portant role in the retrieval. 
In this example, the selected allograph a  is not very common and therefore has 
received a high iw f  (i). Although a  appears to be non-specific to the query- 
writer q, it corresponds to one particular character from C(q). Because of this 
“glitch” of the query writer, the incorrect writer was selected as most relevant. 
Removing this allograph from the query might improve the retrieval result.
For each of the selected incorrect cases, relevance feedback was used to mod­
ify the query vector af(q). The simulated feedback of a forensic expert was tested 
for each allograph element from af(q) by setting tha t element to zero and leaving 
the other elements untouched. Since this method is only tested on cases which 
were misclassified, the top-1 writer identification accuracy will be the same or 
higher than when no relevance feedback was employed. Still, the results shown 
in Table 5.3 are quite impressive. It should be noted tha t only one single allo­
graph has been left out and tha t these results are averaged over all experimental 
settings described in Section 5.3.3.
When comparing the overall top-1 performance averaged for all experiments 
to  the results from Table 5.2, the influence of using relevance feedback becomes 
even more apparent. The performance increases to 96.38% (was 93.07%) for 
discrete af-vectors and to 98.92% (was 95.41%) for the fuzzy case. Note that 
these results are averaged over all Q /D  sizes and all character lexicons. When 
using Q/D=0.5 and all available characters, the performance becomes 100% for 
both HCLUS and DTW. As an additional study, we examined the improvements
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feed­
back M
All chars 
D F
abdefghij. . .  z 
D F
adf.
D
.. z
F
fjkmrt 
D F
no HCLUS 97.37 98.98 96.99 98.70 94.60 97.71 82.29 90.48
no DTW 98.41 99.33 98.36 98.99 97.08 98.04 79.45 81.06
yes HCLUS 98.28 99.52 97.98 99.28 97.40 99.56 87.45 95.47
yes DTW 99.45 99.98 99.57 99.97 98.79 99.88 92.12 97.69
Table 5.3: Comparison of average writer identification accurracy when using 
relevance feedback (marked “yes” ) or not.
of re-ranking using relevance feedback. Figure 5.11 shows for each observed 
improvement in rank position the percentage of cases where tha t particular im­
provement was observed. In approximately 50% of the cases where relevance 
feedback was applied, the correct writer moved up one place in the rank. How­
ever, note tha t much larger improvements are also frequently registered.
5.4 D iscussion
In this paper, the use of information retrieval (IR) techniques for writer iden­
tification is explored. These techniques use a list of prototypical allographs to 
compute the frequency of occurrence of character shapes in handwritten doc­
uments. By comparing such allograph frequency vectors, the match between 
two handwritten documents can be computed. Two methods to  generate pro­
totype lists and to compute the similarity between prototypes and characters 
have been discussed, the HCLUS and DTW  method. Using both methods, a 
wide range of experiments have been conducted tha t indicate tha t IR may in­
deed become a promising technique for the forensic document examiner. High 
accuracies have been achieved, with near perfect scores when using our new 
fuzzy matching techniques on sufficient character lexicons and having at least 
60 characters per query document available. These results confirm the excellent 
writer identification accuracies reported in the literature.
Various factors tha t rule the top-1 writer identification performance have 
been researched. As mentioned above, using fuzzy matching clearly outperforms 
the use of discrete allograph weight vectors. The second factor distinguishes be­
tween the HCLUS and DTW methods. In earlier studies, we showed tha t DTW 
is competitive to other character matching techniques (see Chapter 7) and that 
the matching results generated by DTW  are more in line with human expecta-
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100
Figure 5.11: The amount of rank improvements after applying relevance feed­
back.
tions than the results of other trajectory matching techniques like HCLUS (see 
Chapter 1). The current study shows tha t in the majority of cases, DTW  out­
performs the HCLUS method. These findings indicate th a t DTW  is a promising 
candidate for allograph matching in a forensic setting, where eventually the re­
sults of computer-based evidence may require justifications which are plausible 
and convincing to  humans in court.
The third factor concerns the importance of alphabet letters for writer identi­
fication, for which three sources of information were compared ((i) the character 
lexicon, (ii) the allograph weight vector, and (iii) the recognition performance 
using single letters). We compiled four character lexicons based on how often 
a letter was judged as im portant in the literature. The difference in top-1 ac­
curacy between using all letters and the second lexicon (mentioned by at least 
one of the literature sources {abdefghijkmnopqrstuwxz}), was relatively small. 
Our argument tha t the average allograph weight vector could be used to  quan-
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titatively express the importance of a letter was challenged by the results of 
writer identification using single letters. From the letters indicated by at least 
three sources from the literature ({fjkmrt}), the ‘f ’ and ‘j ’ appear to be less 
informative which is caused by the lack of sufficient examples. From these let­
ters, in particular the letters ‘k ’, ‘t ’, and ‘r ’ yield a high single letter recognition 
performance.
The other factors varied the amount of available characters in the query 
document and the number of allographs used. It was shown tha t for more 
than 60 characters per query, high recognition results (between 99.40% and 
100%) when using fuzzy matching are achieved. For allograph lists of 1560­
2414 allographs, recognition results between 99.40% and 99.64% are achieved 
when using the HCLUS method.
It should be noted th a t each experiment has been performed using 100 ran­
dom configurations of query and database specimens. As a consequence, in each 
configuration a different set of characters was selected. Still, as we reported, the 
variability in the results was very low. These results indicate tha t our method 
provides a very stable and robust tool for forensic writer identification.
We have sketched various scenarios of using our techniques in a forensic con­
text. It was shown that relevance feedback can be used for writer identification, 
under the assumption th a t a forensic expert is provided with the proper tools 
via which the results of a document retrieval query can be examined. We have 
planned future studies with forensic experts to examine whether this assumption 
is valid. For the current paper, user feedback was emulated by randomly se­
lecting single allographs and updating the corresponding entry in the allograph 
weight vector. These simulations show tha t relevance feedback can have a dras­
tic impact on both top-1 performance and the rank improvements of correct 
writers.
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6
Dynamic Time Warping applied to Tamil 
character recognition
This chapter was previously published as:
Ralph Niels and Louis Vuurpijl. Dynamic Time Warping Applied to Tamil Character Re­
cognition. In Proceedings o f the 8th In terna tional Conference on D ocum ent A nalysis and 
Recognition (IC D A R 2005), pages 730-734, Seoul, Korea, August 29-September 1, 2005.
In this chapter, the use of Dynamic Time Warping (D TW ) for classifying hand­
written Tamil characters is described. Since D T W  can match characters of ar­
bitrary length, it is particularly suited for this domain. We built a prototype 
based classifier that uses D T W  both for generating prototypes and for calculat­
ing a list of nearest prototypes. Prototypes were automatically generated and 
selected. Two tests were performed to measure the performance of our classi­
fier in a writer dependent, and in a writer independent setting. Furthermore, 
several strategies were developed for rejecting uncertain cases. Two different 
rejection variables were implemented and using a Monte Carlo simulation, the 
performance of the system was tested in various configurations. The results are 
promising and show that the classifier can be of use in both writer dependent 
and writer independent automatic recognition of handwritten Tamil characters.
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6.1 Introduction
As in many Asian alphabets, the Tamil alphabet contains so many characters 
tha t easy to use keyboard mapping systems do not exist. An accurate automatic 
handwriting recognition system could be a solution to this problem: when using 
it with a pen and writing tablet, an alternative input device could be created.
For the automatic recognition of online characters, a matching technique 
like Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [86] can be used. One of the advantages 
of DTW  is tha t it is able to match two curves of unequal length. This means 
tha t no resampling is needed for the technique to match them.
Resampling can be a problem in the case of matching characters of differ­
ent length. It is known tha t in the Latin alphabet, a resampling to 30 points 
can do justice to short characters, like the ’c’, as well as long characters, like 
the W  [152]. In the Tamil alphabet, which is a syllabic language, there is a 
large difference between the length of short characters, like the ’ i— ’ and long 
characters, like the ’ SSP7 ’ (see Table 6.2). When these characters are resam­
pled, undersampling can cause loss of vital information, whereas oversampling 
increases the computational complexity.
Our DTW-classifier has already proved to  be useful for classifying Latin 
characters [116, 118], but recent research [80] has raised the interest of using 
our DTW-classifier for the Tamil alphabet.
To test the performance of the classifier on unseen data, we have conducted 
three experiments: (i) a writer dependent test, to test the performance of the 
system on data th a t was produced by writers tha t also produced the train  data, 
(ii) a writer independent test, to test the performance of the system on data 
tha t was produced by writers other than the writers tha t produced the train 
data; and (iii) a rejection test, to test the behavior of the system in a writer 
independent setting, where it only accepts classifications tha t pass a particular 
confidence threshold.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 describes the 
dataset tha t was used for creating and testing the classifier. Section 6.3 describes 
our Dynamic Time Warping implementation and how DTW can be equipped 
with rejection capabilities. Sections 6.4 and 6.5 describe the three tests that 
were conducted. Finally, in Section 6.6, our conclusions are described.
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Character Device Lowest Highest Average
iPAQ 11 54 18.4
HP Tablet 21 96 44.8
u iPAQ 13 80 22.9
HP Tablet 30 98 44.8
gÇÎ)[T iPAQ 50 192 89.1
HP Tablet 125 470 220.3
iPAQ 49 166 79.9
HP Tablet 117 318 180.6
Table 6.1: Short versus long characters. Character length in number of points 
of the data recorded with iPAQ pocket PC and HP TabletPC. The lowest and 
highest occurrence, as well as the average number of points in one sample are 
mentioned.
6.2 D ataset
The data [80] was recorded using two different devices. 15 writers wrote on an 
iPAQ pocket PC with a sampling rate of 90 points per second, and 25 writers 
wrote on a HP TabletPC with a sampling rate of 120 points per second (please 
note tha t recording devices with different temporal resolutions will yield charac­
ters with different numbers of points). Each of the 40 writers wrote 10 instances 
of 156 different Tamil characters. The characters were written in separate boxes, 
so tha t no segmentation was needed.
All data was recorded and stored online, which means tha t not only the x 
and y coordinates of the points were stored, but also the order in which the 
points were produced. Additionally, the z coordinate, which indicates whether 
the pen was on (pen-down) or off (pen-up) the tablet was recorded. Each sam­
ple character was labeled, to indicate the Tamil character it was representing. 
All characters were normalized by equally translating their center to (0,0) and 
scaling their RMS radius to one. Table 6.2 shows the variation of the number 
of points of different Tamil characters.
6.3 D ynam ic T im e W arping classifier
The classifier we built is prototype based, which means tha t an unknown sam­
ple is compared to a set of labeled prototypes, and is classified using the label
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of the nearest prototype. In our classifier, DTW  is used to calculate the dis­
tance between the sample and a prototype. This section describes our DTW- 
implementation and a feature, called rejection, tha t was added to  the system 
to give it the possibility to either accept or reject a classification, based on a 
certainty value.
6.3.1 D ynam ic T im e W arping
Dynamic Time Warping is a technique tha t matches two trajectories (handwrit­
ten characters) and calculates a distance from this matching. Details about the 
implementation can be found in Section 1.2.1. An example of a DTW -match 
between two Tamil characters can be seen in Figure 6.1.
(a) Sample 1 (b) Sample 2
(c) DTW-match
Figure 6.1: Example of a DTW -match of a Tamil character.
Given an unknown sample, DTW  calculates the distances to all prototypes, 
sorts them  by distance, and returns the nearest prototype.
On a system with a Pentium 4 processor (3.60 GHz) and 1 GB RAM, the 
classification of an average sample, using a prototype set containing 1846 sam­
ples, takes about 1.9 seconds. This involves tha t for the envisaged interactive
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applications, DTW is a relatively time-consuming technique. In particular for 
samples with a large number of points, and in particular for word recognition. 
However, for 60% of the samples (with less than 50 coordinates), recognition is 
performed in less than a second.
6 .3 .2  R ejection
In addition to the DTW-algorithm, we provided our classifier with the possibility 
to  reject a classification. We implemented two variables tha t were used by the 
system to judge the certainty of a classification. If this certainty is below the 
set threshold, the classification is rejected.
The two variables tha t were implemented are:
(i) Agreement: This certainty value is calculated using a list of the five pro­
totypes tha t are nearest to the sample. First, the label of the nearest prototype 
is decided. The certainty value is the amount of the other four prototypes that 
agree with this label. If this certainty is high, it means tha t the chance th a t the 
label of the nearest prototype is correct is high, and tha t the chance tha t an 
incorrect prototype has ended up as being the nearest prototype is small. This 
certainty value always is an integer between 0 and 4 (inclusive), where a value 
of 0 represents the lowest certainty, and the value of 4 represents the highest 
certainty.
(ii) Rejection distance: For each prototype, a rejection distance is calculated. 
If the distance between the unknown sample and the nearest prototype is higher 
than this distance (or a multiplication of the distance), the classification is 
rejected. The rejection distances for the prototypes are calculated by classifying 
a set of unseen samples, and recording the distances for incorrect classifications. 
The rejection distance for each prototype is set to the distance between the 
prototype and the nearest sample for which it caused an incorrect classification 
(see Figure 6.2).
When using rejection, the recognition performance of the classifier is not the 
only measure to judge its quality. We used three other performance measures:
(i) % accepted (proportion of the samples of which the classification was below 
the rejection threshold); (ii) % false accepts (proportion of the samples tha t was 
accepted by the system, while the classification was incorrect); and (iii) % false 
rejects (proportion of the samples th a t was rejected by the system, while the 
classification was correct).
Note tha t the two variables tha t were implemented can be used together: a 
classification is only accepted when both thresholds are reached.
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Rejection threshold
0 DTW-distance to sample
©  Correctly classified 
Q  Incorrectly classified
Figure 6.2: Rejection distance. The distance between a prototype and the 
nearest sample for which it caused an incorrect classification is used as rejection 
threshold.
6.4 W riter dependent test
The writer dependent test was conducted to find out how well the system per­
forms when the prototypes and the classifier options are based only on data that 
was produced by a writer tha t also produced the train data.
The following procedure was repeated for a random selection of 10 different 
writers. For each writer, the recognition performance was recorded. The ten 
numbers were then averaged, resulting in a general recognition performance of 
the system in a writer dependent setting.
The data produced by the writer was divided into three sets: (i) Trainset1, 
containing 5 of the 10 instances of each character; (ii) Trainset2, containing 2 of 
the remaining instances; and (iii) Testset, containing the 3 remaining instances.
All samples in Trainset1 were used as prototypes (no editing or averaging 
was performed). Trainset2 was offered a number of times to the system using 
tha t prototype set, each time with a different c-value (see Equation 1.1) to find 
the c-value tha t produces the best recognition performance.
Finally, Testset was offered to the classifier using the prototype set and the 
c-value found in the previous step to find the recognition performance of the 
system on unseen data.
The recognition performances of the system for each of the 10 tested writers 
can be found in Table 6.4. The average performance of the system on these 10 
writers was 87.76%.
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Writer
nr.
Recogn. 
perf. (%)
Writer
nr.
Recogn. 
perf. (%)
07 90.4 21 89.1
09 95.2 30 88.8
12 93.9 34 76.9
15 92.3 38 81.4
16 79.2 40 90.4
Average: 87.8
Table 6.2: Recognition performance of the system in the writer dependent test.
6.5 W riter independent tests
The writer independent tests were conducted to test how well the system per­
forms when the prototypes and the classifier options are based on data tha t was 
produced by writers other than the ones tha t produced the train  data. Also, the 
effects and performance of the rejection option in a writer independent setting 
were examined.
The two tests were preceded by the automatic creation of prototypes and 
optimization of the classifier settings. The same prototypes and settings were 
used for both tests.
The complete data set was divided into four sets: (i) Trainset1, contain­
ing all instances of all characters written by a random selection of 20 writers;
(ii) Trainset2, containing 2 of the 10 instances of all characters written by a ran­
dom selection of 10 of the remaining writers; (iii) Testset,containing all instances 
of all characters written by the 10 remaining writers; and (iv) Rejectionset, con­
taining 5 of the remaining instances of all characters written by the writers from 
Trainset2.
6.5 .1  A u tom atic  p roto typ e  creation
Trainset1 was used for the creation of the prototypes. First, the set was divided 
into 156 subsets (one for each character) th a t were processed one by one. For 
each of the subsets, a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation was used to  create 72 
different prototype sets, by varying options of the algorithms tha t were used in 
the steps tha t were taken.
For each of the 156 subsets of Trainset1, the next steps were taken:
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(i) Distance calculation: A matrix of the DTW-distances between all samples 
in the subset was calculated. We used the DTW -distance in the training process 
because the same metric would be used in the testing process. This made sure 
tha t the positioning of the prototypes in the feature space would be optimal 
for the testing. In the MC simulation, two different c-values (see Equation 1.1) 
were used;
(ii) Clustering: Using the distance m atrix produced in the previous step, 
all samples from Trainset1 were clustered through agglomerative hierarchical 
clustering [198]. As described in [198], various parameters rule the clustering 
process (and resulting clusters). In the MC simulation, these parameters were 
varied;
(iii) Cluster selection: In this step, a number of clusters from the complete 
cluster structure created in the previous step, was selected. This was done by 
deciding for each cluster whether it passed a number of thresholds. In the MC 
simulation, the thresholds for the number of members in one cluster, and the 
maximum average distance between members and centroid were used;
(iv) Merging: The members of each cluster th a t was selected in the previous 
step were merged into one prototype. An algorithm based on Learning Vector 
Quantization [194] and DTW  was used for this. One sample was selected from 
the cluster, and another sample was merged with it. The resulting trajectory 
was merged with the next sample, and this continued until all samples from 
the cluster were processed. In the MC simulation, two different c-values (see 
Equation 1.1) were used.
Using the Monte Carlo simulation, 72 different prototype sets (containing 
between 179 and 1911 prototypes) were created. Every prototype set was pro­
cessed by our classifier, using two different c-values. This resulted in 128 dif­
ferent recognition performance percentages, of which 79.03% was the highest. 
The combination of the prototype set and the c-value tha t generated this per­
formance was indicated as optimal. This set (containing 1846 prototypes) and 
c-value were used for the tests.
6.5 .2  W riter ind ep en dent te st
To test the performance of the system using the optimal prototype set and c- 
value, as determined in the previous steps, we offered Testset, containing 15600 
allographs, to the system. The system correctly classified 72.11% of the samples.
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6 .5 .3  R ejection  te st
To test the behavior of the system using the optimal prototype set and c-value, 
as determined in the previous step, a rejection list was created, and different 
rejection thresholds were tried to  classify Testset. Because the train  data  was 
produced by other writers than  the ones th a t created the test data, the results 
found in this test are writer independent.
A list of rejection distances was created using the method described in Sec­
tion 6.3.2. The samples in Rejectionset were offered to  the classifier using the 
optimal prototype set and optimal c-value. For each prototype th a t was at least 
once responsible for an incorrect classification, a rejection threshold was set. 
The created list was used in the next step.
We varied the strictness of the rejection by changing the Agreement threshold 
and the multiplication factor of the rejection distance (see Section 6.3.2). In a 
Monte Carlo simulation, 50000 different combinations of thresholds were tried 
(of which 1494 combinations actually generated different results), and Figure 6.3 
shows the results.
RP
% accepted
Figure 6.3: Rejection behavior. Visualization of the proportion of samples that 
are both accepted and classified correctly (recognition performance on accepted 
samples, RP), the false acceptance rate (FAR), and the false rejection rate 
(FRR) for each acceptance percentage.
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On the horizontal axis, the proportion of samples tha t are accepted by the 
system is represented. This proportion is inversely correlated to the strictness of 
the rejection settings. The vertical axis shows (i) the proportion of samples that 
are both classified correctly and accepted by the system (the recognition perfor­
mance on the accepted samples); (ii) the false acceptance rate: the proportion 
of samples tha t are classified incorrectly but were accepted by the system, as a 
percentage of the total amount of samples; and (iii) the false rejection rate: the 
proportion of samples tha t are classified correctly, but rejected by the system, 
as a percentage of the total amount of samples.
In the ideal situation, the number of false accepts and false rejects is mini­
mized, while the amount of accepts is maximized. As can be seen in Figure 6.3, 
it is not possible to satisfy these constraints. Some settlement, depending on 
the application of the system, is needed.
6.6 C onclusion
DTW  is able to compare trajectories of arbitrary length, which makes it suitable 
for comparison of Tamil characters. Also, as shown in previous research [118], 
it produces matches tha t are more visually perceptive and intuitive than tha t of 
other systems, which makes DTW  a suitable technique for improving the user 
acceptance of a handwriting recognition system.
Two recognition performance studies and one assessment of different rejec­
tion strategies have been performed to determine the suitability of our DTW- 
classifier on handwritten Tamil characters. A performance of 87.76% in a writer 
dependent setting, and a performance of 72.11% in a writer independent setting 
were achieved.
These results cannot easily be compared to other studies, because of differ­
ences in the employed data and since the number of used Tamil characters differs 
among studies. In literature, performances of 88.22 to 96.30% were yielded with 
156 characters, in a writer dependent setting [80]. Furthermore, results between 
71.32 and 91.5% in a writer independent setting can be found when classifying 
96 characters [5] and 79.9% when classifying 26 characters [63]. In this perspec­
tive, our results of more than 72% for 156 classes seem relatively good.
The outcomes from the experiments described here show tha t our DTW- 
implementation is suitable for the automatic recognition of Tamil handwriting 
and that, when using the rejection strategies, the reliability of the classifier can 
be improved. Although the recognition time using D TW  is relatively high, for 
60% of the characters, response times of less than a second are achieved.
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As discussed in C hapter 8, the DTW-classifier is somewhat orthogonal to 
other classifiers, which makes it a proper candidate for multiple classifier systems 
(MCS). Our research has shown tha t the usage of DTW  in an MCS improves 
the recognition performance.
Our current efforts are targeted on gaining more insight in the strong and 
weak points of our classifier. A detailed analysis of the performance of the 
system per character, and the confusion between characters, could show which 
characters are the problem cases, and what the properties of these characters 
are (e.g. are long characters better classified than short characters, are curly 
characters easier mixed up than non-curly characters?). This information can 
be used to further improve the performance of the system, not only for the 
recognition of Tamil, but also of Latin characters.
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Iconic and multi-stroke gesture recognition
This chapter was previously published as:
Don Willems, Ralph Niels, Marcel van Gerven and Louis Vuurpijl. Iconic and multi-stroke 
gesture recognition. Pattern Recognition. Volume 42, Issue 12, December 2009, Pages 3303­
3312.
Many handwritten gestures, characters, and symbols comprise multiple pendown 
strokes separated by penup strokes. In this chapter, a large number of features 
known from the literature are explored for the recognition of such multi-stroke 
gestures. Features are computed from a global gesture shape. From its con­
stituent strokes, the mean and standard deviation of each feature are computed. 
We show that using these new stroke-based features, significant improvements 
in classification accuracy can be obtained, between 10% and 50% compared to 
global feature representations. These results are consistent over four different 
databases, containing iconic pen gestures, handwritten symbols, and upper-case 
characters. Compared to two other multi-stroke recognition techniques, improve­
ments between 25% and 39% are achieved, averaged over all four databases.
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7.1 Introduction
The research described in this chapter is motivated by the development of pen 
input recognition technologies for iconic gestures. Such gestures have a visually 
meaningful shape and are therefore easier to learn and remember by users of 
pen-aware systems than abstract gestures which have no obvious relation be­
tween shape and semantics [184, 43]. In the ongoing ICIS project [208], iconic 
gestures are used to  indicate events or objects on interactive maps. ICIS aims 
at the domain of crisis management, where pen input devices like a tabletPC  
or PDA are used to convey messages. The typical pen interactions tha t emerge 
in these scenarios were explored in [207]. The categorization of the obtained 
pen gestures showed tha t next to route descriptions and markings of loca­
tions, the iconic sketchings of, e.g., cars, fires, casualties, accidents, or per­
sons occurred quite frequently. In accordance with these observations, we de­
signed and collected a suitable set of iconic gestures for specifying objects and 
events. The acquired database is called NicIcon [121] and is publicly available 
via h ttp ://w w w .u n ip en .o rg .
A wide range of pen gesture recognition systems have been described in the 
literature, like Rubine’s GRANDMA system [145], Quickset [34], SILK [90], 
and iGesture [161]. For a recent review, the reader is referred to [184]. The 
majority of these systems target either the recognition of command gestures [94, 
44, 39] (e.g., arrow up/dow n/left/right for scrolling, or gestures for performing 
delete/undo actions) or sketches and drawings for design applications [161, 67]. 
Most gesture recognition systems employ Rubine’s 13 global features, which 
are computed from a complete gesture shape. Rubine’s features have mainly 
been used for recognizing single-stroke gestures like the unistroke [15] or grafitti 
alphabets [53]. Unfortunately, they are only moderately successful when applied 
to multi-stroke pen input [161, 215].
Multi-stroke gestures pose similar problems to  recognition technologies as 
handw ritten characters or symbols. Shape variations, differences in stroke or­
dering, and a varying number of strokes have to be taken into account (see 
Figure 7.1). There are several approaches to tackle these problems. The first 
employs modeling of stroke sequences. For example, using hidden Markov mod­
els (HMMs) [78] or dynamic graphical models [158], each stroke is mapped to 
an individual stroke model, which can be implemented as HMM states or nodes 
from a graphical model. The second approach captures variability in stroke 
length and stroke sequences through feature representations such as chain codes 
or spatio-temporal resampling [58]. Third, dynamic programming algorithms 
such as dynamic time warping (DTW) [196] can be employed for performing
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Figure 7.1: Multi-stroke gestures with varying shapes and different number 
of strokes. Depicted are the classes ‘car’ and ‘fire’ from the NicIcon collection 
(first and second row), capitals ‘E ’ and ‘A’ from both the Unipen and IRONOFF 
databases (third and fifth row), and symbols from the Unipen database (fourth 
row).
non-linear curve matching. Finally, to improve the processing of multi-stroke 
gestures, more elaborate and distinguishing features can be computed from a 
global multi-gesture shape [161, 215], similar to Rubine’s algorithms.
This chapter focuses on the latter approach: the design and evaluation of 
new features for multi-stroke gesture recognition. To this end, four publicly 
available databases containing multi-stroke gestures will be explored. The dis­
tinguishing properties of different groups of features are evaluated for these 
datasets, by using the Best Individual N (BIN) feature selection algorithm [201] 
and two well-known classification algorithms. The results will be compared to 
two alternative methods: classification based on spatio-temporally resampled 
gesture trajectories [58, 198] and based on DTW  [196].
In the next section, we will briefly describe the four databases. In Sec­
tion 7.3, we will elaborate on different feature sets th a t can be employed for 
multi-stroke gesture recognition. In particular, new features will be presented 
tha t are based on the observation tha t 90% of the iconic gestures contained in 
the NicIcon dataset and a large portion of handwritten gestures contained in 
other data collections are drawn in multiple strokes. For each gesture, features 
are computed along the complete gesture shape as well as along each individual 
stroke. As we will show through feature selection and recognition performances 
(Sections 7.4 and 7.5), adding mean and standard deviations of the individual 
stroke features has a very positive impact, which may also be of value for other 
applications in pattern recognition.
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7.2 D atabases containing m ulti-stroke gestures
For the experiments described in this chapter, we have considered four different 
collections of multi-stroke gestures. The first is the pubicly available NicIcon 
database of iconic gestures [121]. For the data used in the experiments described 
in this chapter, we have used a modified segmentation algorithm for isolating 
pen gestures, and therefore we briefly report on differences with respect to the 
original collection in Section 7.2.1. The other three databases are well-known 
and comprise the Unipen 1d collection of handwritten symbols [59], the Unipen 
1b collection of handwritten capital characters, and the handwritten capitals 
contained in the IRONOFF database [192]. From each collection, we excluded 
the single-stroked samples. From the remaining samples, three subsets were 
extracted (a training set and test set for optimizing a classifier and an evaluation 
set which is kept hidden until final assessments). Stratified random sampling 
was used, such th a t each subset contains the same relative number of samples 
per class. The data were divided such tha t training, test, and evaluation sets 
contain 36%, 24% and 40% of the samples, respectively.
7.2.1 T he N icIcon  database o f iconic pen gestures
The gesture repertoire from the NicIcon database was based on the icon lexicon 
from the IconMap application developed by Fitriani and Rothkrantz [43]. In 
IconMap, users can convey information about crisis situations by clicking on a 
well-designed set of icons. Although, as discussed in [43], iconic communication 
for this domain is new, the icon shapes used in IconMap are based on a standard 
set of icon classes used by the governments of the United States, Australia and 
New Zealand [66]. From the set of icons in IconMap, we constructed an icon 
lexicon containing the fourteen classes depicted in Figure 7.2 and representing 
a representative subset of the messages contained in [66]. It should be noted 
tha t these iconic gestures were collected in a laboratory setting where subjects 
were sitting at a desk, filling in well-designed boxed forms. Since this is far 
from the envisaged mobility contexts, these data should be considered as a 
first step towards the design of pen input recognition technology for interactive 
maps. On the other hand, collecting isolated handw ritten characters or words 
for training handwriting recognition systems is a common approach. Consider 
for example the IAM database [105] and databases containing non-Wester scripts 
like Japanese [74, 113], Tamil [12, 13], and Arabic [126].
The autom ated segmentation of the online data in iconic gestures reported 
in [121] employed both temporal information and spatial layout characteris-
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accident
9><
casualty
bomb fire brigade gas roadblock
electricity fire paramedics person police flood
Figure 7.2: Examples of fourteen different iconic gestures, produced by the 
same participant contributing to the NicIcon data collection. Penup strokes are 
depicted in light grey.
car injury
tics, resulting in 24,441 samples. However, due to a particular way of entering 
gestures the temporal stroke ordering for several samples was disturbed. We 
modified the segmentation algorithm such tha t we were able to recover these 
samples, resulting in a total of 26,163 iconic gestures. By discarding gestures 
with only one pendown stroke, in total 23,641 iconic gestures were selected. Ta­
ble 7.1 shows the distribution of samples distinguished in the fourteen gesture 
classes. The table also shows the average number of strokes th a t users employ 
to  draw an iconic gesture class. On average, 5.2 strokes are used for each iconic 
gesture.
Description Icon #sam ples ßs Description Icon #sam ples ßs
Accident
Bomb
Car
Casualty
Electricity
Fire
Fire brigade t
1831
1667
1842
1863
1358
182
1858
5.9 
3.4
5.9 
4.8
3.1 
3.3
7.2
Flood
Gas
Injury
Param edics
Person
Police
Roadblock
m
æ
1870
1870
1862
1867
1868 
1864 
1839
3.1
5.1
7.4 
5.6
7.5 
4.4
3.1
Table 7.1: Distribution of the 23,641 gestures over the fourteen icon classes. For 
each class, the average number of strokes ß s is given, counting both pendown 
and penup strokes.
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7.2.2 H an d w ritten  capitals and sym bols
To assess the generalizability of our approach, three standard online databases 
containing multi-stroke gestures are explored as well. The data contain up­
percase characters from the Unipen [59] and IRONOFF [192] collections and a 
selection of symbols from the Unipen collection. The IRONOFF database con­
tains isolated characters, digits, and cursive words written by French writers. 
We used the IRONOFF “B-forms” subset, containing 10679 isolated capitals 
written by 412 different writers. The Unipen train_r01_v07 release contains a 
heterogeneous collection of characters, digits and words collected from writers 
frp, different countries of origin. From this collection, the “1b” subset contains 
28069 isolated uppercase characters and the “1d” subset contains 17286 isolated 
symbols, from which 4833 samples containing ten classes were selected (‘= ’, ‘;’, 
‘:’, ‘!’, ‘$’, ‘# ’, ‘%’, ‘+ ’, ‘?’ and V ). Table 7.2 depicts the number of multi-stroke 
gestures selected from these three collections.
Database # to ta l ^s ^mins f^maxs
IRONOFF 4879 3.5 3.0 (‘L’,‘O ’) 4.7 (‘I ’)
UpCaps 14726 3.8 3.1 (‘Z’) 5.0 (‘E ’)
UpSymbols 4471 4.0 3.2 (‘+ ’) 7.4 (‘# ’)
Table 7.2: Statistics of the selected IRONOFF capitals and Unipen capitals and 
symbols. Shown are the selected number of samples, average number of strokes 
(including both penup and pendown) and the classes containing the lowest and 
highest average number of strokes (^min, ^ max ).
7.3 Features for m ulti-stroke recognition
From each of the four databases described above, three feature sets are com­
puted, each on a different level of detail. The g-48 set contains 48 features com­
puted from a global gesture trajectory. As we will argue below in Section 7.3.2, 
these features cannot always distinguish between certain gesture classes, in par­
ticular if class separation requires a more detailed representation. The second 
set of features considers gestures at the stroke level and contains features com­
puted from each stroke along the gesture trajectory, including the mean ^  and 
standard deviation a  of these feature values. At the finest level of detail, fea­
tures are computed from each coordinate, as originally proposed by Guyon and
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LeCun in [58]. In the next subsections, we will describe these three feature sets: 
the g-48, the s-^-a, and the c-n sets.
7.3.1 G lobal features: th e  g-48 feature set
As mentioned in the introduction, most gesture recognition systems employ 
Rubine’s thirteen features [145]. Among these features are the length and the 
angle of the bounding box diagonal, the distance between the first and the last 
point, the cosine and the sine of the angle between the first and last point, 
the total gesture length, the total angle traversed, and the duration of the 
gesture. In [121], classification experiments on iconic gestures were presented 
which employed Rubine’s features and an additional fifteen other global features 
(see Figures 7.3 and 7.4 for some examples of these features). The classification 
accuracy using these 28 global features on the NicIcon database was significantly 
lower than when using features computed at the coordinate level from spatially 
resampled pen gestures. These findings corroborate other reports on using global 
features for gesture recognition [161, 215] and indicate the need for improved 
feature representations.
Figure 7.3: Examples of g-48 features computed from the complete trajectory: 
area, centroid offset, and closure.
As a result of our quest for more and better distinguishing features, we have 
recently compiled a survey on features for pen computing, which is available 
as a technical report [204]. We have included features from, e.g., [145, 215, 71, 
128, 91]. The features described in [204] also contain local features computed 
along the coordinates from a gesture shape, such as chain code representations.
Area Centroid offset Closure
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These local features were excluded and for this chapter, we have selected 20 
new global features, additional to the 28 features used in [121]. The resulting 
g-48 feature set is described in Section 7.7. For details on the feature com­
putation algorithms, the reader is referred to [204]. Table 7.7 in Section 7.7 
depicts which of the g-48 features are rotation or size dependent. No features 
require both scaling and rotation. For features like area and trajectory length, 
size normalization is required. Other features, such as horizontal or vertical 
distance between samples, require rotation normalization. Scale normalization 
was performed by scaling a gesture’s bounding box to unit size. Rotation was 
performed by aligning a gesture’s principal axis to  the x-axis, as depicted in 
Figure 7.4.
bounding box/ 
co-ordinate axes
Figure 7.4: The angle between the principal axis and x-axis determines the 
rotation angle. This figure depicts the g-48 features $ 2, ^ i r  and $ 18: area of 
the convex hull and length and orientation of the principal axis.
7.3.2 Stroke-level features: th e  s-^-a feature set
In this chapter, we will compare the g-48 feature set to feature representations 
computed from each individual stroke. These stroke-level features comprise 
both the mean ^  and standard deviation a  of the g-48 feature values computed 
over (i) all constituent strokes, (ii) penup strokes only, and (iii) pendown strokes 
only (see Figure 7.5). Note tha t for the penup/pendown ratio and the pendown 
count, the distinction in penup/pendown strokes is irrelevant. Care should be
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taken in cases where the pen is lifted too far from the tablet to be sampled 
as they may result in unreliable or incorrect feature values. For most tablets, 
such penfar events can be detected. However, since the amount of such cases 
is very limited (0.0% for the IRONOFF capitals, less than 0.1% for the Unipen 
capitals and symbols, and less than 0.2% for the NicIcon dataset) and since all 
feature values of the samples containing penfar events are within normal range, 
we decided to discard penfar events.
Figure 7.5: Iconic gesture representing a casualty icon. Pendown strokes are 
odd numbered. The penup stroke ‘4’ is marked with an arrow for distinguishing 
from stroke ‘6’. The new s-ß-a feature set contains features computed for each 
of the 9 strokes (segmented by transitions between pendown and penup). For 
each global feature f  from the g-48 set, (ßf ) and (a f ) over all strokes were added 
as feature values. This was repeated for (i) all strokes, (ii) only the pendown 
strokes, and (iii) only the penup strokes.
To understand why global features computed over the complete gesture 
shape cannot always properly distinguish between multi-stroke gestures, please 
consider Table 7.3, depicted below. All these examples are correctly distin­
guished by the stroke level features but not by the global features. As can 
be observed, these examples exhibit some specific characteristics making them 
harder to classify. In the first example (a), the participant made the cross bold, 
using multiple strokes, in the second example (b), the participant made a cor­
rection, in (c) the participant made a spurious double stroke on the left side, 
in (d) the icon is more rectangular than normal for this class (should be an 
elongated triangle), and in (e) the wrong box (a diamond instead of a triangle) 
was drawn.
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Sample fc ± o-(/c) ƒ Offset fc ± o-(fc) f Offset
a Length Number of crossings
ffl
1.26 ± 0.87 8.42 8.27 
0.45 ± 0.82 0.33 0.14 
1.11 ± 0.89 1.05 0.08
0.32 ± 2.58 12.54 4.74 
0.19 ± 2.34 0.64 0.19 
0.28 ± 2.67 1.88 0.60
b Length Closure
Fg
Fm
Fs
0.20 ± 0.61 2.28 3.40 
-0.07 ± 0.44 0.30 0.85 
-1.15 ± 0.27 -1.12 0.11
0.89 ± 0.53 -0.24 2.12 
0.92 ± 0.50 0.60 0.64 
-1.14 ± 0.36 -1.30 0.46
c Initial angle (sine) Area
Fg
Fm
0.31 ± 0.91 -2.09 2.65 
0.52 ± 0.73 0.97 0.62 
-0.13 ± 0.99 -0.22 0.08
1.52 ± 0.76 0.15 1.81 
0.89 ± 0.84 1.45 0.66 
1.34 ± 0.69 1.82 0.70
d Average Curvature Rectangularity
Fg
Fm
Fs
-0.49 ± 0.66 0.21 1.06 
0.34 ± 1.21 0.77 0.35 
0.57 ± 1.50 0.45 0.08
-1.05 ± 0.62 0.32 2.20 
-0.04 ± 0.10 -0.04 0.05 
-0.04 ± 0.11 -0.04 0.05
e Absolute Curvature Standard deviation pressure
Fg
Fm
Fs
-0.77 ± 0.64 -0.12 1.01 
-0.99 ± 0.49 -0.74 0.50 
0.06 ± 0.72 0.60 0.74
0.36 ± 1.01 1.57 1.19 
0.04 ± 1.04 -0.12 0.15 
0.55 ± 1.10 -0.06 0.55
Table 7.3: Examples for which classification using only global features (F g ) 
yields a wrong result and classification with only stroke-level features yields the 
correct result. For each sample the value for two features is given for the global 
feature (Fg), for the mean feature value over the strokes (Fm ), and for the 
standard deviation value over the strokes (Fs). f c and a ( f c) denote the mean 
value and the value of the standard deviation of the feature over all samples 
in tha t class, f  denotes the feature value of tha t sample, and ’Offset’ denotes 
the offset of the feature value from the average feature value for the class in 
standard deviations for th a t class (Offset= ƒ ƒ ƒ  ). If the offset has a high 
value, the feature value is an outlier for th a t class. Note tha t the feature values 
are normalized to a mean value of 0.0 and standard deviation of 1.0 over all 
samples from all classes.
Apparently, features computed at the level of individual strokes do allow 
classes to be discriminated in cases where the global features fail. These cases 
occur most often when gestures are written in a sloppy fashion, when writ­
ers make corrections, or when (parts of) a sample are re-drawn using multiple 
similar strokes.
The resulting feature set contains 758 features and is called the s-^-a  set. 
In Section 7.7, a concise overview of the features is provided, explaining how 
we arrived at this number. Although ^  and a  are very common measures in
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statistical pattern recognition (e.g., for estimating probability density functions 
or for regularization purposes), to our knowledge, the mean and standard de­
viation of features computed from sub-strokes of a gesture trajectory have not 
been used before as features for multi-stroke recognition.
7.3 .3  C oord inate-level features: th e  c-30 and c-60 feature  
sets
To assess the suitability of our new features, the s-^-a  feature set is compared 
to  a set of features computed at the coordinate level. We use both the c-30 and 
c-60 features, described in [198]. These are computed from gestures spatially 
resampled to n=30 or n=60 coordinates. The c-30 features have extensively 
been used for character recognition. For each out of n  points, the (x,y, z)- 
coordinates, the running angles and angular velocities are computed, resulting 
in 3• n + 2 - (n —1) +  2 • (n — 2) features. As explained in [198], a typical resampling 
of Western characters requires n=30 (204 features). Given tha t many of the 
collected iconic gestures have a more complex shape than the average Western 
character, we also explored resampling to n=60 (414 features), resulting in a 
better coverage of the original trajectory with resampled points.
7.4 Feature selection  and classifier design
To explore the suitability of the 758 features from the s-^-a  feature set, the 
following method was employed. For each dataset, we computed the s-^-a  
stroke-level features and the c-30 and c-60 coordinate features. All features 
were normalized through mean shifting [51] to a common scale with an average 
of zero and standard deviation of one. Second, eight different subsets were 
selected, as listed below:
Fg - containing the global features without ^  and a
Fm - containing only the ^  features
Fs - containing only the a  features
Fgm - containing the g-subset with additional ^  features
Fgs - containing the g-subset with additional a  features
Fgms - containing the g-subset with additional ^  and a  features
Fc30 - the coordinate-level features from trajectories resampled at n=30
Fc60 - the coordinate-level features from trajectories resampled at n=60
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The distinction between features with and without ^  and a  was made such 
tha t their individual contribution to recognition accuracy could be assessed. 
Third, each of these feature sets was divided into three subsets (36% train, 
24% test, and 40% evaluation), using stratified random sampling. The fourth 
step in the comparison between features entailed feature selection using the 
Best Individual N (BIN) feature selection algorithm [201], which is described in 
Section 7.4.1. The final step in the feature assessment process used the selected 
features (through BIN) to design different classifiers based on the train and test 
sets. The description of the different classifiers involved is given in Section 7.4.2. 
The results of these elaborate explorations are presented in Section 7.5.
7.4.1 Feature selection  from  each feature subset
The BIN feature selection algorithm [201] was used to select a suitable subset 
of features from the first six feature sets (the stroke-level features). BIN tests 
the discriminative power of each of the features individually. The features are 
ranked according to the recognition performance for each individual feature 
using a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. The SVM was trained on 
each feature using the train  set and the recognition performance was tested 
on the test set. Training the SVM was performed using the default parameter 
settings (see also Section 7.4.2). Like most other feature selection methods, the 
BIN method cannot guarantee to yield the best combination of features [75]. 
Furthermore, BIN does not explore linear or non-linear combinations of selected 
features, which in certain cases will lead to sub-optimal solutions [130]. Yet, we 
decided to use this method because it is relatively straight-forward, efficient and 
can be used to discard a relevant subset of poor features [75].
We used BIN feature selection for each dataset and each of the stroke-level 
feature sets, resulting in 24 feature rankings. For each ranking, the “accumu­
lated” recognition performance was computed by training and testing an SVM 
classifier on r  features, where r  is varied from 1 (the feature with highest rank) 
to the number of features. As an example, consider Figure 7.6. For each rank­
ing, the fraction of features yielding the maximum accumulated recognition 
performance was determined. This fraction was subsequently used for further 
experiments and the remaining features were discarded. Each fraction is re­
ported in Table 7.4, and ranges from 0.11 (for Fgms) to 0.99 (for Fg), both for 
the symbol dataset. On average, the fraction of features at which maximum 
performance was achieved was 0.5 (a =  0.2).
Another result from the BIN feature selection process concerns the relative 
amount of features from the categories g-48, ^ , and a. For each combination of
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0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1
Fraction of used features
Figure 7.6: Recognition scores on the Fgms features of SVMs trained with 
varying number of features ranked according to BIN. The maximum scores are 
indicated with starred dots and correspond to the highest recognition score, 
achieved with a limited number of features. As can be observed, incorporating 
additional features beyond these points does not improve performance.
dataset and the three feature sets Fgm, Fgs, and Fgms, the relative amount of 
selected features from the corresponding BIN experiments was computed. Av­
eraged over all datasets, the ratios (g-48/ p /a )  are, respectively (0.48/0.52/0.0) 
for Fgm, (0.49/0.0/0.51) for Fgs, and (0.35/0.37/0.28) for the Fgms features. 
These results indicate that, according to the BIN method, each of the g-48, p, 
and a  features provides a similar contribution to recognition performance.
7.4.2 Classifier design  and learning
Three classifiers (MLP, SVM, and DTW) were used for generating recognition 
scores on the various feature sets computed from each database. Each classifier 
used the train set and test set for learning and tuning of control parameters. 
Only after this optimization process, the classification performance on the eval­
uation set was used as the evaluation measure.
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Feature-based classification  using M LP and SVM
Two common feature-based classifiers were used: the Multi-Layered Perceptron 
(MLP) and the Support Vector Machine (SVM) [191]. The MLP neural network 
implementation uses the generalized delta rule with momentum. The parame­
ters varied for the MLP were learning rate, momentum, and number of hidden 
units. Training each MLP was performed until performance on the test set 
reached a maximum performance, as determined through cross-validation. We 
used LIBSVM [32], public domain software implementing a multi-class SVM- 
classifier (C-SVC). Besides the traditional linear kernel, non-linear kernels were 
employed in order to achieve the highest possible classification performance. 
We tested polynomial, radial basis function and sigmoid kernels. Each of these 
kernels have their own parameters which we varied: gamma for all non-linear 
kernels and degree and coefO for the polynomial and the sigmoid kernel. Addi­
tionally, for all kernels, we tried different cost parameters C.
T em plate m atching using D T W
The dynamic time warping (DTW) algorithm described in Chapter 1 computes 
the DTW-distance between two data samples by summing the normalized Eu­
clidean distances between the matching coordinates of a known prototypical 
data sample A and an unknown sample B. For the experiments reported in this 
chapter, the DTW  classifier uses all training samples as prototypes. W hether 
two coordinates A¿ and B j match is decided using three conditions: (i) the con­
tinuity condition, which is satisfied when index i is on the same relative position 
on A as index j  is on B (the amount in which the relative positions are allowed 
to differ is controlled by a parameter c), (ii) the boundary condition, which is 
satisfied if i and j  are both at the first, or both at the last position of their 
sample, (iii) the penup/pendown condition, which is satisfied when both i and j  
are produced with the pen on the tablet, or when they are both produced with 
the pen above the tablet. Aj and Bj match if either the boundary condition, 
or both other conditions are satisfied. Classification of a test sample is per­
formed through nearest neighbour matching with the DTW  distance function. 
Each DTW  classifier was optimized by varying param eter c, which controls the 
strictness of the continuity condition.
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7.5 R esults
In this section the results of our feature assessments on four databases containing 
multi-stroke gestures are presented. First, in Section 7.5.1, the classification 
results on the 24 feature subsets derived from the s-p-a features are discussed. 
Subsequently, in Section 7.5.2, these results are compared to the results achieved 
with DTW  and with the classifiers trained on the c-30 and c-60 features.
7.5.1 E valuation  o f feature su b sets com pu ted  from  th e  
s-ß-u features
For each feature subset and database, a SVM and MLP classifier were optimized 
following the method described in the previous section. Table 7.4 shows the 
corresponding classification results on the evaluation datasets, containing the 
remaining 40% of the data.
Group MLP
Icons
SVM f
IRONOFF 
M LP SVM f MLP
UpSym
SVM f
UpCaps 
MLP SVM f
Fg 97.3 98.7 0.47 88.3 90.8 0.61 94.8 95.4 0.99 94.4 95.5 0.70
Fm 97.0 98.2 0.62 88.1 89.3 0.42 94.4 95.2 0.64 91.9 93.8 0.27
Fs 96.4 97.7 0.55 88.5 89.0 0.26 93.2 94.4 0.69 92.1 93.5 0.47
Fgm 98.3 99.2 0.37 90.3 91.5 0.59 95.3 96.1 0.86 94.3 95.7 0.34
Fgs 97.9 99.1 0.35 91.3 92.8 0.55 94.9 96.3 0.58 94.2 96.4 0.55
Fgms 98.7 99.2 0.53 91.9 92.9 0.50 95.4 96.4 0.11 95.1 96.5 0.34
Table 7.4: Classification results for each of the feature subsets, using SVM and 
MLP classifiers. For each dataset and feature subset, the fraction f  of features 
at which maximal BIN performance is achieved (on the testset) is depicted. The 
results show a consistent improvement when adding p  and a  features.
As can be expected, the SVM classifier outperforms the MLP. Compared to 
the global features Fg, adding mean and standard deviation features computed 
at the stroke level improves classification accuracy. The results are consistent 
over different databases and both classifiers. The best performances are achieved 
when using features from all three feature sets. Relative improvements in error 
rates when comparing the Fgms and Fg features range from 10% (for the MLP 
classifiers on the Unipen data) to  40% and 50% for the SVM and MLP on 
the IRONOFF database. Averaged over the databases and all classifiers, the 
improvement between Fgms and Fg is 25%.
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The Fg, Fm, and Fs features achieve comparable recognition rates. This 
is in accordance with the observations from Section 7.4, where it was observed 
tha t the fractions of the global features and stroke-based mean and standard 
deviation features are similar. Considering the point at which maximum BIN 
performances are achieved (fraction f  ) in Table 7.4, no definite conclusions can 
be drawn. When averaging over the four datasets, f  decreases from 0.69 (for 
Fg features) to  0.37 (for Fgms), but this is mostly due to the remarkable drop 
from 0.99 to 0.11 (for the Unipen symbols).
7.5.2 C om parison to  other m ulti-stroke recogn ition  tech ­
niques
Table 7.5 depicts the classification results of the MLP and SVM classifiers, 
optimized on the c-30 and c-60 features. Furthermore, the results from the 
DTW  classifier are presented, using the complete trainset as prototype set. For 
convenience to the reader, we have included the results on the Fgms features 
from Table 7.4.
Database
Fc
MLP
30
SVM
Fc
MLP
60
SVM DTW
Fgms 
MLP SVM
Icons 96.2 97.0 95.9 96.8 98.5 98.7 99.2
IRONOFF 88.6 89.9 88.4 89.5 93.5 91.9 92.8
UpSym 92.6 93.3 93.1 94.1 94.0 95.4 96.4
UpCaps 94.3 95.4 95.1 95.6 95.5 .46.915.9
Table 7.5: Performance comparison between the Fgms features, the coordinate 
features c-30 and c-60 and the DTW classifier.
For both the SVM and MLP types of classifiers, significant improvements are 
observed between the Fc30 and Fc60 coordinate features and the Fgms features. 
Error rates drop between 0% (for the Unipen capitals) to 80%. Averaged over 
the four databases and all classifiers, the improvement is 39%. Comparing 
the results of the SVM classifiers trained on the Fgms features to DTW, the 
improvement is 25%, averaged over all databases. It should be noted that 
the DTW  classifier employs all training samples as prototypes for matching. 
Allograph matching techniques like DTW  in most cases employ a significantly 
lower amount of prototypes, e.g. obtained through hierarchical clustering [198]. 
This implies tha t the DTW classification results presented in Table 7.5 should
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be considered as an upper bound.
The performance on the IRONOFF dataset is much lower than the per­
formance reported for the other three databases. This effect is consistent for 
all classifiers, feature representations, and feature subsets. Our explanation for 
this effect is th a t the isolated capitals from the IRONOFF database contain only 
one character class sample per writer, which makes the IRONOFF recognition 
results per definition writer-independent. For the other databases, more data 
samples are available per writer.
Nevertheless, when comparing the obtained recognition rates to reported 
performances from the literature, our achieved performances on Unipen and 
IRONOFF capitals are competitive. It should be noted that comparisons to 
the literature are hard to make, since we have excluded single-stroked gestures 
from these data, which in general are easier to recognize. Furthermore, the ratio 
between the available amount of training data versus the amount of evaluation 
data and the distribution of samples over the different data subsets may differ 
from experiments reported elsewhere.
7.6 D iscussion and future research
Inspired by our research on pen-centric interactive map technologies, this chap­
ter focuses on the design and evaluation of feature sets and classifiers for multi­
stroke pen gesture recognition. We have implemented and evaluated an elabo­
rate set of 48 global features, compiled from various works from the literature. 
By computing these features on each constituent penup and pendown stroke 
along a gesture trajectory, additional mean and standard deviation features were 
devised. Through different normalizations on size and rotation, a large feature 
vector of 758 features was constructed. Feature selection using the Best Indi­
vidual N method (BIN) was employed on features computed from four publicly 
available databases: The NicIcon collection of iconic pen gestures, the Unipen 
and IRONOFF uppercase characters, and a subset from the Unipen symbols 
category.
Several configurations of selected feature subsets were assessed on recognition 
accuracy, using different classifiers to compute recognition performances. The 
BIN feature selection method appeared to be very successful in selecting subsets 
of features. A particularly interesting conclusion to draw is tha t a major part 
of the selected features (about 2/3) comprise our new mean and standard devi­
ation features. This implies tha t according to BIN, global features are equally 
im portant as p  and a.
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The impact on recognition performance is significant: The new features 
yield an improvement between 10% and 50% compared to the global features. 
Furthermore, compared to the DTW  trajectory-matching technique and to local 
features computed at the level of coordinate sequences, improvements between 
25% and 39%, averaged over all four databases, were achieved.
We are currently further developing and assessing our pen input recognition 
technologies in more elaborate experiments, involving pen input data acquired 
in more realistic situations. As the envisaged context is emergency service 
personnel, working in stressful circumstances, we are considering experimen­
tal conditions including drawing from memory, drawing under pressure of time, 
or drawing in multi-task settings. Finally, given the large impact of our new 
features on recognition performance, we hope to achieve similar improvements 
for other tasks, like Asian or Arabic character recognition. Our results may 
also translate to other application areas where mean and standard deviations of 
features computed from sub-segments may prove to be successful.
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7.7 The g48 feature set
In this section, the 48 g-48 features are described. These features comprise 
a selection from the features described in our technical report [204]. The g- 
48 features contain purely global features computed from a complete gesture 
trajectory and are listed below in Table 7.7. Some of the feature descriptions 
contained in Table 7.7 use the notation and definitions specified in Table 7.6 
below.
Table 7.6: The notation and definitions used in Table 7.7
Notation
Unit vectors (x, y axes) spanning R2 
Pen trajectory with N sample points 
Sample 
Position
e1 = (1, 0) and e2 = (0, 1)
T = {&1, &2, • ••, &N}
&i = {s¿, fi,ti}
Si = (xi,yi)
Area of the convex hull 
Angle between subsequent segments
A
= arrrns ( (sn-sn-1) ■ (sn+1 sn) \
n = arccos (j|s„-s„_1||||s„+1-s„|| J
Length along the x-axis 
Length along the y-axis 
Center of the bounding box 
Longest edge-length of bound. box 
Shortest edge-length of bound. box 
Lowest x value 
Lowest y value
a = max1<i<j<N |x¿ — Xj |
b = max1<i<j<N |y¿ — yj |
c — (xmin + 1 {xmax xmin}; ymin + 12 {ymax ymin})
a' = a if a > b else a' = b
b = b if a > b else b = a
xm¿n = min1<i<N x¿ = min1<i<N(s¿ - e1 )
ym¿n = min1<i<N y¿ = min1<¿<N(s¿ - e2)
Principal components 
Angle of first principal axis 
Length of first principal axis 
Length of second principal axis 
Centroid
Pi
^ = arctan P1 ' e2 ^ P1 ■ e 1
a = 2 maxo<n<N |P2 - (c — Sn)| 
ß = 2 maxo<n<N |P1 - (c — Sn)|
p = N1 W n Sn
Velocity
Acceleration
Vi = s¿+1 _s¿-1 Éi+1 - t i-1a = Vi+1-Vi-1
¿ ti+1- t i-1
Included in Table 7.7 are the equations used to calculate the features &i 
used in our technical report. Since this technical report also contains some 
features computed along the running trajectory, like chaincode information, 
some feature indices extend over 48 (like $ 60). From each of the 48 plain 
features, various corresponding derived feature values were added. The column 
marked N i specifies how many features were derived from a feature $¿. Ni is 
computed as follows:
Ni =  coi • (1 +  2 • pai) • (1 +  2 • pudi) • 2nSi+nri 
where p a i , pudi,, n si , and n ri can be considered as booleans with values {0,1}.
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These booleans indicate respectively whether (i) the stroke-based mean and 
standard deviations can be computed, (ii) whether pressure-based information 
regarding penup and pendown can be determined, (iii) whether depends on 
size normalization or (iv) depends on rotation normalization. The parameter 
co* indicates how many coordinates are required to represent a feature. For 
example, for angular information co* is 2, represented by sin(^) and cos(^). 
Certain features can not be explained in one single equation. For these features, 
the reader is referred to [204].
T ab le  7.7: The g-48 features.
F e a tu re C O i p u d i n s i n r i N i D efin itio n
L e n g th 1 X X X - 18 * 1  =  E  N - 1 l | s i + i  -  « i l l
A re a 1 X X X - 18 * 2  =  A
C o m p a c tn e ss 1 X X - - 9 * 3  =  #
E c c e n tr ic ity 1 X X - X 18 * 4  =  Í  1 -
R a tio  coo rd . axes 1 X X - X 18 * 5  =  ^
C lo su re 1 X X - - 9 *  =  ^ i — 1 ¡ ¡ s i+ 1  - » i i i
* 6 =  1 » N  — »1  ii
C irc u la r  v a rian c e 1 X X - - 9
*  E  N - i d i s n —M il  — * 7 3 ) 2 
=  W , N * 2 3
C u rv a tu re 1 X X - - 9 * 8  =  E  N I  * » „
A vg. c u rv a tu re 1 X X - - 9 * 9  =  N  — 2 E n = 2  ^ s n
A bs. c u rv a tu re 1 X X - - 9 * 6 2  =  £ N I  l ^ » n  l
S q u a red  c u rv a tu re 1 X X - - 9 N - 1  2 * 6 3  =  E  „ = 2  ^ S n
A vg. d ire c tio n 1 X X - - 9 ze: 1 '  N — 1 -i- y n + 1  y n* 1 2  =  N  — 1 E „ = 1  a rc ta n  x r i + 1 —x n
P e rp e n d ic u la r ity 1 X X - - 9 * 1 3  =  E  N - 1  s in 2  * > n
A vg. p e rp e n d ic u la r i ty 1 X X - - 9 * 1 4  =  n - 2 E  N ^ 2 1 s in 2  * > n
C en tro id  offset 1 X X - - 9 *16 =  lP2 • (m  -  c)l
L e n g th  p rin c . ax is 1 X X X - 18 *17  =  a
O rie n t. p rin c . ax is 2 X X - - 18 * 1 8  =  s i n * 1 9  =  c o s ^
R a tio  o f p rin c . axes 1 X X - - 9 *67  =  a
L e n g th  b. bo x  d iag . 1 X X X - 18 *57  =  V  O2 +  b2
A ng le  b. bo x  d iag . 1 X X - - 9 *58  =  t a n  a
R e c ta n g u la r ity 1 X X - - 9 * 2 °  =  a ß
M ax. ang. d ifference 1 X X - - 9 * 2 1  =  m a x 1 + k < n < N  — fc ^ S n
C u p  c o u n t 1 X X - - 9 see [204]
L a s t cu p  offset 1 X X - - 9 see [2 0 4 ]
F ir s t  cup  offset 1 X X - - 9 see [2 0 4 ]
In it ia l hor. offset 1 X X - X 18 * 3 5  =  x 1 —x m in
F in a l hor. offset 1 X X - X 18 *36 =  x N —C‘xm in
In it ia l ver. offset 1 X X - X 18 *37  =  y1 —ym in
F in a l ver. offset 1 X X - X 18 *38  =  yN — y m in
N s tra ig h t  lines 1 X X - - 9 see [204]
S tra ig h t line  ra tio 1 X X - - 9 see [2 0 4 ]
L a rg es t s tr .  line  ra tio 1 X X - - 9 see [2 0 4 ]
S am p le  ra tio  o c ta n ts 8 X X - X 144 see [2 0 4 ]
C o n tin u e d  on  n e x t page
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Feature co¿ ii&i ns¿ nr¿ N¿ Definition
N connected comp. 1 X - - - 3 see 204]
N crossings 1 X X - - 9 see 204]
Initial angle 2 X X - X 36 $55 _ | | a3-S1\| ,$56 _ y3 — y1 ||s3 —s1 MDist. first-last 1 X X X - 18 $59 _ ||sN -  s1 II
Angle first-last 2 X X X - 36 $60 _ xN— x1 $ _ ||SN —S1 || ’ $6 _ yN — y1 1 ||sN — «1M
Avg. centr. radius 1 X X X - 18 $68 mHDuration 1 X X - - 9 $24 _ ÍN — ¿1
Avg. velocity 1 X X X - 18 $25 1 y^ N — 1 i_ N — 2 ¿=2 1v¿ II
Max. velocity 1 X X X - 18 $27 _ max2<¿< N — 1II II
Avg. acceleration 1 X X X - 18 $28 1 — 2 i _ N — 4 Av ¿=3 1 II
Max. acceleration 1 X X X - 18 $30 _ max3<i< N — 2II II
Max. deceleration 1 X X X - 18 $31 _ min3<¿< N — 2 I II
N pen down 1 - - - - 1 see 204]
Avg. pressure 1 O X - - 6 $22 _ 1 v-> N f
Penup/down ratio 1 - - - - 1 see [204]
Total £  N¿ 758
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Verifying the Unipen devset
This chapter was previously published as:
Louis Vuurpijl, Ralph Niels, Merijn van Erp, Lambert Schomaker and Eugene Ratzlaff. Ver­
ifying the Unipen devset. In Proceedings o f the 9th In terna tiona l W orkshop on F rontiers In  
H andw riting Recognition, pages 586-591, Tokyo, Japan, October 2004.
This chapter describes a semi-automated procedure for the verification of a large 
human-labeled data set containing online handwriting. A number of classifiers 
trained on the Unipen “trainset” is employed for detecting anomalies in the 
labels of the Unipen “devset”. Multiple classifiers with different feature sets are 
used to increase the robustness of the automated procedure and to ensure that 
the number of false accepts is kept to a minimum. The rejected samples are 
manually categorized into four classes: (i) recoverable segmentation errors, (ii) 
incorrect (recoverable) labels, (iii) well-segmented but ambiguous cases and (iv) 
unrecoverable segments that should be removed. As a result of the verification 
procedure, a well-labeled data set is currently being generated, which will be made 
available to the handwriting recognition community.
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8.1 Introduction
In a large collaborative effort, a wide number of research institutes and industry 
have generated the Unipen standard and database [59]. Originally hosted by 
NIST, the data was divided into two distributions, dubbed the trainset and 
devset. Since 1999, the International Unipen Foundation (iUF) hosts the data, 
with the goal to safeguard the distribution of the trainset and to promote the 
use of online handwriting in research and applications. In the last years, dozens 
of researchers have used the trainset and described experimental performance 
results. Many researchers have reported well established research with proper 
recognition rates, but all applied some particular configuration of the data. In 
most cases the data were decomposed, using some specific procedure, into three 
subsets for training, testing and validation. Therefore, although the same source 
of data was used, recognition results can not really be compared as different 
decomposition techniques were employed. Furthermore, in most reported cases, 
a particular set of badly segmented or wrongly labeled data was removed or 
changed, which makes the comparison of results even more difficult.
For some time now, it has been the goal of the iUF to organize a benchmark 
on the remaining data set, the devset. Although the devset is available to some 
of the original contributors to Unipen, it has not officially been released to a 
broad audience yet. It is the goal of this chapter to describe the procedure for 
verifying the devset, i.e. validating and correcting the data. This procedure 
should ensure the quality of a proper new benchmark data set, to be made 
available to the global handwriting recognition community. The original Unipen 
devset is organized in 9 sets (Table 8.1).
It is known tha t labeling and segmentation errors are present in both Unipen 
sets. An estimate of the number of errors in the trainset is given in [68]. It was 
reported tha t approximately 4% of the samples are errors. Other errors occur­
ring in both sets are described in, e.g., [6, 195], reporting about segmentation 
errors, and in [124] and [136], reporting about segments tha t were obviously 
too wide or too narrow. In a recent effort made by Ratzlaff [136], scripts were 
generated th a t divide the data into configurable train and evaluation sets1 and 
which can be used to generate uniform subsets for Unipen benchmarks tha t are 
comparable between researchers. However, a number of segmentation errors still 
remains in the data and moreover, the scripts do not check on labeling errors.
The focus of this chapter is to report on the quality of the Unipen data 
by examining the observed and detected errors in detail. To this end, a semi-
1These scripts are made available through www.alphaworks.ibm.com/tech/comparehwr.
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set nfiles nsamples description
1a 508 8598 isolated digits
1b 1087 16414 isolated upper case
1c 1672 37506 isolated lower case
1d 973 9898 isolated symbols
2 2144 72416 characters (mixed)
3 1267 44416 characters (word context)
6 2072 46353 words (cursive or mixed)
7 2143 52700 words (any style)
8 3592 11059 text (>  two words)
total 15458 299360
Table 8.1: Unipen devset organization. Sets 4 and 5 (isolated printed words) 
are empty in both the trainset and devset.
autom ated procedure is described tha t distinguishes between a number of sam­
ple categories. The first step of this process is automated. A number of clas­
sifiers are combined to  increase the confidence in cases where samples may be 
accepted. In the second step, the rejected samples are manually verified. As a 
result of this procedure, the following classes of samples are produced, where all 
but the first category require human supervision:
1. Correct segments, containing samples th a t are accepted with sufficient 
confidence by the procedure. This category is not further inspected. In 
the next section it is explained how it is ensured th a t the amount of errors 
tha t slip through the autom ated selection process can be minimized.
2. Segmentation errors, containing samples th a t are badly segmented. In 
Unipen, segmentations are specified through a so-called delineation, which 
marks the beginning and end of a sample (also called segment). Segmen­
tation errors are caused by wrong delineations. In some cases these errors 
can be recovered, which is explained in Section 8.3.
3. Labeling errors, containing samples with wrong labels. Such errors may 
be caused by the writer producing the samples or by the human labeler, 
who may have interpreted the handwriting incorrectly. There is a fuzzy 
line between obvious labeling errors and cases where the label cannot 
be determined because of sloppy handwriting, or because the shape of a 
sample is ambiguous.
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4. Ambiguous samples, containing shapes tha t can be interpreted in at least 
two ways. Most often, such shapes cannot be interpreted without context.
5. Unfamiliar samples, containing allographs tha t are unfamiliar to a clas­
sifier or human expert. Such samples typically are encountered in multi­
lingual databases or databases with writers from different origin, as is the 
case in Unipen.
Figure 8.1 displays some examples from the latter four categories. The first 
row depicts samples with a proper label, but tha t have a poor quality, because 
of sloppy handwriting. In Unipen, such samples would be labeled as having a 
BAD quality. Rows 2,3,4 in Figure 8.1 depict problems of actual mislabeling, 
erroneous segmentation and interpretation ambiguity, respectively.
Figure 8.1: Problematic cases in Unipen data.
There is a particular note to be made on the first and last categories, contain­
ing samples with inferior quality or which are ambiguous. There are examples 
of other, well-segmented and labeled data sets tha t are used for training and 
testing handwriting recognizers, yielding high recognition rates. Although it is 
valid to report such results in literature, it also leads to systems th a t fail in 
real-life conditions. Rather than removing such bad samples, we opt for leaving 
them  in the database and label the quality as BAD, or as a more suitable cat­
egory like INFERIOR or AMBIGUOUS. The latter two qualifications are not 
contained in the current Unipen definition, however.
The verification procedure tha t is described in this chapter has been com­
pleted for the first three character sets (1a,1b,1c) and is currently being applied
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on the remaining sets. Results for these character sets are presented here and 
the preliminary set up of the verification procedure for word and text segments 
is discussed as well. In the next section, Section 8.2, the autom ated verification 
procedure for accepting or rejecting samples is discussed. Any samples tha t are 
rejected must be visually inspected. This process is described in Section 8.3. 
The procedure for verifying word and text segments is described in Section 8.4.
8.2 The autom ated  verification procedure
The requirements for the verification procedure are straightforward: The first 
requirement is tha t the number of accepted samples (the yield) should be maxi­
mized. This reduces the laborious amount of manual verification and correction. 
The second requirement is tha t the amount of errors should be kept to a min­
imum. It is our goal to reduce the amount of errors in the data significantly 
below 1%. In the verification procedure, two parameters rule the yield and error 
quantities: (i) the quality and amount of the classifiers and (ii) the way in which 
the output hypotheses from multiple classifiers are combined for accepting or 
rejecting a sample.
8.2 .1  Q uality o f th e  accep ted  sam ples
Given a division of samples in two categories: the accepted and rejected samples, 
a test can be performed to assess (with a certain significance a) whether the 
number of errors tha t may be expected in the accepted samples is below a 
certain fraction e. The test says tha t if no errors are observed in a randomly 
drawn subset of N  accepted cases, it is valid to assume th a t the error fraction 
is below e with confidence 1 — a. Let the probability of drawing an erroneous 
sample i from this pool be e¿, which equals e for all samples if samples are drawn 
with replacement. In this case, the total probability of detecting no errors in 
the subset is defined as:
a  =  n f  (1 — ei) = (1  — e)f
So, in order to be certain with a probability a  tha t only a fraction of e errors 
occur in the data, it has to be verified th a t N  randomly drawn samples contain 
no errors, with:
N  =  (1-e)log(a) (8.1)
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An event is usually considered as statistically significant, if the probability 
of the event occurring randomly is smaller than 5% (or a stricter 1%). Here, 
the event is “no errors in the subset of N  samples” . It is our goal to ensure 
with significance a  =  0.01 tha t maximally 1% of the accepted samples are errors 
and therefore, we must visually verify tha t no errors occur in N  =  459 samples. 
Note tha t neither a  nor e can reach 0% with this test. Also note th a t this test 
does not use any information on how the accepted set was constructed. This 
would require an intricate knowledge of the behavior of the classifiers and their 
interdependency, which is beyond the scope of this research.
8.2 .2  Q uality and am ount o f classifiers em ployed
In this subsection, the quality and yield of the employed individual classifiers for 
character verification are discussed. Four different classifiers are used, trained 
on data from the Unipen trainset. The trainset and devset comprise distinct 
samples, but do not distinguish between writers. This makes classifiers trained 
on the first set very suitable for recognizing the latter set, as it may be expected 
tha t samples from the training set do not differ to  a large extent. Different 
feature schemes are being employed, describing spatial-temporal (trajectory, 
running angle, angular velocity) characteristics and spatial (bitmap) character­
istics. All four classifiers were trained on the 1a, 1b and 1c sets of the Unipen 
trainset, from which 36130 digits, 65483 isolated upper case, and 157264 iso­
lated lower case segments where extracted. A multi-layered perceptron (MLP) 
using these features, a knn classifier (k=5) with the same features, the Dynamic 
Time Warping (DTW) algorithm described in Section 1.2.1, and the allograph 
matcher HCLUS described in [198] were used for classifying the three sets 1a, 
1b and 1c from the devset. The knn classifier matches each of the devset sam­
ples to  the training samples from the corresponding set. Although it uses the 
same feature vector as the MLP, the completely different knn, DTW, and MLP 
algorithms ensure a distinct view on the data.
All four classifiers can use an individual threshold for deciding to accept or 
reject samples. Each classifier only accepts samples if two conditions hold: (i) 
the threshold is passed and (ii) the output of each classifier corresponds to the 
label of the original devset. All other cases are rejected. Table 8.2 depicts the 
typical yield for two classifiers, given a certain threshold, for the devset. In 
case of the multi-layered perceptron, ML P ( t )  corresponds to the percentage 
of accepted samples where the activation of the best output unit passes t. In 
case of the latter three classifiers, respectively K N N ( k ) ,  D T W (k) and hclus(k) 
represent the percentage of accepted samples for which the k closest neighbors
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set 1a set 1b set 1c
Classifier Y # E Y # E Y # E
MLP(0) 94.3 3 87.5 2 87.1 1
MLP(.7) 90.6 2 86.4 1 74.7 1
MLP(.8) 84.4 1 76.4 1 66.4 1
MLP(.9) 60.3 none 55.1 none 51.0 none
DTW(1) 85.8 3 92.9 none 81.9 none
DTW(2) 91.6 1 83.5 1 78.5 1
DTW(3) 88.3 1 77.2 2 71.5 1
DTW(4) 83.1 none 66.6 1 61.3 none
DTW(5) 72.9 none 49.4 none 45.1 none
Table 8.2: Yield (percentage) and errors for the MLP and DTW  algorithms. 
Similar results are produced by the other two classifiers for the thresholds 1. . . 5.
are correct. For each individual classifier, a randomly drawn set of N  reference 
samples was selected to be visually inspected. The column “errors” indicates the 
number of errors detected in the accepted samples from a particular classifier, 
for a given threshold.
8 .2 .3  Increasing th e  y ield  w hile  passing th e  te s t
As can be observed in Table 8.2, in very strict settings each classifier is able 
to  pass the test. However, this is at the cost of rejecting a large amount of 
samples. Therefore, a number of different combination schemes were evaluated 
tha t increase the yield, while still passing the test. The assumption is that 
when a particular number of classifiers accept a sample (i.e. m utually agree 
on the outcome, which equals the label), this can be considered as a success. 
All classifiers are treated equal in this procedure. Below, different yields for 
respectively one, two, three, or four classifiers tha t agree on each sample in the 
devset are listed. Numbers th a t are marked with a ’(y)’ did pass the test.
When comparing these results to Table 8.2, it can be observed tha t the yield 
is much higher in the case of combining classifiers than when using individual 
(strict) threshold values. At the same time, even with combinations of only two 
out of four classifiers, all tests (except in the case of digits) are passed. This is 
an excellent example of using multiple classifiers for increasing the robustness of 
pattern  recognition. Rather than increasing the decision threshold, the different
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nc yield 1a yield 1b yield 1c
90.5(y)
91.4(y)
59.3(y)
83.4(y)
95.6
98.2 96.1
57.5(y)
81.1(y)
91.1(y) 89.8(y)
95.2
Table 8.3: Yield and results on passing the tests for cases where nc classifiers 
must agree.
views on the data ensure tha t only samples are accepted when two or more 
distinct observations agree.
The 1a, 1b and 1c sets from the devset were automatically divided in two 
categories (accepted and rejected) by using the marked combinations from Ta­
ble 8.3. After this first step of the procedure, respectively 7858 (1a), 14952 (1b) 
and 33671 (1c) samples are accepted, where it is assumed th a t these samples 
contain less than 1% errors, i.e. samples tha t should have been rejected.
8.2 .4  V erification o f th e  procedure
In order to verify the correctness of the procedure, a major effort was performed 
by manually verifying all processed segments from the 1a, 1b and 1c sets. For 
each data set, the original data were split into multiple files, each file containing 
the data for only a single label type. So, for example, the digits set (1a) was split 
into ten files, one for each of the digits 0-9. The data were then displayed 100 at 
a time in a 10x10 grid. This allows for rapid review of the data for verification 
purposes. It also provides a context for reviewing a single writers work as a 
group, and for viewing and comparing several writing styles at the same time. 
This sorted and multiple view context is especially helpful to discern between 
labeling errors, sloppy instances of a particular allograph, and for discovering 
unusual allographs or writing styles th a t might otherwise be evaluated as bad 
or mislabeled. The data are then evaluated and appropriately assigned.
This manual verification process was performed independently of the manual 
labeling process described in the next section. Based on the completely verified 
data set, it is possible to assess the correctness of the assumption made in 
Equation 8.1. This assessment was performed by comparing the set of samples 
tha t were judged as erroneous by the manual verification process, to the set of 
samples th a t were automatically accepted by the procedure described above.
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As a result of this comparison, no samples tha t were accepted for 1a appeared 
to  have errors. Only 0.061% falsely accepted samples from the 1b set appeared 
to  have slipped through and for the 1c set, this number was less than 0.064%. 
These numbers indicate th a t although statistically, the number of automatically 
accepted samples contain less than 1% errors, the real (validated) estimates are 
much better.
8.3 The m anual labeling process
All samples tha t were rejected in the previous process are candidates for errors. 
Although the m ajority of these samples are probably correct (as only 4% errors 
were expected [68] and about 10% of the samples are rejected), they must be 
verified through human supervision. Here, three main categories of interactive 
operations have to be performed: (i) marking false rejects, i.e. samples that 
were rejected by the ensemble but tha t were judged as correctly labeled after 
visual inspection, (ii) correcting wrong labels, i.e. samples tha t were correctly 
rejected and should definitely be labeled differently, and (iii) correcting wrong 
segmentations, i.e. samples tha t could not be accepted because they were badly 
segmented. Please note tha t as indicated in the introduction, labels and seg­
mentations in any of these categories may be distinguished in various levels of 
quality (sloppiness) and confidence (depending on ambiguity or familiarity of 
the allographs).
For each collection (1a, 1b, and 1c) of the Unipen devset, the appropriate 
ensemble of classifiers was used to  filter out samples tha t could not be recog­
nized with sufficient confidence. These samples were alphabetically sorted and 
displayed via the Unipen displayer upview. Upview is a program for fast vi­
sualization of large amounts of Unipen data. Similar to the viewer described 
in Section 8.2.4, upview depicts segments in a matrix organization. Specific 
routines for processing particular samples can be engaged by clicking on the 
corresponding segment. If one of the three kinds of interactive operations men­
tioned above should be applied to a segment, the human verifier can click on the 
segment by using either the left, middle or right button of his mouse. Correcting 
falsely rejected samples (the majority of cases) can be performed very efficiently 
in this manner. As samples were depicted in alphabetical order, anomalies can 
be detected fast.
Correcting false rejects Upon manually overriding the rejected samples, two 
options were made available to the supervisor. The first option marks the seg­
ment as correctly labeled, but with a proper quality. In the second option, the
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segment is still marked as correctly labeled, but the quality is labeled bad. The 
latter option is typically in place for the samples depicted in the first row of 
Figure 8.1.
Correcting wrong labels Similar to the cases where rejected samples had to 
be accepted, labeling errors can be distinguished in two categories: wrong labels 
with bad quality and wrong labels with good quality.
Marking segmentation errors Segmentation errors tha t can be visually de­
tected, are marked as recoverable and stored for a later correction process using 
an interactive segmentation tool.
Handling undecidable errors The former three cases can be identified through 
careful examination of the depicted segments using Upview. However, as de­
picted in Figure 8.1, some cases cannot be determined as they either contain 
segmentation errors or ambiguous shapes. These cases are marked as undecid­
able and are stored for further processing, for which the upworks tools contained 
in the u p to o ls  distribution2 are employed.
Two human handwriting experts performed the manual labeling process de­
scribed above. As the results depicted in Table 8.4 show, it appears th a t many 
samples provide causes for uncertainty. The main reason for this uncertainty is 
tha t judging the quality of a handwriting sample is a subjective process. Judg­
ments on quality (i.e., when is a sample too sloppy or not, allograph familiarity 
(is the label correct, is the shape ambiguous?), and even segmentation errors 
are examples of subjective decisions.
Estimating a lower bound on the number of correctly accepted samples in 
the original 1a, 1b and 1c sets can be performed by adding the number of 
overruled samples on which both experts agree (categories 1 and 2 in Table 8.4) 
to the number of samples accepted in the autom ated verification step described 
in Section 8.2. As the latter is guaranteed to have maximally 1% errors, it 
can be deduced tha t the maximum percentage of errors in the original sets is 
respectively 3.0 (1a), 4.5 (1b) and 3.2 (1c).
The sixth category (undecidable) as well as all cases where both experts do 
not agree are stored for subsequent processing, either using more context (e.g. 
considering the surrounding coordinate trajectories) or discussing these cases 
with further experts. However, as may be concluded at this point, there is a 
considerable amount of samples for which judging between labels or quality is 
ambiguous. It will be examined whether a more elaborate distinction in, e.g. 
INFERIOR (shape, segmentation) or AMBIGUOUS (shape, label) is required.
2See http://www.unipen.org/uptools3.
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set 1a set 1b set 1c
category both A B both A B both A B
L=OK, Q=OK 348 27 160 507 163 67 1962 664 266
L=OK, Q=BAD 46 204 18 42 60 180 291 240 680
L=W , Q=OK 6 4 7 20 36 15 78 296 23
L=W , Q=BAD 0 5 5 7 14 11 11 12 160
SE 95 3 43 554 48 49 258 8 90
U 0 2 12 8 3 2 4 11 12
Table 8.4: Manual categorization of rejected samples by two handwriting experts 
’A’ and ’B ’. Judgments were made between correct (L=OK) and wrong (L=W ) 
labels, good (Q=OK) and bad (Q=BAD quality, segmentation errors (SE) and 
undecidable (U) cases. The columns labeled “A” and “B” indicate judgments 
made by a single expert. Columns marked “both” list the number of cases in 
which both experts agree.
8.4 V erifying words
The procedure described above was tested on three character sets. The same 
procedure is now being used for verifying the other character sets 1d, 2 and
3. In order to semi-automatically verify the word and text categories 6, 7 and 
8, a more elaborate procedure is required. Although we have not completed 
the word and text verification procedure, the approach tha t is currently being 
implemented is described briefly below.
In word recognition of unknown trajectories containing (X,Y,Z) coordinates, 
an approach tha t is often followed is to find proper character segmentation points 
and to generate a character hypothesis lattice of possible word outcomes. The 
hypothesis space can become very large, but is restricted by the size of the 
lexicon, which is used to prune irrelevant character paths from the lattice. In 
the case of word verification, the lexicon contains only one word. In the word 
verification procedure, the word recognizer will first try  to find the character 
paths tha t match the word label. If this does not succeed, the word will be 
rejected. If it does succeed, one or more character paths will be contained in 
the lattice. In the second stage, the trajectories of subsequent characters in 
a path will be verified as described in the character verification procedure. If 
all characters in a path are accepted, the word can be accepted. If one of the 
characters in a path cannot be accepted with sufficient confidence, the word 
must be rejected.
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We have performed experiments with this approach, by using the velocity- 
based segmentation algorithm described in [182]. The method works quite 
well, but is restricted to fluent handwriting. Unfortunately, not all words in 
the Unipen database confirm to the required temporal characteristics tha t are 
needed to perform segmentation on points of minimal velocity. In particular, 
some data are acquired through mice or tablets with a low temporal resolution. 
Therefore, our current efforts are targeted on implementing other segmentation 
schemes, like those based on points of maximum curvature or Y-extrema. The 
current word verifier has a yield of 91% with very low error rates. However, 
these numbers have to be sustained in further experiments.
8.5 C onclusions
In this chapter, we have presented a procedure for detecting and solving er­
rors present in the Unipen devset. The procedure is currently being applied 
to all character sets from the database. The goal of this work is (i) to remove 
unrecoverable labeling and segmentation errors, (ii) to correct labels and seg­
mentations for cases where this is possible, and (iii) to review the quality of 
Unipen segments.
It is shown tha t by using classifier combination schemes, a large portion of 
the data samples can be automatically checked, while keeping the remaining 
error margin well within a respectable 1% range. The samples th a t are rejected 
by the classifier combination have been checked manually, resulting in a number 
of ambiguous cases tha t need to be further investigated.
It has been debated tha t in particular the ambiguous cases or cases with bad 
quality present problems for handwriting classifiers and th a t rather than remov­
ing these samples from the database, a more elaborate qualification scheme is 
required.
Our current efforts are targeted on finalizing the verification process for the 
remaining categories and further processing samples tha t have not been decided 
upon.
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Dynamic Time Warping: A new method in the 
study of poor handwriting
This chapter was previously published as:
Carlo Di Brina, Ralph Niels, Anneloes Overvelde, Gabriel Levi and Wouter Hulstijn. Dynamic 
Time Warping: A new method in the study of poor handwriting. Human Movement Science. 
Vol. 21, No. 2. Pages 242-255. April 2008.
Poor handwriting is a diagnostic criterion for developmental coordination disor­
der. Typical of poor handwriting is its low overall quality and the high variabil­
ity of the spatial characteristics of the letters, usually assessed with a subjective 
handwriting scale. The present study evaluates the application of D T W  to an­
alyze poor handwriting. Forty children attending mainstream primary schools 
were recruited and based on their scores on the Concise Evaluation Scale for 
Children’s Handwriting, 20 good and 20 poor writers were identified. The chil­
dren wrote sequences of the letter ’a ’ on a graphics tablet in three conditions: 
normal, fast, and accurate. Classical kinematics were obtained and for each 
letter, D T W  was used to calculate the difference from the mean shape. D T W  
revealed much higher variability in the letter forms of the poor writers that was 
independent of the kinematic results of larger trajectories, faster movements, 
and higher pen pressure. The current results suggest that D T W  is a valid and 
objective technique for letter-form analysis in handwriting.
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9.1 Introduction
At a time when even small children spend hours at their PCs, handwriting 
seems on its way out. Nevertheless, children still spend between 30% and 60% 
of their time at elementary school on handwriting tasks [106, 186]. Here, many 
exhibit handwriting problems, the prevalence of which has been estimated at 10 
to 34% [79, 143, 144]. Handwriting disorders have been referred to as a specific 
learning disability [23] and developmental right-hemisphere syndrome [57], and 
are increasingly seen as a warning sign for developmental coordination disorder 
(DCD) [109]. However, the problems can manifest themselves in quite different 
levels of severity and can consequently not always be properly assessed and 
quantified despite the time school staff dedicate to the children in question. 
The identification of poor handwriting in children, as a symptom of dysfunction 
in mechanisms underlying the production of written language [61], is clearly in 
need of reliable instruments tha t assess the deficits adequately.
One approach is to use a scale tha t assesses handwriting samples on a num­
ber of specified criteria. Although less subjective than the global-holistic scaling 
tha t is common practice in schools [142], the outcome is still based on subjec­
tive expert ratings. For instance, the Concise Evaluation Scale for Children’s 
Handwriting (Dutch abbreviation BHK) [62] uses a product-oriented approach 
and assesses 13 qualitative criteria, most of which are related to spatial charac­
teristics (e.g., the spacing of the letters and words), while others concern letter 
formation (e.g., letter shape and size). In the present study we used the BHK 
to distinguish between normal (proficient) and poor or dysgraphic handwriting. 
Although the latter two terms are frequently used interchangeably, in this report 
we will use the first term  only.
Digitizer-based technology has opened new avenues for the assessment of 
handwriting by providing reproducible and objective measures that distinguish 
between the writing of children with and without writing difficulties [141, 150, 
163, 165, 167, 168]. The resulting analytical approach uses the kinematics of 
the children’s movements to provide information on the real-time strategies 
and the dynamic characteristics of the deviant motor performance, including 
pen pressure, pen velocity, and trajectory length. From kinematics and so- 
called ’noise spectra’ it was concluded th a t failure to  control spatial accuracy 
(relative to  letters and text composition) is the most salient discriminating fea­
ture between poor and good writers [165]. Trajectory length or total path 
length, overshootings and undershootings of the target zones, and the height 
and width of writing segments and single letters were also used as indicators 
of poor size control and spatially inconsistent motor behavior in poor handwri­
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ting [140, 143, 150, 164, 200].
However, this methodology has one major drawback: objective and mea­
surable features only consider single aspects of the allograph production in iso­
lation; they do not take overall form criteria into account. In particular, the 
spatial and kinematic features of handwriting movements vary widely between, 
as well as within, individuals across replications of the same symbol, and even 
across replications of analogous letter strokes [189]. Kinematic variability can 
be measured adequately using the digitizer but the recording technique in itself 
does not allow an autom ated and accurate evaluation of variability in the form 
of a letter, which is why until now all studies on form output mainly relied on 
subjective ratings.
Recently, Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) was introduced for the analysis of 
handwriting (see Chapter 1), which may compensate this deficit by facilitating 
an objective assessment of the spatial characteristics of poor handwriting.
It is im portant to  note tha t the movements in handwriting, as compared 
to  the motions in reaching and grasping, are unique in the sense th a t they are 
not aimed at a single target but are planned to follow a spatial trajectory and 
to  leave a trace of tha t trajectory for visual perception. The overall form of 
this trajectory is its main objective, and it is a remarkable feature of writing 
tha t a more or less invariant graphic output can be realized with different ef­
fectors (e.g., the preferred or non-preferred hand, the foot, or even the mouth; 
for a discussion, see [107]). By objectively analyzing the spatial-temporal pat­
terns, DTW  captures the essential character of writing, i.e., the overall shape 
of its graphic output. DTW  not only offers new perspectives for fundamental 
research comparing various models of handwriting, but also for the analysis of 
the distorted shapes produced by people with handwriting disorders.
The aim of the present study was to evaluate the power of DTW  to dis­
tinguish good from poor writers. The handwriting of children th a t experience 
serious difficulties with this skill shows a larger variability and inconsistency 
in letter size [165]. There is also less consistency in the production and form 
of allographs. W ith DTW we hoped to obtain a measure of this variability in 
spatial characteristics regardless of size variability. It generates more ’human­
like’ and visually intuitive pattern  matching than previous methods and allows 
an individual prototype (IP) to be deduced. By having the child write the 
same character repeatedly, the child’s IP of tha t character can be calculated, 
allowing the distance from this prototype to be determined for each written 
character. The means and distribution of these distances thus provide a mea­
sure of the child’s ability to produce a consistent pattern. As it is only the 
individual spatial-temporal variability in handwriting and the individual con-
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sistency in letter formation tha t are being measured, the technique may reveal 
small deviations from the child’s own average form tha t may otherwise remain 
undetected.
In sum, with the study reported here we sought to determine the potential 
of DTW in the evaluation of children’s handwriting by comparing the DTW 
distance measures and a number of kinematic variables of children with poor- 
quality script with those of sound writing proficiency. The children were asked to 
write repeatedly the cursive letter ’a ’ (as learned at school) in three conditions. 
We hypothesized tha t the children with poor handwriting would show larger 
variability in the shape (global spatial characteristics) of this letter in terms of 
DTW  distance measures. We also investigated how well these measures would 
correlate with the children’s kinematic characteristics.
9.2 M ethod
9.2.1 P artic ip ants and selection  procedure
The children (N =  40) were recruited from various Dutch mainstream primary 
schools. Classification of their handwriting was based on the BHK. Children 
with a BHK total score of 29 or higher, thus falling into the scale’s dysgraphic 
range, were classified as poor writers (PW), while children who scored below 
22, falling into the scale’s proficient range, as good writers (GW). Children that 
scored between 22 and 28 (i.e., borderline range) were not included in the study. 
All children attended grades 2 or 3, had a mean age of 8 years (range: 7-10 
years), and had received an average of 19.2 months (SD =  7.2) of instruction 
and practice in writing. We opted for this age group because the literature 
on handwriting development suggests tha t by the time a child reaches the end 
of second grade, his or her handwriting has become more or less automatic, 
organized, and readily available [10, 123, 218]. Thus, a deficiency in these 
qualities at the age of our pupils is likely to  be a sign of a (developmental) 
problem. The selection procedure yielded 20 children for both groups; all were 
boys and all were right-handed. There were no significant group differences 
with respect to  age (GW: mean age =  98.1 months, SD =  9.5; PW: mean 
age =  98.8 months, SD =  9.6), school type or grade. Thirteen of the boys 
in the PW  group had been recruited from a group of children scheduled for 
handwriting intervention on an individual basis. They had been identified by 
their parents and teachers as having significant handwriting difficulties. Their 
mean age (96.0 months, SD =  9.9) was slightly lower than tha t of the seven
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other PW  children (mean age =  104.1 months, SD =  7.5; t(18) =  1.93, p =  
.070), who were recruited from a local primary school based on their teacher’s 
assessment of their handwriting. Thus, none of the 20 PW  children had received 
physical or occupational therapy for their motor problems prior to the study. All 
children were free from organic pathologies (no major neurological impairments 
or physical disabilities) and from cognitive or psychopathological impairments. 
The study was approved by the local institutional review board and the parents 
of all participants had given their written informed consent.
9 .2 .2  Instrum ents
T he C oncise E valuation  Scale for C hildren’s H andw riting - B H K
The BHK is a tool designed to  screen children at Dutch elementary schools 
(grades 1-6) for poor handwriting on the basis of a piece of writing produced 
during a writing test. The children are requested to copy on unlined paper a 
standard text - or, for very slow writers at least the first five lines - tha t gradu­
ally increases in complexity, within 5 min. The first five sentences tha t contain 
simple and familiar monosyllabic words are used to assess the quality of hand­
writing on the 13-item scale. The total score on the BHK has three score bands: 
Proficient with a total score of 0-21, Borderline with scores between 22 and 28, 
and Dysgraphic with a score exceeding 28. Copying speed was determined by 
counting the number of letters each child had produced within the allocated 
time, which was then translated into a decile score scaled to the norm for the 
child’s grade.
D igitizin g  tab let and on-line data  collection
All writing sessions were supervised by one of the authors. The children per­
formed the sequence task (see below) on unlined A4 paper tha t was fixed to the 
surface of the XY-tablet (Wacom Tablet, Intuos3), using a standard-shaped, 
wireless electronic, inking pen. The position of the pen tip and the force ex­
erted along the pen’s axis were recorded with a sampling frequency of 200 Hz. 
The data were recorded online using dedicated Delphi software (developed by 
Bouwhuisen at the NICI) on a Pentium-IV laptop computer; data analysis was 
performed off-line.
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D ynam ic T im e W arping d istance analysis
DTW  used to analyze the variations in the child’s production of the letter ’a ’. 
We opted to study the repeated reproduction of this well-known single cursive 
allograph to exclude the influence of higher-order processes like spelling or text 
composition. This enabled us to focus exclusively on handwriting performance. 
The computerized handwriting evaluation method allows the similarity between 
the trajectories of two allographs of the same letter to be determined through 
a point-to-point comparison. See Section 1.2.1 for a detailed description of the 
technique.
Because the cursive letter ’a ’ needed to  be written without pen lifts (as 
taught at school) we analyzed the pen-down points only; the few samples that 
did contain an occasional pen-up were excluded from further analysis. DTW 
distances are in arbitrary units because all letters were first rescaled in size (be­
tween -.5 and +.5) to  derive the individual prototype (IP), the child’s ’’personal 
average” , for each condition. In this study the prototype was calculated by the 
Merge-samples algorithm (for details see Section 1.2.2), a procedure tha t creates 
a DTW distance from the IP for every single letter. Two extreme examples of 
the distribution of these DTW  distances are presented in Figure 9.1. As depicted 
in the top graph, the good writer (GW14) had a mean DTW  distance of .0057, 
and only one of the letters with a DTW  distance larger than .010. The poor 
writer (PW22; bottom  graph) had a much wider distribution of DTW  distances 
with a mean of .0390 and 85% of the letters larger than .010. In later analyses 
the limit of .010 proved to be an optimal criterion to separate the letters that 
were close to  the IP from those th a t deviated from it. Letters with a DTW 
distance larger than .010 were called ’deviant letters’ and their percentage is 
used as an additional DTW variable.
9.2 .3  P roced ure
All children were tested individually in an environment tha t was similar to the 
child’s normal writing conditions at school. After they had copied the standard 
text of the BHK, they were offered a few practice trials to familiarize themselves 
with writing on the XY-tablet; here they learned to start and stop the recording 
of a trial by placing the pen tip in the dedicated circles positioned at the left 
(start) and the right (stop) of the frame in which they wrote their sequences of 
the letter ’a ’ (see Figure 9.2). Auditory signals marked the beginning and the 
end of the trial. The total time needed for all the writing tasks (BHK, tablet 
practice and sequence test) was about 30 min.
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Figure 9.1: The distribution of the distance measures obtained through DTW 
for the allographs of the letter ’a ’ as produced by a ”good writer” (GW14, top 
panel) and those generated by a ”poor writer” (PW22, bottom  panel), with the 
DTW  distance from the individual prototype (IP) plotted on the X-axis and the 
number of letters falling within the specified distance categories on the Y-axis.
The letter ’a ’ was produced in three conditions tha t were familiar to school 
children. In the normal condition (N), which resembled an ordinary, sponta­
neous writing assignment, the children were asked to write the letter ’a ’ several 
times with each letter detached from the next one while remaining within the 
boundaries of a wide frame. In the fast condition (F) they needed to  write the 
letter ’a ’ repeatedly as fast as possible while keeping the letters legible. In the 
third, accurate condition (LL), the children wrote the letters ’a ’ between two 
solid horizontal lines, the width between them  similar to tha t used during ded­
icated handwriting lessons. In all conditions the experimenter signaled when a 
sufficient number of characters (at least 20) had been written.
Only legible characters were included in the analyses. Corrected forms, 
characters with up-strokes or those th a t were not considered to  represent a 
proper ’a ’ were excluded. The mean number of characters tha t was analyzed
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was slightly lower for the poor writers in the normal condition (GW: 19.5, PW: 
23.2; t(38) =  2.008, p =  .052 (two-sided)), but similar for the two groups in the 
two other conditions.
Figure 9.2: A sample of a sequence of allographs of the letter ’a ’ generated in 
the normal condition by a proficient writer (GW14) as recorded by means of 
the digitizer tablet (also showing the trial start (left) and stop circles).
9.2 .4  D a ta  analysis
The following kinematic variables were analyzed: writing time (total time in 
seconds taken to complete the letter ’a ’), trajectory length (distance in cen­
timeters covered by the pen tip), absolute velocity (average absolute velocity 
of the pen-down movements in cm /s), total ”stop” time (the intervals during 
which the pen halted on the digitizer), and pen pressure (average axial pen 
pressure in Newtons).
Statistical testing was performed with SPSS. The kinematic variables, the 
mean DTW  distance and the percentage of deviant letters were entered into 
a general linear model repeated-measures procedure with condition (N, F, and 
LL) as the repeated measure and group (PW  and GW) as the between-subject 
variable. The percentage of deviant letters (characters with a DTW  distance 
larger than .010) were also analyzed with a Mann-W hitney U test. In all anal­
yses a significance criterion of a  =  .05 was used.
9.3 R esu lts
9.3.1 B H K  to ta l score and execu tion  tim es
Our selection procedure yielded two groups tha t differed widely as to handwri­
ting quality. The BHK total score for the GW group ranged from 5 to 19, with 
a mean of 12.55 (SD 4.88), whereas the scores of the PW  group ranged from 
29 to  49, with a mean of 35.05 (SD 5.94), with the group difference significant
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(t(38) =  13.08; p =  .0005). However, both groups had similar mean BHK-speed 
scores (GW: mean=3.95, range 1-8, SD 2.46; PW: mean=4.60, range 1-10, SD 
3.58; t(38) =  0.668, p =  .51).
K ine­
matics
Group Condition
Norm. Fast Acc.
d 
7) 
n
3
 
co 
(2, 
F 
df(
F  C-GR 
df(2,37)
F  Group 
df(1,38)
W riting GW 1.125 .808 1.223 38.05** 1.31 <1.00
time PW 1.226 .938 1.224
Traj. GW 1.736 2.094 1.515 21.97** 7.71** 13.69**
length PW 2.834 3.200 1.769
Velocity GW 1.707 2.748 1.395 43.01** 3.78** 7.03*
PW 2.608 3.775 1.622
Stop GW .289 .154 .387 18.28** <1.00 <1.00
time PW .259 .144 .334
Pen GW 119 121 108 6.01** 1.63 16.96**
press. PW 265 282 240
D T W Norm. Fast Acc. df(2,37) df(2,37) df(1,38)
Mean GW .0134 .0152 .0120 1.35 3.40* 2.46
dist. PW .0194 .0135 .0157
% Dev. GW 43.3 47.7 37.8 <1.00 4.09* 5.32*
letters PW 62.4 48.7 55.0
* p < 0.5, **p < .01
Table 9.1: Means of the five kinematic and the two DTW  variables in each 
of the three writing conditions (normal, fast and accurate) for the good (GW) 
and the poor (PW) writers, and the univariate F values for Condition (Cond), 
Condition •Group (C-GR), and Group.
9 .3 .2  K in em atic  variables
Table 9.1 lists the means of the five kinematic variables in each of the three 
conditions for the two groups as well as the results of the two DTW variables. 
A multivariate test on all seven variables of Table 9.1 showed the effect for 
condition ( F (14, 25) =  10.98, p < .001), the group difference (F (7, 32) =  4.20, 
p =  .002) and the group by condition interaction ( F (14, 25) =  2.90, p =  .010) 
to  be significant.
The results on writing time were more or less as expected, being significantly 
shorter in the fast condition and about equal for the two groups in each of the
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three conditions. Trajectory length, however, showed great group differences. 
Averaged over the three conditions, the poor writers produced larger letters, but, 
when forced to write between the lines (accurate condition), they wrote nearly 
as small as the good writers did. The significant group by condition interaction 
for trajectory length was therefore based on a group difference in the normal 
and fast conditions and had nearly disappeared in the accurate condition. The 
velocity results reflected the results on trajectory length. When writing time is 
equal for the two groups and trajectory length larger, then velocity must follow. 
Stop times did not discriminate between the poor and good writers. In both 
groups, the pen halted at approximately 25% of the entire writing time and was 
significantly shorter in the fast condition. Of all seven variables pen pressure 
showed the largest group difference: it was slightly higher in the fast condition 
but, irrespective of condition, the pen pressure of the poor writers was more 
than twice th a t of the good writers.
9.3 .3  D ynam ic T im e W arping - d istan ce m easures
The mean DTW  distances from the Mergesamples’ individual prototype (IP) for 
the two groups in the three conditions are shown in Table 9.1. The difference 
between the two groups was largest in the normal condition, and completely 
absent or nearly reversed in the fast condition, resulting in a significant group 
by condition interaction. Table 9.1 and Figure 9.3 show the mean percentages 
of deviant letters (letters with a DTW  distance >.010) in the three conditions 
for the two groups. The means differed between the two groups in the normal 
(Mann-Whitney U =  110, p =  .015) and in the accurate condition (Mann­
W hitney U =  118, p =  .027). Note the complete absence of a group difference 
in the fast condition.
9.3 .4  A ssocia tion s betw een  th e  k inem atic m easures and  
D T W -d istan ce  m easures
To determine whether the DTW  distance measurements had added to the tradi­
tional kinematic analyses, we inspected the DTW data obtained in the normal 
writing condition because this showed the largest effects. Correlations between 
the variables, which were calculated for the PW  group only, are presented in 
Table 9.2. To simplify the presentation, only the correlations of the kinematic 
variables th a t showed the largest group effects are depicted. These are, in the 
order of their group F  values in Table 9.1: pen pressure, trajectory length and 
velocity. As can be seen from the data in Table 9.2, pen pressure is rather
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Figure 9.3: The percentages of deviant letters (i.e., allographs having a DTW 
distance > .010) for the ”good writers” (GW; n =  20) and the ”poor writ­
ers” (PW; n =  20) in the normal (N), fast (F) and the accurate (LL) writing 
condition. Bars denote standard errors.
Pen Trajectory Velocity D TW  mean D TW  %
pressure length distance deviant
Pen pressure .361 .281 .211 .003
Trajectory length .361 .576** .466* .158
Velocity .281 .576** .462* .320
D TW  mean distance .211 .466* .462* .754**
D TW  % deviant .003 .158 .320 .754**
* Correlation is significant at the .05 level (1-tailed).
** Correlation is significant at the .01 level (1-tailed).
Table 9.2: Correlations between three kinematic variables and the two DTW 
measures.
independent from the other variables. Velocity and trajectory length were sig­
nificantly correlated and the two DTW variables were highly interrelated, but 
only DTW mean distance correlated with the two interrelated kinematic vari­
ables of trajectory length and velocity.
To optimize these findings, we also conducted a discriminant analysis. When 
the seven variables of Table 9.1 were entered stepwise only pen pressure, tra­
jectory length and DTW mean distance were retained (Wilks’ Lambda (3,36)
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=  .421, p < .001), and 90.0% of the original grouped cases were correctly clas­
sified. When DTW  mean distance was om itted from the discriminant analysis, 
the percentage of correctly classified persons dropped to 80.0%.
To test if the group differences in DTW  measures would remain after cor­
rection for the kinematic variables, covariance analyses were performed. W ith 
the five kinematic variables from Table 9.1 as covariates, the group effect for 
DTW  mean distance was significant ( F (1,33) =  16.31, p < .001) and, although 
smaller, the group effect for DTW  percentage of deviant letters remained sig­
nificant ( F (1,33) =  5.95, p =  .020).
9.4 D iscussion
The aim of this study was to evaluate the usefulness of Dynamic Time Warping 
as a new method for analyzing the spatial characteristics of the handwriting of 
young children with writing problems. The DTW  distance measures we obtained 
in two samples of boys aged between 7 and 9 years showed that, relative to 
age-and grade-matched controls, the boys with poor handwriting showed larger 
variability in the forms of the letter ’a ’ and a higher percentage of deviant 
allographs. Interestingly, this variability in letter form constituted an extra 
dimension th a t was independent of the group differences in trajectory length, 
velocity, and pen pressure th a t were also found.
Compared to the performance of their matched peers, the performance of 
the poor writers was characterized by numerous deviations from their individ­
ual prototypical form (IP). In fact,in relation to the overall form characteristics, 
the distance of most of the letters they produced exceeded the criterion value of 
.010 of their IP. Even though the letter ’a ’ was well-practiced, the allographs of 
the poor writers were significantly more variable in their form than those of the 
good writers. This is in agreement with the literature th a t identified the defin­
ing features of poor writing were letter-form errors and misproportions (letter 
distortions [40]), inconsistency in letter sizes (more spatial errors and inaccura­
cies [165]), difficulties related to the consistency of letter formation [140], and 
the irregularity of size and slant [111, 200].
The current results on letter size and speed confirm previous observations in 
children with poor handwriting. Rosenblum et al. [140] suggested their larger 
script may be due to the fact tha t it might help them achieve greater legibility 
and Mojet [111] posited it might simply make it easier for them  to obtain an 
acceptable writing result because it requires less precise letter formation. How­
ever, this typical divergence in letter size cannot explain the variability in letter
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form we observed in our sample of poor writers because the DTW  distance mea­
sures were calculated on trajectories tha t were normalized for size. In addition, 
when we controlled for the correlation between DTW  distance and trajectory 
length (and writing velocity), as was done in the discriminant and in the co­
variance analyses, the DTW distance measures still showed relatively large and 
significant group differences. This suggests tha t the larger variability in the 
overall form characteristics we observed in the poor writers is not only a salient 
feature discriminating between poor and good writers, but a characteristic that 
is independent of a more general deviation in size.
Our manipulation of the writing conditions produced interesting and some­
what unexpected results on the DTW  distance measures. Writing fast did not 
influence the group differences on trajectory length, writing speed and pen pres­
sure but did greatly reduce the group difference in letter-form variability. Ap­
parently, when pressed for time good writers start producing more variable 
letter forms while poor writers improve and generate less variable letter forms. 
W hether in the fast condition the poor writers’ allographs still deviated more 
from the standard letter ’a ’ they had learned at school than the letters generated 
by the proficient writers, is subject for future study. This type of research is now 
feasible because the DTW  analysis not only allows a comparison of individual 
trajectories with their own personal prototype but also a comparison with the 
teacher-set prototype.
When forced to write within a constricted space, the trajectory lengths of 
both groups became markedly shorter while writing time increased (viz F itts ’ 
law) and velocity greatly decreased. Only pen pressure remained consistently 
high in the poor writing group. The DTW  measures were affected slightly, 
showing somewhat smaller form variability between the two groups. W hether 
size constraints like the one we imposed in the accuracy condition indeed elicit 
(slightly) more consistent letter forms remains to be established.
The larger variability in the letter shapes in the poor writers group is con­
sistent with earlier studies (see Section 9.1) tha t also reported poor size control 
and spatially inconsistent behavior in poor writers. Poor writers fail to obey 
spatial constraints and their handwriting lacks consistency [165]. This variabil­
ity reduces the ease with which individual characters can be recognized and the 
readability of the handwriting, overall [55]. Until now, the assessment of script 
legibility was mostly based on conventional, subjective judgments as they still 
discriminated between the variables of poor and proficient handwriting better 
than existing digitizer-based assessments [143]. Because it combines the ad­
vantages of both conventional (or expert-based) and computerized measures, 
the DTW technique constitutes a substantial improvement on earlier comput-
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erized methods: being digitizer-based, DTW  provides objective and detailed 
information about letter shape and, indirectly, about the overall legibility of the 
handwritten product as well.
W ith our present investigations we only looked at the internal (in)consistencies 
between letter shapes by measuring their distance from the individual’s average 
shape, the IP. It must be emphasized th a t also another prototype, one produced 
by a teacher, for instance, can be used. Comparisons with the latter prototype 
might provide us with more insight into how well a child is able to match this 
”ideal” form when learning a new letter. DTW may thus also be exploited 
to evaluate the efficacy of different teaching methods or special training pro­
grammes. We hope the results of the present study will prompt further research 
on DTW and how well it determines the degree to which the (shape of) writing 
movements are autom ated in children with poor handwriting, and, secondly, in 
what way their writing differs from teaching prototypes in schools and peers 
who are proficient writers. Such studies would also facilitate the collection of 
normative data on class-related IP and prototypical forms, thus providing an 
objective measure of the severity of a child’s writing problems. In addition, the 
possible correlations between DTW  measures and scores on traditional hand­
writing assessment scales like the BHK merit further scrutiny. It would be 
interesting to  compare various aspects of letter formation such as inconsistent 
letter size (BHK item 8), distorted letters (BHK item 10), and ambiguous letter 
shapes (BHK item 11).
In their frequently cited model of handwriting, Van Galen et al. [189] posit 
three processing stages: the retrieval of an abstract motor program, the parame­
terization of this program and, thirdly, the muscular initiation of the param eter­
ized program. Spatial variability or inconsistencies in written characters could 
then result from deficiencies in each of these processes (see also [55] ). In his neu­
ropsychological theory of motor-skill learning, Willingham [209] points to  the im­
portance of two additional processes in motor programming: ”perceptual-motor 
integration” and ’’sequencing” , which may also be deficient and hence result in 
poor or highly variable graphic output. Finally, the way the writer monitors his 
output might be impaired resulting in inadequate correction or adaptation of the 
movement trajectory. It is tem pting to assume tha t children with poor hand­
writing function sub-optimally in all these motor control processes. Of course, 
m atters are far more complex.In some children poor perceptual-motor integra­
tion or variable sequencing may be at the basis of their poor script. Others may 
not have sufficiently mastered the delicate muscle control needed in the initiation 
or dynamic stages of movement production. The DTW technique alone cannot 
answer the question on which of these processes might be responsible for the
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writing deficits of an individual child. Its outcome measures, however, do allow 
accurate comparisons of graphic output under conditions where each of these 
processes is taxed separately, thus enabling analysis of their separate contribu­
tions to the letter distortions in poor writing. As such, it may help clinicians 
determine the origin of a child’s handwriting problems and may subsequently 
be used in the follow-up of children who have been diagnosed with handwriting 
disorders, allowing the rehabilitation and learning stages to be closely monitored 
and graded.
In conclusion, DTW seems a promising tool in the investigation of handwri­
ting in tha t it provides an objective evaluation of the overall form characteristics 
of letters and their variability. Its measures allow an overall judgment of the 
quality of the output tha t other temporal-spatial parameters cannot provide 
and it supplies information tha t is not correlated with kinematic data. The 
technique may thus enhance our understanding of the processes involved in 
handwriting based on an unbiased assessment of the end-product. It may also 
be of use in clinical practice by facilitating the identification of writing problems 
and the monitoring of rehabilitation programs.
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Summary and conclusions
This thesis is about writer identification, handwriting recognition and handwri­
ting analysis on the level of allographs and sub-allographs. In this final chapter, 
I will summarize and discuss the results tha t were described in the thesis, and 
answer the research questions tha t were posed in the first chapter (they will 
be repeated below). From the research described, new research questions have 
emerged, and in this chapter, I will also give my view on the issues tha t should 
be addressed in future research.
This chapter is divided in three parts: in the first part, I will focus on writer 
identification and on the techniques tha t we developed for tha t domain. In the 
second part, I will discuss the handwriting analysis and character recognition 
applications for which we used our techniques. In the last part, I will give my 
final conclusions on the thesis.
W riter identification
In writer identification, the identity of a person who produced a certain piece 
of handwriting is to be found by looking for similar handwritings in a database 
of documents of which the writers are known. As discussed in the general in­
troduction of this thesis, several approaches can be taken in the comparison of 
handwritings: comparison on the holistic level (e.g., slant and spacing between
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lines, words and characters), allographic comparison, where (prototypical) cha­
racter shapes are m utually compared between documents, and sub-allographic 
comparison, where the focus lies on specific parts of allograph, like loops and 
lead-in strokes. In this thesis, the allograph and sub-allograph based approaches 
to writer identification have been taken: a piece of handwriting is described in 
terms of the allographs and sub-allographs tha t occur in it. Allographs are 
matched to the characters in the handwriting by matching them  using a trajec­
tory matching technique called Dynamic Time Warping (DTW). Sub-allographs 
are matched by calculating feature vectors and comparing those.
The work tha t was described in Part II, pursued the following research ques­
tions:
• W hat are suitable features and techniques for allograph matching?
• Which techniques yield results tha t match to  human expectations, which 
makes them  suitable for computer systems of which the results need to be 
interpreted by human experts?
• How can a persons handwriting be represented based on the allographs 
th a t he or she uses?
• How can techniques from the world of Information Retrieval be used for 
writer identification?
In the remainder of this section, I will summarize and discuss the answers 
to those questions given in this thesis.
D ynam ic T im e W arping for allograph com parison
In Chapter 1, we introduced Dynamic Time Warping (DTW). DTW is a tech­
nique th a t can be used to calculate the similarity between two characters. DTW 
compares two characters tha t are represented as a series of 3 dimensional co­
ordinates (x-position, y-position and pen pressure) by making a point-to-point 
comparison between them. This is done by matching the points on the two char­
acters tha t lie within a certain continuity range. Subsequently, the Euclidean 
distances between the matching points are averaged, resulting in the DTW- 
distance between the two shapes. This similarity value has turned out to be 
very successful. As we conclude in Chapter 1, DTW yields comparison results 
tha t correspond to human expectations. This makes the technique particularly 
useful in applications such as forensic writer identification systems. The results
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of these systems have to be interpreted by human forensic document examiners 
who have to be able to justify their computer supported conclusions in court.
In the experiment described in Chapter 1, non experts were asked to judge 
the comparison results tha t were yielded by DTW  and by hclus, which is an­
other matching technique tha t is known to generate good comparison results. 
The results of DTW were significantly judged to be more similar to human 
expectations than those of hclus. To strengthen the claim tha t DTW  is suit­
able for writer identification purposes, I believe tha t this experiment should be 
repeated, using handwriting experts to  judge the results. This proposed exper­
iment might additionally give more insight in how experts perform character 
comparison, which could result in matching techniques tha t generate results 
tha t correspond even more to human expectations.
R ep resen tin g  handw riting b ased  on allographs
But there is more to DTW  than just the fact th a t it generates human-congruous 
results: In Chapters 4 and 5, we have demonstrated tha t Dynamic Time Warp­
ing can be used to  represent a piece of handwriting in terms of the allographs 
tha t are used. In this process, each character in a piece of handwriting is 
matched to one or multiple allographs. This results in a so-called allograph fre­
quency vector (af-vector): a vector tha t describes for each allograph how well it 
is represented in the handwriting. We show in Chapter 4 tha t this af-vector can 
be used to identify re-occurring handwriting styles in a database of handwrit­
ings. By identifying these styles, a new piece of handwriting can be matched to 
one of the handwriting styles found, such tha t a statem ent can be made about 
the handwriting family that a piece of handwriting belongs to. If the hand­
writings on both a questioned document and a document of which the writer 
is known belong to the same family, this can support the claim tha t the hand­
writings belong to the same person. Additionally, handwriting styles can be 
matched to copybook styles. This makes it possible to  draw conclusions about 
the handwriting education tha t the writer has received, since copybook styles 
used in education often differ between countries and between generations.
In Chapter 5, it is shown th a t af-vectors can also be used directly for writer 
identification. If both the handwriting on the questioned document and the 
handwritings on the database documents are represented as af-vectors, we can 
search for the matching writer in the database. By taking into account by how 
many writers a certain allograph is used, we can give more weight to  uncom­
mon allographs than to common allographs. This corresponds to the way human 
experts perform their comparison: if they see an uncommon shape in two docu-
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ments, they tend to give more attention to tha t shape. We have simulated this 
approach by borrowing techniques from the field of Information Retrieval (IR). 
Traditionally, IR-techniques search for similar documents based on the words 
tha t are used (such as most internet search engines do). By making the tech­
nique suitable for allograph based search, we were able to  find the correct writer 
in a set of 117 writers in over 90% of the cases. The performance even went 
to over 99% if more data was made available to the system. These very high 
correct writer identification scores were generated using basic IR-techniques. 
Making use of more advanced techniques from the IR literature could possibly 
further increase the performance of our system.
Because the handwriting comparison described above is based on the human- 
congruous Dynamic Time Warping-technique, we are able give the expert a 
visual and understandable justification of how the system has come to its con­
clusion. This means tha t the expert will not only be able to take a look “under 
the hood” and get insight in the results, but is also able to form an opinion 
about the results. In Chapter 5, we show in a simulation that when an expert 
provides feedback to the system, it can even further increase the correct writer 
identification scores. In the simulation, individual allographs were marked as 
being irrelevant. Using a well-known IR-technique called relevance feedback, we 
removed the marked allographs from the original af-vector, and repeated the 
retrieval run. In this simulation, we never removed more than one allograph 
from the query. It is possible, however, th a t removing multiple allographs, the 
performance might even further increase. In a future experiment, it would be 
interesting to see if this would happen, and if forensic experts are capable of 
selecting which allograph or allographs should be removed from the query to 
improve the writer identification performance.
Feature based w riter identification
In addition to using techniques based on Dynamic Time Warping, we have 
looked into feature based comparisons of allographs for writer identification. 
In Chapter 3, we introduced two sets of features tha t were developed for the 
comparison of loops and of lead-in strokes. For each letter in a query document, 
the relevant features were calculated (i.e., for letters not containing loops, no 
loop features were calculated). The same happened for all letters in the database 
documents.
In a first experiment, a simple kNN-classifier was used on sub-allographic 
features. We were able to  find the matching writer from a set of 41 writers in 
up to  90% of the cases (depending on the amount of available characters to the
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system) when focusing on only one alphabet letter (e.g., when using a ’b ’ from 
the query to search through all the ’b ’s in the database).
An interesting second experiment showed tha t the features of a loop or lead­
in stroke of one alphabet letter could also be used to  search through other 
alphabet letters (e.g., using loop-features from a query ’b ’ to search through all 
the loops of ’l’s in the database). It turned out tha t the loops th a t a writer pro­
duces in different letters contain enough similar traits to to be of use in writer 
identification: correct writer identification scores of over 70% were yielded. Al­
though based on the single loop-features, no reliable writer identification system 
can be developed, the difference with allograph-based systems is tha t the latter 
can only compare instances of the same letter. Therefore, loop-features may 
be used as additional characteristics, which (combined with the allograph-based 
approach) could improve accuracy.
We have not used this feature based approach in the experiments regarding 
allograph frequency vectors tha t were described above. It would be interesting, 
however, to see how successful these features are in such applications, espe­
cially when the limited set of features is extended with (a part) of the features 
described in Chapter 2.
Nevertheless, experimental results tha t show tha t characteristics of one al­
phabet letter may re-occur in other alphabet letters produced by the same 
writer, are are promising findings for further research. A qualitative analysis of 
writer properties th a t show up in different alphabet letters makes it possible to 
employ them  in allograph comparison methods such as Dynamic Time Warping. 
Since the system described in Chapter 5 can only compare instances of the same 
alphabet letter (i.e., ‘a ’s to  ‘a ’s, ‘b ’s to  ‘b ’s, et cetera), this can particularly be 
useful in cases where there is little overlap between the letters available in the 
query and database document. It would make inter-letter comparisons possible, 
yielding more information about the similarity between two handwritings.
Sum m ary
Summarized, the research questions regarding writer identification tha t were 
stated in the first chapter of this thesis show th a t both Dynamic Time Warping 
and the sub-allographic feature based approach are suitable for allograph com­
parison. DTW ’s ability to yield comparison results tha t are in line with human 
expectations, makes it particularly suitable for interactive writer identification 
systems. Furthermore, we have shown tha t Dynamic Time Warping can be 
used to match the characters in a handwritten document to similar allographs. 
This comparison can be used to represent a piece of handwriting in terms of the
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allographs used, which can be used by IR-based techniques to automatically per­
form the task of writer identification. Finally, by applying relevance feedback, 
experts can incorporate their opinion about the initial results into the system. 
We have shown tha t the writer identification performance tha t was generated 
without relevance feedback can be improved by combining the strengths of the 
system and those of the human expert.
H andw riting analysis and character recognition
As was described in the general introduction, some of the techniques developed 
for writer identification could also be applied to other domains. The two remain­
ing research questions address handwriting analysis and character recognition 
applications other than writer identification and read as follows:
• Can the techniques developed for writer identification also be used in other 
handwriting related domains?
• Which basic features described in the literature perform well in the clas­
sification of characters and (iconic) gestures?
The first of those research questions was answered by pursuing handwritten 
character recognition, classification of hand drawn iconic gestures and handwri­
ting analysis. To answer the second question, a qualitative review and analysis 
of basic features was performed.
U sing  D ynam ic T im e W arping for handw riting  analysis and  
character recognition
In most experiments described in Part III, we have tested how well Dynamic 
Time Warping performs in classification and analysis applications. We have 
either evaluated the performance of DTW  alone, or in comparison to other 
techniques. The most im portant findings are summarized here.
Classification
We used DTW  for the classification of Tamil characters (Chapter 6) and of hand 
drawn icons, symbols, and uppercase characters (Chapter 7). The classification 
performance of DTW  on these data types are summarized in Table 9.3. In the 
cases where we compared DTW  to other techniques, the best competitor is also
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mentioned. W hat can be concluded from the table is tha t DTW  is able to yield 
high classification performances on most data types. Only the performance 
on Tamil characters is not very high. Tamil characters differ from the other 
data types in the fact tha t they are more complex and consist of relatively long 
trajectories. Apparently, our DTW -implementation is not able to handle this 
handwriting category too well. Nevertheless, a score of 87.8% on a 156-class 
problem is still not bad.
When looking at the other handwriting categories, it can be seen tha t when 
DTW  is outperformed by another technique, the differences are very small. Fur­
thermore, it should be mentioned that the best competitor is always a support 
vector machine using the Fgms-feature set (see Chapter 7). This is a dedicated 
feature set th a t was especially designed for the classification of multi-stroke 
handwritten gestures. These observations considered, it can be concluded that 
Dynamic Time Warping can be deployed as a classification technique in a broad 
range of handwritten shapes.
In Chapter 8, an experiment is described in which DTW  is used in a multi­
classifier setting, with feature based MLP and kNN classifiers. From the results 
presented there, it can be concluded tha t DTW  has a distinct view on hand­
writing than the other presented classifiers. By combining these different views, 
a high classification performance can be achieved. This proves tha t DTW  can 
not only be successfully applied on its own, but is also suitable for combination 
with other, feature based, classifiers.
D ata type
Number 
of classes Chapter
DTW 
perf. (%)
Best competitor 
perf. (%)
Tamil chars 156 6 87.8 -
Icons 14 7 98.5 99.2
Symbols 10 7 94.0 96.4
Uppercase
(IRONOFF) 26 7 93.5 92.8
Uppercase
(Unipen) 26 7 95.5 96.4
Table 9.3: The performances of DTW on classification tasks presented in this 
thesis. The right column shows the performance of the best performing com­
petitor in the comparison (note tha t in the case of Tamil characters, no direct 
comparison to other techniques was made).
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In Chapter 9 we show tha t Dynamic Time Warping also proves it usefulness in 
a complete different domain regarding handwritten characters: as a diagnostic 
criterion for developmental coordination disorder (DCD) in children. In a field 
in which analysis of handwriting typically is performed by humans using ques­
tionnaires, sometimes supported by very basic kinematic measurements, the use 
of objective, autom ated techniques seems a valuable option. An experiment was 
performed in which 20 good writers and 20 poor writers were asked to repeatedly 
write the same character. DTW  was used to measure the variability between 
the character instances produced by one person. It turned out tha t this measure 
was very suitable for distinguishing good from poor writers. This suggests that 
DTW  is a valid and objective technique for letter-form analysis in handwriting 
and may therefore be useful to evaluate the rehabilitation treatm ents of children 
suffering from poor handwriting. In education research it may be exploited to 
explore how children (should) learn to write.
Future research could involve further experiments with larger groups of writ­
ers, to  see how robust the results are. If the performance scales up, DTW  could 
become a technique used in practice to perform the diagnosis of DCD in chil­
dren. For this to happen, effort should be put in the development of a computer 
system with a user friendly interface. If such a program can be operated by 
people working in the field, such as teachers, it could be used to detect DCD 
at an early stage in children’s development, so tha t the right measures can be 
taken to help them.
Feature analysis
Chapter 2 provides a review of so-called basic features from literature. We 
have compiled 78 features tha t can be expressed as a single number, such as 
the length of the pen trajectory, the average velocity, average curvature, or the 
ratio between the edges of the bounding box. A taxonomy was created to  gain 
insight in the kind of basic features used in literature, and experiments have 
been performed to analyze the performance of the feature groups as defined 
in the taxonomy and of the individual features. These experiments have been 
performed on different types of pen data: handwriting, iconic gestures and free­
form drawing.
It was concluded tha t there was little difference between the feature groups 
as defined in the taxonomy, and tha t using all available features resulted in the 
best performance for all data types. On the individual level, however, we re-
H a n d w ritin g  a n a ly sis
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ported differences between the feature performance on the different handwriting 
categories.
In future experiments, it would be interesting to see how the features de­
scribed perform in the field of writer identification. More insight in the features 
could be gained if they are used on the same kind of data (handwriting), but 
with a different application. Also, both a quantitative and qualitative compar­
ison to the other techniques described in this thesis could give insight into the 
features, and into the other techniques. Furthermore, combining the different 
techniques might yield both higher classification and writer identification scores. 
This prediction is supported by the findings reported in Chapter 8, where the 
Dynamic Time Warping classifier was combined with classifiers using a different 
feature set.
Sum m ary
The research questions regarding handwriting analysis and character recognition 
were answered in the chapters mentioned above. We showed th a t our Dynamic 
Time Warping implementation, which was developed for writer identification, 
was successfully applied in the recognition of handwritten characters from both 
the Latin and Tamil alphabets and of hand drawn iconic gestures. The results 
are comparable to those of other classification techniques. DTW  was also com­
bined with other classifiers, which yielded high classification scores. Finally, we 
used DTW  for the automatic analysis of handwriting, in an application for the 
diagnosis of Developmental Coordination Disorder, and promising results were 
reported.
The question about which basic features from the literature perform well 
in the classification of characters and gestures is not easy to answer: using a 
two-fold analysis (top down using a taxonomy, and bottom-up using individ­
ual feature performances), we showed tha t the most distinctive combinations 
of features are distributed throughout the taxonomy and depend on the char­
acteristics of the data types. Our evaluations also show tha t although spatial 
features are more successful, temporal and force-based features may improve re­
cognition performance for certain types of data and should not be disregarded. 
Finally, the taxonomy tha t we created provides a systematical organization of 
the basic features tha t can be found in literature and may serve as a basis for 
future feature analysis research to  bring structure into the diversity of available 
features.
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Final conclusions
In this thesis, techniques have been presented for automatic allograph based 
writer identification, handwriting recognition and analysis. These techniques 
have been compared to current state-of-the art techniques. It was concluded 
several times tha t the proposed techniques yield competitive results on different 
domains.
Furthermore, applications have been sketched in which the techniques can 
be applied. In the field of writer identification, we described possible interactive 
applications to be used by forensic experts, of which the results are easy to 
understand and interpret, and to which the experts can give their feedback. In 
another domain, we sketched an application to support the diagnosis of motor 
disorders in children.
We have not only taken a theoretical approach on the different subjects 
described, but also sketched how the techniques can be applied in practice. 
In particular, we have shown applications such as writer identification clinical 
handwriting analysis. Furthermore, the techniques presented in this thesis can 
be of interest to  scientists interested in the processing of handwriting data, or 
other types of pattern  recognition.
In my opinion, future research should focus not only on the further develop­
ment of the techniques described, but also on making the techniques applicable 
in computer systems tha t will actually be used in the field. Therefore, I foresee 
an im portant role for the domain experts in future research: if they are con­
sulted at an early stage in the development, I believe th a t achievements can be 
made tha t prove to be of interest to both science as practice. One of the goals 
of the Trigraph project [120], of which this thesis is a result, is to  incorporate 
the scientific results into a test-bed system, and I by taking tha t step, we can 
bring the scientific results closer to the daily practice of the forensic expert.
Furthermore, I think th a t the fusion of pattern  recognition techniques and 
other artificial intelligence related fields has great potential. As we have shown in 
Chapter 5, the incorporation of Information Retrieval techniques in our system 
had great impact, both for the quantitative performance and for the possibilities 
for user interaction. I believe tha t the literature of machine intelligence contains 
sufficient ideas and material to get closer to the perfect combination of automatic 
handwriting comparison and analysis tools and human expertise.
In this thesis, a number of handwriting related domains have been covered, 
and I believe tha t the techniques, experiments and discussions provide ample 
material for future discussions and research. I look forward to th a t with great 
interest.
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Samenvatting 
Dutch summary
A llograafgebaseerde schrijveridentificatie, hand­
schriftanalyse en karakterherkenning
Er zijn verschillende biometrische kenmerken op basis waarvan een persoon 
geïdentificeerd kan worden. Bekende voorbeelden hiervan zijn DNA en vingeraf­
drukken. Ook handschrift is een van deze kenmerken: hoewel een persoon nooit 
twee exact dezelfde letters produceert, zijn er voldoende constante factoren om 
van een stuk onbekend handschrift te kunnen bepalen wie het geschreven heeft. 
Het bepalen van de schrijver van een document met een onbekend handschrift 
gebeurt bijvoorbeeld in een forensische context, wanneer naar de schrijver van 
bijvoorbeeld een dreigbrief gezocht wordt.
Momenteel worden forensische handschriftvergelijkingen vooral met de hand 
uitgevoerd door menselijke experts. Omdat deze vergelijkingen nogal tijdsinten­
sief zijn, is er vanuit de forensische wereld veel interesse voor computersystemen 
die handschrift kunnen vergelijken. Juist omdat de taak zo arbeidsintensief is, 
zijn de meeste vergelijkingen die worden gedaan een-op-een-vergelijkingen (een 
onbekend handschrift wordt vergeleken met het handschrift van een (potentieel) 
verdachte; dit wordt schrijververificatie genoemd). De vraag die dan beantwo­
ord moet worden is: “is het handschrift op document A van dezelfde persoon
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als het handschrift op document B?” . Door inzet van de computer wordt een 
heel andere vorm van zoeken mogelijk: die waarin een-op-veel-vergelijkingen 
worden gedaan (dit heet schrijveridentificatie). Het onbekende handschrift kan 
dan tegen een complete database van documenten worden gehouden en de meest 
gelijkende handschriften komen dan naar boven. Een soort zoekmachine zoals 
Google voor handschriften dus. De menselijke expert zal het laatste woord 
houden in de uitspraak over de waarschijnlijkheid dat twee documenten door 
dezelfde persoon geschreven zijn, en daarom is het van belang dat de resultaten 
die de computer oplevert duidelijk zijn voor de expert, en goed uitgelegd kunnen 
worden.
In dit proefschrift worden verschillende technieken belicht die het mogelijk 
maken om schrijveridentificatie met behulp van de computer te laten uitvoe­
ren (de meeste technieken zijn ook geschikt voor schrijververificatie, maar we 
hebben de onderzoeken vanuit het oogpunt van identificatie uitgevoerd). Het 
uiteindelijke doel hiervan is om een systeem te ontwikkelen dat door forensische 
handschriftexperts gebruikt kan worden in hun werk. Centraal in de aanpak van 
de verschillende technieken is het gebruik van informatie uit allografen. Allo­
grafen zijn prototypische lettervormen die in iemands handschrift voor kunnen 
komen. Elk handschrift kan beschreven worden aan de hand van de allografen 
die erin voorkomen. Het idee is dat de combinatie van allografen in iemands 
handschrift zo uniek is dat er voor elk handschrift een soort vingerafdruk of 
profiel te maken is.
Om een dergelijk handschriftprofiel zo bruikbaar mogelijk te maken, is het 
nuttig om zo veel mogelijk informatie uit een geschreven letter te kunnen halen. 
In hoofdstuk 1 van dit proefschrift wordt daarom een techniek beschreven die 
de computer in staat stelt om uit een gescande letter (feitelijk niet meer dan 
een verzameling pixels) de schrijfvolgorde te bepalen: er wordt naast de x- en 
y-coïordinaten dan een derde coïordinaat (dat de tijd representeert) toegevoegd. 
Dit wordt gedaan door alle mogelijke manieren waarop de letter geschreven 
kan zijn (van links naar rechts, van boven naar beneden, . . . ) te analyseren 
en te bekijken welk pad het meest voor de hand ligt. Verschillende aspecten 
kunnen worden bekeken. Bekende aspecten zijn de lengte van elk pad (mensen 
proberen het pad te minimaliseren als ze schrijven) en de grootte van de hoeken 
die in het pad voorkomen (hoeken van rond de 90 graden komen weinig voor 
in lopend handschrift, maar hoeken van 180 graden wel). Een andere methode 
is het vergelijken van elk pad met een set van handgeschreven letters waarvan 
de schrijfvolgorde al bekend is: de kans blijkt groot dat als een pad op zo’n 
bestaande letter lijkt, dit inderdaad de juiste schrijfvolgorde onthult.
De methode die we gebruikten om de verschillende paden te vergelijken met
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andere letters wordt nog veel vaker toegepast in de experimenten die in dit proef­
schrift beschreven zijn. Deze techniek draagt de naam Dynamic Time Warping 
(DTW) (zie hoofdstuk 1) en is oorspronkelijk ontwikkeld voor spraakherken­
ning. DTW  kan steeds twee series van coïordinaten waarin een tijdsaspect zit 
(in ons geval zijn dat handgeschreven letters) met elkaar vergelijken op basis 
van de vorm, en een waarde (een afstandsmaat) aan het verschil geven. Omdat 
er binnen een lettervorm nogal wat variatie kan zijn in snelheid, is het belang­
rijk dat voor deze schommelingen gecorrigeerd kan worden. DTW is hiervoor 
uiterm ate geschikt.
In dit proefschrift wordt aangetoond dat de afstandsmaat die DTW aan het 
verschil tussen twee letters geeft, meer overeen komt met de (impliciete) waarde 
die mensen toekennen aan het verschil tussen twee letters, dan de afstandsmaat 
die door andere technieken wordt berekend. Dit blijkt uit een experiment dat is 
uitgevoerd waarin mensen werd gevraagd de vergelijkingsresultaten te beoorde­
len (zie hoofdstuk 1). We hebben hiermee aangetoond dat DTW  een geschikte 
techniek is om te gebruiken in een toepassing waarvan de resultaten door mensen 
moeten kunnen worden begrepen.
We hebben in de beschrijving van de technieken hierboven steeds gespro­
ken over de vergelijking tussen twee letters. In een stuk handschrift zit echter 
eigenlijk nooit maar een letter. Het is daarom van belang om ook combinaties 
van letters met elkaar te kunnen vergelijken. In hoofdstukken 4 en 5 wordt een 
manier geïntroduceerd die het mogelijk m aakt om dit te doen. Aan de hand 
van een set van allografen (prototypische lettervormen) wordt een stuk hand­
schrift gekarakteriseerd: welke lettervormen komen erin voor? Onder andere 
met DTW  werd elke letter in een handschrift vergeleken met alle allografen in 
de set, en werden de meest gelijkende allografen geselecteerd. Uiteindelijk werd 
per handschrift een lijst verkregen van welke allografen erin voorkwamen, en in 
een variant van het uitgevoerde experiment werd ook rekening gehouden met de 
m ate van gelijkenis met de meest gelijkende allografen. Bij deze variant wordt 
er rekening mee gehouden dat een handgeschreven letter meestal meer lijkt op 
een combinatie van allografen dan op een specifiek allograaf.
Als we voor een groot aantal stukken handschrift bepalen welke allografen 
erin voorkomen, kunnen we zien welke allografen weinig of juist veel worden 
gebruikt in een bepaalde populatie van handschriften. Als een zeldzame letter­
vorm vervolgens zowel opduikt in een onbekend stuk handschrift als in een ander 
handschrift, waarvan de schrijver bekend is, dan verhoogt dat de waarschijnlijk­
heid dat het om dezelfde schrijver gaat meer dan wanneer een veelvoorkomende 
lettervorm in beide documenten staat. Zeldzame letters krijgen daarom in de 
vergelijking meer gewicht dan veelvoorkomende. Als we nu dus twee hand-
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schriftkarakteriseringen met elkaar vergelijken, kunnen we dit doen met behulp 
van deze gewichten. Deze techniek wordt ook gebruikt door zoekmachines op 
internet: zoek je op “het proefschrift van Ralph Niels” , dan zullen de woor­
den “het” en “van” een lager gewicht krijgen dan “proefschrift” , “Ralph” en 
“Niels” . In hoofdstuk 5 laten we zien dat deze aanpak ook voor onze toepassing 
erg goed werkt: het aantal stukken handschrift dat in een experiment aan de 
juiste schrijver werd toegekend was erg hoog. Dat de samenwerking tussen mens 
en computer de resultaten nog verder kan verbeteren laten we ook zien: als de 
gebruiker aangeeft het niet eens te zijn met de resultaten van de computer, kan 
hij aanvullende informatie geven. Deze kan het systeem dan weer gebruiken om 
to t een beter resultaat te komen.
In bovengenoemde vergelijkingen tussen handschriften hebben we vooral 
vaak gebruik gemaakt van DTW. Er zijn echter ook andere methoden om de 
gelijkenis tussen twee letters te bepalen. In hoofdstuk 2 wordt een vergelijking 
beschreven op basis van een set van 78 eigenschappen die de computer uit een 
letter kan halen. Voorbeelden zijn de lengte van het inktspoor, de gemiddelde 
en maximale pendruk, de gemiddelde hoeken in het spoor en de oppervlakte van 
de kleinste rechthoek om de vorm. In hoofdstuk 3 volgt een methode om letters 
te vergelijken op basis van kleine stukjes uit de letter (de inleidende halen en 
lussen) in plaats van naar de letter in het geheel te kijken.
Vooral in het laatste deel van dit proefschrift (deel III), wordt aangetoond 
dat de verschillende technieken die in de eerdere delen werden besproken, ook 
van nut kunnen zijn in andere handschriftgebaseerde toepassingen dan foren­
sische schrijveridentificatie. Zo laten we zien dat DTW goed bruikbaar is in 
classificatietoepassingen. Hierbij wordt niet gekeken naar wie een bepaalde 
letter heeft geschreven, maar welke letter er staat. Uit de verschillende ex­
perimenten blijkt dat DTW geschikt is om letters uit het Latijnse alfabet te 
classificeren (hoofdstuk 7), maar ook letters uit het Indiase Tamilschrift (hoofd­
stuk 6). Voor een toepassing van automatische handschriftherkenning in het 
domein van crisismanagement (situaties waarin snel bijvoorbeeld locaties van 
au to’s, personen en diverse gevaren als vuur, gaslekken en bommen gecommu­
niceerd moeten worden) hebben we bekeken of DTW  ook van nut kan zijn voor 
de herkenning van handgetekende symbolen. Dit bleek inderdaad het geval. 
We hebben op dit domein ook de hierboven genoemde set eigenschappen bere­
kend en bekeken hoe goed verschillende bekende classificatiealgoritmen in staat 
zijn om aan de hand van deze eigenschappen te kunnen bepalen welk symbool 
getekend is. We hebben deze eigenschappen uitgebreid toegepast door ze niet 
alleen te berekenen over de complete getekende symbolen, maar ook over de 
verschillende halen waaruit een dergelijk symbool bestaat (door vervolgens de
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gemiddelde waarde en standaardafwijking over de verschillende halen te bereke­
nen, verkregen we steeds hetzelfde aantal eigenschapswaarden per symbool). 
Om een generiekere uitspraak te kunnen doen over de set van eigenschappen, 
hebben we ons niet beperkt to t de set symbolen uit het domein van crisisma­
nagement, maar hebben we ook gekeken naar andere handgetekende symbolen 
en ook naar handgeschreven hoofdletters (die immers vaak ook uit meerdere 
halen bestaan). Vervolgens hebben we een uitgebreide analyse gedaan waarin 
we bekeken welke subset van eigenschappen het meest geschikt was voor welk 
type symbolen. De resultaten van deze analyse zijn terug te lezen in hoofdstuk 2.
Tot slot laten we nog zien dat DTW gebruikt kan worden voor het diagnos­
ticeren van Coïordinatie-Ontwikkelingsstoornis, een stoornis die onder andere tot 
motorische problemen leidt. Dit uit zich bij kinderen ondermeer in een onregel­
matig handschrift. Tot op heden wordt deze onregelmatigheid gemeten door 
middel van een vragenlijst die door een deskundige moet worden ingevuld. We 
hebben in hoofdstuk 9 laten zien dat DTW  in staat is om de variatie binnen het 
handschrift van een kind te kwantificeren, en dat er een significant verschil is 
tussen de door DTW  gemeten variatie van kinderen die door een deskundige als 
slechte schrijvers en kinderen die door een deskundige als goede schrijvers zijn 
geclassificeerd. Dit betekent dat DTW  volledig automatisch een analyse kan 
doen van het handschrift van een kind, en kan aangeven of er wellicht sprake is 
van Coordinatie-Ontwikkelingsstoornis. Deze automatische analyse zou kunnen 
worden gebruikt als screeningsmethode, die eventueel gevolgd kan worden door 
een analyse door een deskundige.
In dit proefschrift zijn dus technieken geïntroduceerd en besproken die de 
forensisch handschriftexpert kunnen helpen bij het vinden van de identiteit van 
de schrijver van een stuk handschrift. Behalve de technieken zelf, is ook een 
aantal concrete toepassingen besproken. Ook hebben we laten zien dat de tech­
nieken kunnen worden ingezet in andere handschriftgerelateerde domeinen als 
karakterherkenning en analyse voor de diagnosticering van Cooïrdinatie-Ontwik- 
kelingsstoornis.
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In this thesis, techniques and features are described that were developed for the 
automatic comparison of handwritten characters by first matching them to 
prototypical character shapes (allographs). These techniques and features were 
evaluated in experiments simulating different real-world applications. The 
majority of the experiments regard forensic writer identification, where the 
objective is to find the writer of a piece of handwriting by comparing it to a large 
set of handwritten documents of which the writer is already known. The 
assumption is that if two documents contain many similar allographs, they may 
have been produced by the same writer. In the experiment described, it is 
demonstrated that using the techniques and features, it is indeed possible to 
match the correct writer with a piece of unknown handwriting. Other 
experiments were performed to evaluate the usefulness of the techniques and 
features for the classification of hand-drawn symbols and characters in different 
scripts (where the objective is not to find out who produced the writing, but 
what it represents) and the analysis of children's handwriting to diagnose 
Developmental Coordination Disorder.
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